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PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian
Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat
met yesterday for the first lime,
opening a new chapter in the
I»ace process between Israel and
the Palestinians.
The two men shook hands

mtoss a negotiating table at the
Erez checkpoint — Netanyahu ris-
ing first, both men smiling ginger-
ly - as their five accompanying
aides looked on stem-faced.

Netanyahu and Arafat met alone
for 20 minutes, following a 45-
minute session in which the two
were joined by aides. Arafat dis-
cussed the Palestinians’ tough liv-
ing conditions, and Netanyahu
pledged to raise the number of
Palestinians working in Israel
from 37,000 to at least 50,000 in
the future, participants said. Other
subjects raised included settle-
ments and Hebron redeployment
On the subject of security, Arafat

suggested that he has his own rea-
sons to ensure dial Islamic mili-

tants do not commit terror attacks.
“Security is not just for you but for
us. This is a permanent policy.”

At a press conference after the
meeting, Netanyahu said, ’‘Both
parties reiterate their commitment
to the interim agreement and their

determination to carry out its

implementation."

The word “implementation" was
key to the Palestinians, who did
not want to reopen the Hebron
redeployment agreement to fur-

ther discussion.

Controversy over the word,
however, delayed the meeting. It

does not appear in the so-called

“non-paper," an unsigned working
document which was the basis for

yesterday’s discussions. Dr.

Ahmed Tibi, an adviser to Arafat,

said the Israelis did not agree to

put it in the paper and instead used

the phrase “deal with,” with refer-

ence to the agreements, but they

did accede, to a Palestinianrequest .

that Netanyahu use it in the press
r

conference.

“This is more important.
Everyone saw Netanyahu say it

and nobody saw the paper, which
in any case has no Israeli or
Palestinian signature,” Tibi said.

But Netanyahu immediately
qualified his statement about
implementation, saying,
“However, I would like to empha-
size that we have to take into
account the needs and require-
ments of both sides on the basis of
reciprocity and the assurance of
the security and well-being of both
Israelis and Palestinians alike."

When asked directly by a
Palestinian journalist if he would
redeploy in Hebron according to
the Oslo 2 agreement, Netanyahu
replied, “We are going to discuss
this issue in the steering commit-
tee,” sticking to the “non-paper”
formulation.

The word “reciprocity" was also
a key word, since it referred to the
entire agreement and replaced the
original phrase “mutual changes,”
which applied specifically to
Hebron and seemed to justify
deviating from the Oslo 2 agree-
ment.

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai will meet with Arafat
on Sunday to tackle that Hebron
issue and discuss Israel’s six-
month-old closure of the West
Bank and Gaza, Netanyahu said in

Tel Aviv after the summit
“The next day. we will convene

the [Israeli-Palestinian] steering
committees for the first official

meeting and we will begin the dis-

cussions," the prime minister said
last night in Tel Aviv.

“We made it dear that with all

our good intentions to cany out
the agreement a security under-
pinning must be added to allow
the Jewish population in Hebron
to live as normal and safe a life as
possible,” Netanyahu added.
The Netanyahu-Arafat meeting

was only a first step in the new
Ukud-PLO relationship, and
Netanyahu pointedly did not
shake hands with Arafat after the

The
meeting
was the

message

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and PA Chairman YasserArafat shake hands before yesterday’s

press conference.

At one point Moledet MK
Rabbi Benny Elon interrupted the

Erez press conference as
Netanyahu was talking about
achieving peace with the

Palestinians to exclaim, “What
happened to you, prime minister?"

Netanyahu responded that he
'never hid his intention during the

election campaign to “establish

contact with the Palestinian

Authority” and said that those in

the Likud who objected to the

meeting, especially Science
Minister Ze’ev Begin, “knew what
he was joining and should have
taken it into account."

Arafat stated at the Erez press

conference that his commitment to

the peace process was “unchange-
able,” and referred to the contribu-

tions of both former Likud prime

ministers Menachem Begin and
Yitzhak Shamir to the peace
process at Gamp David (which the

Palestinians rejected) and at

Madrid (where Israel excluded the

PLO.)
Netanyahu referred to Israel’s

interest “in the economic condi-

tions ofthe Palestinian population.

We think prosperity and peace go

mating at Erez checkpoint. <api

hand in hand.”

Yesterday morning, when condi-

tions for the meeting were virtual-

ly settled. Arafat phoned
Netanyahu to apologize for an

article in a Palestinian newspaper
on Tuesday which said his books
showed Netanyahu “looking more
like a Nazi than Hitler"jrnd which
described his Zionism as ihore

(Continued on Page 2)

COMMENT
DAVID MAKOVSKY

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s meeting with
Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat is nothing short of
historic. Beyond what was said,

the meeting was the message.
It was significant for a few rea-

sons. First, a meeting between
Netanyahu and Arafat shows the

Oslo Accords have reached a level

of general acceptance that will

spare the country much of the

schism of the past and permit

progress in the future.

In a broad sense, it illustrates

that Israel has entered a post-ideo-

logical age, in which notions of a

“Greater Israel" are being sup-

planted by an understanding that

die territories must be shared with

the Palestinians. The exact nature

and scope of die compromise has

not been determined, but there is a

realization by the large majority of

the population that one must be

reached. Since the political spec-

trum here has often been defined

by the Palestinian issue, that the

political spectrum has shrunk is no
small matter.

Second, while Netanyahu may
face antagonism from a few ideo-

logues in the Likud, such as

Science Minister Ze’ev Begin, he
is expected to win broad backing

at tonight's Likud central commit-
tee meeting.

The Likud has always been
divided between the ideologues

and pragmatists. Last night,

Netanyahu declared that, at least

(Continued on Page 2)
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Explosions, anti-aircraft fire

heard in Baghdad last night
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Jerusalem Post Staff

and news agencies

LARGE explosions were heard in

Baghdad yesterdayevening, along

with heavy anti-aircraft fire, wit-

nesses said
It was not immediately known

what caused the explosions.

Reporters in their offices said

they heard about a dozen large

explosions. The ground was shak-

ing in some areas, one correspon-

dent said. The night sky was lit up
with anti-aircraft fire, and air-raid

warning sirens blared.

The United States launched 17

cruise missiles against what

Washington called military targets

in southern Iraq yesterday morn-

ing. after firing 27 cruise missiles

on Tuesday.

Underlining Saddam Hussein's

defiance of an expanded no-fly

zone, an Iraqi air defense battery

beamed its radar at an American

F-16 yesterday. The fighter retali-

ated with missile fire.

Defense officials said the Iraqi

radar went silent after the missile

was fired, but it was not immedi-

ately clear whether the radar site

was destroyed. 1

Navy Cmdr. Bruce
.

Williams

said that thejet was illuminated by

die radar in defiance of US warn-

ings to Iraqi forces, and it fired a

-Harm" missile designed to

destroy such radar sites. The mis-

sile seeks out active radar signals

and rides them to the source.

But despite Saddam’s, tough

rhetoric, Iraq also flew about half

of its southern-based MiGs to

safety in central Iraq; hours before

the new zone went into effect at

noon, US officials said.

The newly expanded zone now
rakes the allied air patrols north to

within 50 km. ,of Baghdad^ and

puts two Iraqi airfields and a

major, training facility under the

daily surveillance of allied forces.

.

Meanwhile, pro-Saddam rallies

were staged throughout Iraq, with

crowds vowing support for him in

.

his latest confrontation with the

US and President Bill Clinton.

“Iraqi .willpower will not be

defeated by tire tyrants, no matter

how far they go in their hateful

sins, malice, and aggression.” said

an Iraqi military communique.
“The criminal Clinton is riding for

a fall into the abyss of vice.”

Yesterday’s cruise missile

salvoes killed one person and
wounded seven, the communique
said. Iraq said seven people were
killed and 1 9 wounded in

Tuesday's missile attacks.

Few details trickled from south-

ern Iraq following the US missile

attacks, with the area so far barred

to Western or local news media.

Margaret Hassan, a representa-

tive of the US aid agency CARE
in Baghdad, said her group sent 20
trucks laden with food to southern

and northern Iraq on Tuesday.

She said several of the trucks

already had returned to the capital

from the south, after delivering

their cargo of cheese, milk, and

high-nutrition cookies for children

and their mothers.

The returning truck drivers said

they “delivered the food and came

back with no problems," Hassan

said.

The US barrage on southern Iraq

came in response to the Iraqi

assault over the weekend against

Kurdish rebels in Irbil, the largest

city in the northern Iraq's US-pro-

tected Kurdish enclave. Some
45.000 Iraqi soldiers and 300

tanks captured the city before

withdrawing this week.

American officials said that

Iraqi troops remain uncomfortably

near Irbil.

US officials reported some

movement of Iraqi troops in the

north, but Air Force Gen. Joseph

Ralston, vice chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, said the movement

wasn’t enough to satisfy
_
the

Americans of an improved situa-

tion in the north.

“The fact is that Iraqi divisions

are still in the vicinity,” Ralston

told. “They are certainly in a posi-

tion to influence IrbiL”

(Continued on Page 2)

Clinton:

Strikes a

success
WASHINGTON (AP) - Twin
strikes by US cruise missiles

against Iraqi military targets

were a success and Saddam
Hussein now “knows there is a

price to be paid for stepping

over tibe line,” President BUI
Clinton said yesterday.

“He is strategically worse

off,” Clinton said, in his firstlull

assessment of American attacks

against Saddam’s air defense

systems in southern Iraq.

Clinton said he was not over-

ly concerned by two Iraqi chal-

lenges in die newly expanded
“no-fly” zone in southern Iraq.

“We will do whatever we have

to do in the future to protect

our pilots _ I’m satisfied this

mission has achieved the

objectives we set wit for it”

Despite friction with some
allies over the US military

action, be said die US coalition

against Saddam has not been

fractured. “I don't think it's

dead," he said.

Clinton and Vice President

A1 Gore met with reporters in

the Oval Office.

Assessing the US military

mission, Clinton said, “I am
pleased to repeat that ... the mis-

sile strikes that were conducted

overHie last two dayshave been

successful. The targets were

either destroyed or sufficiently

damaged so dtei we can say our

mission has been achieved.

“That made it possible for us

to implement foe expanded no-

fly zone today

"

THE SEA, THE AMAZING VIEW,
THE INCOMPARABLE JAFFA
The first original has been sohL The second original has been sold. The third original has been sold. And now

tee's Bonding Na4 - 3 rooms apartments for sale - $390JHHlAndromeda Hffl by the sea - to live in the original.
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ANDR0MEDA HILL, an exclusive residential project is being created in Tel Aviv, offers a unique complex designed to harmonise

with old Jaffa's charm and character along with magnificent views of the port and sea. Secure and beautifully landscaped grounds

with paved walkways and quiet gardens will provide unmatched tranquillity. Entrance to the complex is through a guarded lobby,

for pedestrians only, while interna! motor traffic will utilize a network of underground roads and tunnels. AtANDROMEDA HILL

you will enjoy all the facilities ofmodem living, including private health club with swimming pool and gymnasium ... Yet you

will be just moments away from the cafes, restaurants and shops which create Jaffa’s special ambience. You can select your luxury

apartment from a choice oftwo to six rooms or a magnificent peothouse,.each eleganily and luxuriously finished to tte highest standard.
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ANDROMEDA HELL - THE NEW-OLD JAFFA

Please visit oar site office/show flat at 88 T&ffet at

TbL 972-3-6838448, Fbx: 972-3-6837499 Jaffa, Tfel Avi^ Israel,

renresentative in the U.SA: The Heidman International Group, Inc. Tel: 202-4628990, Fax: 2024628995

Representative in the U.SA: Tel: 202-4628990, frx 202-4628995

ANDROMEDA Hn,T. on the Internet; http://www.anaroziieda.co.il

Developers: Mordot Hayam Ltd.

Developer& Building Contractor: S3 Ban Gat Engineers Ltd.
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Sharon, Begin slam PM for meeting Arata
YESTERDAY’S meeting between
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
and Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat introduced a new element
of suspense into this evening’s Likud
central committee session.

The summit drew harsh criticism from
some elements in die coalition and the
Likud, taut Netanyahu is thought to
enjoy the support of an overwhelming
majority of the committee.

National Infrastructure Minister Ariel
Sharon expressed terse opposition to the
Netanyahu-Arafat meeting, and a longer
and more stinging statement was issued

by Science Minister Ze’ev Begin. MK
Uzi Landau termed the meeting “an out-

standing achievement for Arafat” and he
promisal to make his views heard in die

committee session.

Most ministers were said to back

Netanyahu, but few said so outright. In

the National Religious Party and Tsomet,

there were reservations.

In a prepared statement. Begin asserted

that die meeting with Arafat “contradicts

die Likud platform and the government’s

guidelines. The government never delib-

erated die matter, nor did it adopt a deci-

sion in favor of such a meeting ... What
transpired is a severe defeat for which it

will be hard to find a cure ... The gov-

ernment is trapped in the Oslo tunnel and
the next stop is in Hebron.”

He warned that the meeting constituted

“capitulation to extortion, and giving in

to blackmailers always only increases

their demands.”

SARAH HONIG

Sharon curtly labelled die meeting “a

mistake. Business with Arafat should not

have been conducted at- this level. I

always regarded this as an error, and my
position remains so today.”

Landau, who heads the Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee,

termed the meeting “a blow to. Israel's

interests and a hindrance to our future

negotiating stance. Netanyahu never

ruled out such a meeting, but only after

Arafat met certain conditions™ This has

not taken place and thus the meeting

with him constitutes an incentive for

Arafat to continue breaching the

accords."

But Landau noted that “there are sig-

nificant differences between

Netanyahu's approach and that of the

Labor government. Their points of
departure are radically different.

Netanyahu considers the Oslo Accords a

disaster, whose damage he must mini-

mize.”

Transport Minister Yitzhak Levy
(NRP) argued that “such meetings must

not be arranged in haste and under the

duress of international pressure, though I

realize that the meeting itself may well

have been inevitable, because of the

unhealthy legacy left us by die previous

government. Yet care must be taken to

make sure that, in contacts with Arafat,

there is no deviation from the govern-

ment guidelines. I can only hope that

Netanyahu told Arafatthat tire new gov-

ernment, while it will pursue peace, will

do it in a different manner. I hope the

prime minister expressed tire sentiments

of the public which put him in tire office

Ire now holds,”

To the right of tire coalition there was
no equivocation. Moledet’s MK
Rehavam Ze'evi defined Arafat as “still

very much tire chieftain of a terror band.

This is what this murderer was and this

is what he remains. Why Netanyahu,

who was elected with tire votes of the

national camp, had to go and enhance

the stature of this child-killer is beyond

Tourism Minister Moshe Katsav noted

that “this government inherited a set of

facts and international agrecmeniswe

could not disown. But unlike tire Pegs
government, the Netanyahu government

will not blithely lead to the creation of a

Palestinian state and the division of

Jerusalem It isn't the meeting that

counts, but what is said in it, and we will

lead to a real and secure peace rather

. than a dangerous and bogus one. -

Sources close to Netanyahu believe

that the ideological issues which are

likely to dominate the central commit-

tee proceedings will work m his favor,

_

as they will turn attention away from

the petty frustrations of minor jrerty^

functionaries and from the ferment on

the eve of internal party elections

ahead of the convention scheduled for

spring.
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Settlement leaders denounce

summit on moral grounds
Peace Now gives a cautious thumbs-up

Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat walks to his podium for the joint press conference with Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu after the two held their first talks at the Erez checkpoint yesterday. (Renter)

SETTLEMENT leaders

denounced the meeting between

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser

Arafat, calling it “morally repug-

nant,” while left-wing groups
praised Netanyahu for die move.

“It was a moral disgrace' when
tiie laie prime minister Yitzhak

Rabin shook the hand of Yasser

Arafat,” said Yechiel Leiter,

spokesman for the Council of

Jewish Communities in Judea,

Samaria and Gaza. “It is no less

morally repugnant when Prime
Minister Netanyahu does it.

“On the ideological level, this is

a black day for all those who
opposed Oslo for the past three

years, including Mr. Netanyahu
himself. It is indicative of a deep-

ening ideological bankruptcy on
tire part of the government

“On the political level, despite

the fact that the prime minister

continues to emphasize reciproci-

ty, tire meeting was held without

any reciprocity from the

EVELYN GORDON

Palestinian side,” he said.

“Warning lights are flashing,

and tire prime minister must real-

ize he may soon find that he has

created an opposition to his poli-

cies no less intense than the oppo-

sition was to the policies of the

previous government," Leiter con-

tinued.

Aharon Domb, another council

spokesman, was even blunter.

“Netanyahu errs if he thinks he

is guaranteed the support of the

residents of Judea, Samaria and

Gaza at any price," he said,

according to Itim. "[We] are loyal

to the idea of the Land of Israel,

not to a particular person.”

Deputy council chairman and
Ma’aleh Adumim Mayor Benny
Kashriel said the meeting was
particularly worrying, given

Netanyahu's failure to approve

widespread building in the terri-

tories. Accompanied by exten-

sive construction, it might have

been possible to view the meet-

ing as a mere gesture — but with-

out such activity, the meeting

looks like a statement of policy,

he said.

Peace Now, meanwhile, greeted

the meeting with cautious

approval, while Gush Shalom

reacted warmly.
"Peace Now welcomes the feet

that the prime minister has finally

recognized reality," the group said

in a press statement. “This is a

great step for the Likud. But if it is

not followed by results on the

ground, such as a withdrawal from

Hebron and fulfillment of the Oslo

Accords, it will be a very small

step for the peace process."

“Netanyahu is making a symbol-

ic gesture whose meaning -

whether he wants it or not - is

recognition of the existence of the

Palestinian people,” Gush Shalom

said. “Through Netanyahu, the

other half of the Israeli people -

the half that fiercely opposed the

Oslo Accords - is taking its first

hesitant step on the long and diffi-

cult road to peace
”
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Peres demands Netanyahu ‘beg forgiveness’ from Rabin
PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and the Likud must
beg forgiveness from late prime

minister Yitzhak Rabin for tilings

they said about him in the party’s

election propaganda. Labor Party

Chairman Shimon Peres said yes-

terday, after die meeting between
Netanyahu and Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser
ArafaL
“It’s time for some courage and

decency. Enough with cynicism.

Even in politics one must have the

courage (o speak the truth.

Netanyahu must stand up today

and ask for forgiveness and admit

be was wrong in the election cam-
paign, and that it was necessary to

meet Arafat and negotiate with

him," Peres said.

Peres said the meeting' between

Netanyahu and Arafat is “a

tremendous victory for our way
(of thinking]. It is also a farewell

to the Likud's principles of not

recognizing the PLO. Their recog-

nition of the PLO is the most
important message of this meet-

ing. This recognition puts an end

to the idea of ‘Greater Israel,'

because the meeting with Arafat

was on the basis of the Oslo
Accords, not the annexation of all

parts of Eretz Yisrael."
Peres added that he still has

many fears and doubts, “because
the prime minister went to meet
Arafat without having a plan for

the future, an idea of the perma-

nent settlement or a vision of the

future of the Middle East.”

He said he is upset “because the

Likud lied in the election cam-
paign. They portrayed me as a

dangerous man.”
Peres said that the meeting

between Netanyahu and Arafat

was obviously set up “because of

Netanyahu's trip to Washington

[next week] and constituted a sur-

render to pressures. Netanyahu did

not plan the meeting, he was pres-

sured into it”

MICHAL YUDELMAN

Asked about the prospects of

joining a national unity govern-

ment, Peres said, “I will go further

than that We’D support the gov-
ernment even from without; as we
did when Menachqm Begin didn’t

have a majority in the Likud for

tiie Camp David agreement For
me, the peace process, not mem-
bership in the government is the

important thing."

Labor MK Moshe Shahal said

he regards Netanyahu's meeting
with Arafat as the “greatest fraud

and deception in our history. It

[reveals] a deliberate, cynical

deception by a politician who
wanted to be prime minister.

“The Likud used Peres and
Arafat as the central issue in its

propaganda against Peres as prime
minister. Today, Netanyahu him-
self begged to set up a meeting
with Arafat and went to shake his

hand. He knew [all along] he

would do it,” he said.

"What worries me is that a man
who is devoid of ideology is liable

to give up everything. Labor had a'

path, it presented it to the public. It

got a mandate from the public on
the basis of that path in the previ-

ous elections.

"Netanyahu should have told

the public the truth, that he bad
no alternative but to continue in

Labor’s path and meet Arafat,"

Shahal said. Before Netanyahu
can be believed, ShahaJ said, “he
must first tell the truth. He must
go up to Rabin's grave and ask

forgiveness, and ask for Peres’s

forgiveness publicly. Only then

will we know that he has changed
his ways. As long as be doesn't

do that, the deception continues,

as a senior Likud minister said

today."

Labor MK Yossi Beilin said the

meeting itself was extremely

desirable, but noted that it consti-

tutes “Netanyahu's turning his

back completely on the values be
represented in his election cam-
paign, which began and endedIn
the handshake with ArafaL The
meeting today proves that there is

nolimitto [his] cynicism. It shows
he is willing to adopt our policy,

while all his arguments said there

is a totally different path from our
one. Now he is proving that we
were right

“All the secret talks and
marathon negotiations, the

Norwegian mediators and
American and Egyptian interven-

tion reminded me of the days
before tiie Oslo Accords and are

an unequivocal admission on the

prime minister’s pan that there is

no other path except ours,” he
said.

Beilin expressed “heavy fear

that beyond the meeting itself

there will be no understanding

and no progress, and its only pur-

pose is to reach some formula

which will enable Netanyahu to

interpret the Hebron redeploy-

ment plan in a different way. In

other words, it’s an attempt at
'

forming a bridge with words
rather than actions."

Meretz leader MK Yossi Sand
said, “today Netanyahu’s hand
joined the hand of the late Yitzhak
Rabin, of Peres and mine. Today's
meeting will shatter for once and
for all the Likud’s refusal to rec-

ognize the PLO. Netanyahu
arrived in Erez for the meeting
freed of the Likud's ideology,
which is' passe, over and done
with.”

Sarid said the meeting was

important, but regretted

Netanyahu’s coming to it “as one
who was forced to, under pressure

from Egypt, Jordan, the United

States, Europe and from within. I

hope he discovered that the ‘devil’

isn't so bad, but instead is a part-

ner with whom it is possible and
necessary to make peace. And that

Netanyahu will realize that it’s not

good to be dragged into political

moves, and much better to initiate

them."
Sarid expressed satisfaction that

Meretz’s principles and ideas of
25 years ago are being realized

today, “and by those who were
against us. But there is also some
anger. [If this is what they’re

doing], why did they attack us so
much, and spill our blood?”

PA donor conference opens; donors unfazed by hidden account
THE World Bank is unconcerned
that the Palestinian Authority
maintains a $60 million account
apart from its operating budget, a
tank official said yesterday.

The existence of that account,

first reported in yesterday’s

Jerusalem Post, will have little

effect on the international donors
who are to meet at the State

Department today to discuss

relieving the PA's budgetary prob-

lems. he said.

“If Rockefeller was president

and there's a deficit here, does
Rockefeller go to his own pocket
and pay the deficit?" he asked.
“We are not the keepers of

ArafaL ... This is not our concern.
What we are concerned about is

the money of the donors. There is

no corruption [there]; we are sure
about il

“If be only has $60m. in his

account, I pity him,” he added.

“It’s not very much, really.

Nobody has legislation over
ArafaL what he does with his

money. Ail we have authority over

is the money we give.”

Today's meeting is part of a

series that convenes about every
six months in Washington and
Paris. It will be opened by die US
and chaired by Norway. Other par-

ticipants include: Canada, the

European Union, Saudi Arabia
and Japan, who are the four other

members of the ad-hoc liaison

committee; Israel and the PA; and
the World Bank, the International

Monetary Fund, the UN, Jordan,

Egypt and Tunisia, who have
observer status.

Among the primary issues to be
addressed in today's meeting are

HILLEL KUTTLER
WASHINGTON

narrowing the deficit in the PA's

operating budget and - generating

employment through construction

and industrialization in the territo-

ries.

No additional funds are being
sought for the PA, but the US and
World Bank are to ask donors to

fulfill the commitments they made
in October 1993 to assist in the

development of Palestinian infra-

structure.

Israel’s delegation will include

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu's diplomatic adviser

Done Gold, foreign ministry offi-

cials Oded Eran and Han Baruch,
Treasury ' officials, and the

embassy’s deputy chief Shiomo
Gut. The new ambassador to the

US, Binyamin Ben-Elissar, is not

expected to attend, an Israeli offi-

cial said.

The US delegation will be led by
special Middle East peace coordi-

nator Dennis Ross.

The World Bank official said

both Israel and the Palestinians

had an interest in arranging yester-

day ’s summit at Erez between
Netanyahu and PA Chairman
Yasser Arafat before today’s meet-
ing because “they don’t want the

donors to be pissed off.”

“They both want the aid to flow
[and] don’t want it to stop."

State Department spokesman
Glyn Davies called the donor
gathering part of a long-term
process of Palestinian economic
development and "not the be-all

and end-all of the process.”
Ben-Elissar was to present a

copy of his credentials to Deputy
Secretary of State Strobe Talbott

last night A date for officially

presenting his credentials to

President Bill Clinton has not yet
been set

Meanwhile, Clinton said he wel-

comes yesterday's meeting
between Netanyahu and Arafat
and looks forward to discussing

the development when Netanyahu
visits the White House on
Monday.
“The meeting between die two

leaders is a very important step in

developing an Israeli-Palestinian

partnership so essential to imple-

mentation of their agreements,"

Clinton said in a statemenL
“Indeed, it reflects their continu-

ing commitment to resolving their

differences through negotiations

and to securing a lasting peace.”

THE DISPUTATION
The BBC theatrical production of the famous disputation of Barcelona,

held between Rabbi Hoses ben Mahman and Pablo Christian! In the

presence of King Janies I of Aragon In the year 1263,
has been videotaped and will be shown Jonight

Tlmraday, September 5, at Spun. Admission free.

A public debate hosted by Sbmuel Qokting wW follow.
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(Continued from Page 1)

extreme than that of Begin and
Shamir.

In one slip-up, Arafat referred to

Netanyahu by his nickname, say-

ing, "I believe that we can work
with Mr. Bibi and his government
to advance the peace of die
brave,” but this was corrected in

the English translation.

The slip may have been a
reflection of the informality of the
meeting. Palestinian sources close
to participants in the meeting
reported that the atmosphere was
much wanner than was apparent

EREZ
from the press conference, and
better even than the early meet-
ings with Yitzhak Rabin.
They noted that Netanyahu,

unlike Rabin, did not have a back-
ground as an “iron fist” defense
minister or army chief of staff,

and was best known in his role as
a spokesman ai tiie Madrid peace
conference.

“He Is a man we can do busi-
ness with,” one source said. The
sources dismissed Netanyahu’s
public stoainess as a sop to his

“Likud constituency.”

The meeting came just in time

to establish a favorable setting for
the international donors’ confer-
ence in Washington today, which
will tackle the PA’s serious budget
deficit.

The meeting should also pro-
vide a favorable atmosphere for
lifting the closure, a step consid-
ered crucial to the PA’s future
financial stability. The figure of
70,000 Palestinian workers in
Israel requested by Arafat would
stem a further drop in the gross
domestic product.

David Makovsky and Michal
Yudelman contributed to this
report.

Palestinian Supreme Court president fired
Amin Abdel Salam. president of die Palestinian Supreme Court,

yesterday received a letter of dismissal, sent at the instruction of
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser ArafaL While no reason for the

dismissal was given in the letter, Palestinian sources said Arafat was
angry about a ruling die court issued a month ago, ordering him to

release from prison 10 Bir Zeit University students arrested following
the wave of suicide bombings in February and March. White the

students have never been charged, they remain in prison. Itim

MAKING PENCE WITH THE PLO
The Rabin Government’s Road

to the Oslo Accord
:k:

Sintr-

(Continued from Page 1)
for now, he is part of the prag-
matic camp. He has already indi-
cated to Begin that if he does not
like iL he can leave the cabinet.
This recognition, if only grudg-
ing acceptance, of Arafat and the
PLO is a milestone in tiie history
of tiie Likud.

Third, the meeting is also a mile-
stone in Netanyahu's political

odyssey. Earlier this year,
Netanyahu vowed not to meet
Arafat, but to boycott him the

MESSAGE
way Israel boycotted Kurt
Waldheim during his tenure as
president of Austria. He hascome
a long way since.

There has been understandable
criticism from the Labes' Party,

whose leaders couldn’t help but
recall how Netanyahu savaged
Shimon Peres during the election
campaign for holding hands with
ArafaL

But less important than where
Netanyahu has been in the past, is
where he is taking the peace
process in the future. Yesterday’s
session, m the words of UN coor-
dinator for the territories Terje
Larsen, means Netanyahu is “tak-
ing over the good ship Oslo with
Arafat,"

Indeed, Netanyahu and Arafat are
now in the same boat, and
Netanyahu seems to be realizing
that they will sink or swim
together.

(Continued from Page 1)
The US was criticized by

friends and enemies alike,
accused of everything from play-
ing the bully to acting mainly to
assure Clinton’s re-election.
Among traditional allies,

Britain stalwartly supported
Washington, but France declared
the US offensive has “nothing to
do” with Iraq’s aggression in the
1991 Gulf war. in which French
forces battled alongside the US.
In Russia the reaction sounded

like old-fashioned Cold War
rhetoric. Foreign Minister
Yevgeny Primakov decried
“forces that want to set up a one-
sided worid that would dictate

terms to all others."

BAGHDAD
In the Arab world, hard-line

states like Libya and Iran were
predictably critical, but even
Egypt and Jordan raised doubts
about the use of force. Jordan’s
Chamber of Deputies urged Arab
states to unite against “American
barbarism.”

Clinton won backing across the
US for ordering the missile
strikes, but some Americans
raised concerns about the long-
range US role in the volatile

region.

In random interviews,

Americans cast Saddam Hussein
in the role of villain once again,

and editorial writers from coast to

coast appeared nearly unanimous
in backing Clinton's decision.

David Makovsky, the diplomatic correspondent ofThe Jerusalem
Post provides a dear, detailed and fascinating account of how,
and equally important why the Oslo agreement came abouL “.’..the

best insight into the Israeli side of the negotiations."
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Hebron’s Jews reject

Sharon’s redeployment plan
Proposal offers PA more land, but lets Jewish quarter expand

mpnff!v»r
schists demonstrate yesterday at the Gush Etzion junction for immediate redeploy

-

at thp^ebr;Jhe demonstrators^ who had been making their way to Hebron, were stoppedat the junction by the army.
(Debt* hui>

NATIONAL Infrastructure Minister Ariel

Sharon has prepared his own plan for rede-

ployment in Hebron, but the Jewish communi-
ty there flatly rejects it.

Sharon’s plan would actually give more terri-

tory to the Palestinian Authority than is called

for under the current agreement with the PA
Currently, some 16,000 Palestinians in Hebron
are slated to remain under Israeli rule, while

under Shanxi's plan, this would be reduced to

about 2,000.

In exchange, however, the plan calls for mas-
sive building and development of the Jewish
settlement in Hebron, enabling some 3,000
additional people to move there. There are cur-

rently around 450 Jews in Hebron.
Sharon's plan would also allow the IDF to

conduct patrols and maintain lookout posts
on sites overlooking the Jewish pan of the

city, even though these areas will be offi-

cially controlled by the PA The IDF would
also have the right to enter any pan of
Hebron in pursuit of terrorists or to prevent
a tenor attack. These are all rights the IDF
would not have under the existing agree-
ment

Finally, the plan calls for a wall separating
Jewish and Arab Hebron, and a new road con-

necting Kiiyal Arba with the Jewish areas of

the city.

EVELYN GORDON

The Jewish residents of Hebron vehemently

rejected the plan.

“With all due respect to Sharon, this plan is a

very serious mistake," said community

spokesman Noam Amon. “It would create a

strangulated Jewish ghetto, surrounded by ene-

mies. And the army would not be able to pro-

tect the residents, because terrorists would con-

trol the high places."

Shanxi’s call for increased Jewish settlement

in the city is no compensation, because there

would be no room to expand, he added.

“It’s impossible to grow if there is no space,

and it's also impossible to grow if there is no

security," he said.

Amon stressed that the community is espe-

cially opposed to setting up a Jewish ghetto,

which is what Sharon’s plan to build a wall

would do.

In the Council of Jewish Communities in

Judea, Samaria, and Gaza, meanwhile, the

reaction was mixed.

Deputy chairman and Ma'ale Adumim
Mayor Benny Kashriel enthusiastically sup-

ported the plan, and said he would urge the

entire council to adopt it.

“This plan is very good, very wise," he

said. “It would enable us to maintain the

Jewish community in Hebron and retain con-
trol over the Machpela Cave ... and from the

security perspective, it is also very good for
the Jewish residents of Hebron, since the IDF
would be able to patrol and act in Palestinian

territory.

"The council ... should adopt this [plan], so
that the Left and the Palestinians cannot call

the settlers mere fanatics, who are out to tor-

pedo the Oslo Accords. We must propose
some plan ... because the council won’t be
taken seriously if it just says ‘no, no. no’ to

everything.”

However. council chairman Pinhas
WaJIerstein and secretary-general Uri Ariel
were less enthusiastic.

*|The point of contention would be that in
principle, it's allowing security to be placed in

the hands of the PA" said council spokesman
Yechiel Leiter, after consulting with the two.
“Our contention has been that — military con-
trol should not be handed over to [the PA] at

all. At most, there should be [Palestinian]

policemen.”

However, he added, Sharon's plans for

expanding the Jewish community in Hebron
are a positive point. The continued growth of
this community is crucial, and making a

change of this son in the agreement would be
much more than mere cosmetics, he said.

Mordechai says
Arafat meeting
was overdue

Urges PA to fight terror
AR1EH O'SULLIVAN

THERE was no external pressure
put on the prime minister to meet
with Yasser Arafat, Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai said,

adding that the meeting should
have taken place sooner.

Mordechai also said the

Palestinian Authority is doing a

competent job of fighting terror-

ism and that Israel had no inten-

tion of forcing economic hard-

ships on the Palestinians.

“The meeting between {Prime

Minister Binyamin] Netanyahu
and Arafat was not forced. When
the issues on which we have to

reach an agreement: are funda-.

mental. I too will meet with any

element, even the most extreme,”

Mordechai told military

reporters.

“We should have spoken with

the Palestinians sooner, without

linking it to personal relations

between leaders,” Mordechai
said. “It doesn't matter if we
come to a genuine friendship. In

the end we have to discuss issues

and we have to find solutions.

We need to meet with people

THE last legal barrier to evicting

the Jahalin Beduin tribe from land

near Ma’aleh Adumim was
removed yesterday, when the High

Court of Justice rejected a petition

against the alternate site the army

is offering the tribe.

The Jahalin have illegally occu-

pied the site near Ma'aleh

Adumim for years, and in May,

the court upheld the army's right

to evict the tribe..

Last week - a few days before

the eviction was to take place -

the tribe filed
,
another petition,

however, charging that the alter-

nate site offered by the army is in

Area B, where the Palestinian

Authority has civilian control.

The army has no right to transfer

anyone from Area C, which is

under full Israeli control, to Area

B, without the PA’s consent, the

petition aigued.

In response, the state said that

while the alternate site had at

one lime been in Area B, a series

of amendments to the Oslo

accord maps agreed upon by

Israel and the PA in January

resulted in the site being trans-

ferred to Area C.

At a hearing yesterday, attor-

ney Linda Brayer, representing

the Jahalin, therefore tried to

argue that the January agreement

was invalid. There was no date

on the agreement, just a month,

she said; it was signed by low-

level officials from both sides

rather than by then-prime minis-

ter Shimon Peres and PA

Chairman Yasser Arafat; there

were no witnesses; and it was not

stamped with Israel's official

seal.

However. Justices Aharon

Barak, Theodor Orr and Dont

Beinish rejected these arguments.

“We are satisfied that the alter-

nate site is in Area C,” they wrote.

“We are also satisfied that the

[January] agreement is binding,

and is not a mere draft”

Furthermore, they noted, the

High Court recently ruled that the

army is the sole arbiter of whether

a piece of land is in Area C or not,

so there was in any case no justifi-

cation for the petition.
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who are not naturally our
friends.”

The defense minister said that

if the Palestinians were willing, it

would be possible to reach solu-

tions on outstanding matters
within in weeks, if not days. This

would open the way for discus-

sions on the permanent arrange-

ments, he said.

Mordechai said Israel did not

want to starve the Palestinians and

was in favor of easing the closure,

provided security for Israelis

could be maintained. He said the

PA was headed in the “right direc-

tion”- with its crackdown on
Islamic extremists and Palestinian

rejectionist groups.

“Since the fatal bombings in

February and March, the PA has

made great efforts to deal with ter-

rorism, mainly that of Hamas and
the Islamic Jihad, but also from

the PFLP, which are the three

main bodies creating terror,”

Mordechai said. "The more they

fight the phenomena of Islamic

extremist terror, the better it will

be for everyone.”

DISCOUNTS AND GIFTS

FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Peretz rails at Meridor for

delay in implementing
pension agreement

FINANCE Minister Dan Meridor and Histad rut Chairman Amir Peretz

met yesterday to discuss the Histadrut's demand that a pension agree-

ment signed between the sides be implemented immediately.

Meridor said the implementation of the agreement was critical to ttie

economy, since it would enable employers to know the true costs of a

worker’s retirement. However, he said more time was needed to prepare

for the changeover. He said he would need until after the High Holy

Days, and asked Peretz to give him this time.
,

In a statement issued by the Histadrut last night, Peretz said Mendor s

decision not to implement the agreement on changing me pension cal-

culations was “very grave.” Meridor’s position could lead to a most seri-

ous crisis for which the finance minister will have to accept sole respon-

S
*

Peretz plans present the situation to a meeting of the union action

committee on Sunday, but said he hoped Meridor would announce plans

to implement the agreement before then.

Peretz rejected what he called an attempt by Mendor to link curt™1

Histadrut-Treasury negotiations to the signed agreement. (tnm)

High Court clears,way
for Beduin eviction

EVELYN GORDON
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Kremlin
praises

Lebed’s rival
PHILIPPA FLETCHER

MOSCOW

PRESIDENT Boris Yeltsin, keep-

ing eerily quiet on Alexander
Lebed's Chechnya peace deal, put

his ambitious envoy firmly in his

place yesterday by heaping praise

(Xi the man Lebed has said he can-

not work with.

Interior Minister Anatoly
Kulikov got an award and a warm
congratulatory letter for his 50th

birthday yesterday, written in the

floweiy style of communist times.
M
I view your professional and

persona] qualities with great

respect,” said the letter, which fol-

lowed the award of a medal, “for

services to the fatherland”, on
Tuesday.
Lebed, who declared tri-

umphantly that he had ended the

21-month-old Chechen conflict on
Saturday, called on Yeltsin last

month to choose between him and
Kulikov, who be blamed for the

fact the conflict had dragged on
for so long.

Yeltsin said nothing at the time

but the latest message from the

Kremlin makes clear that call was
out of line.

It also underlines the power play

at the top of Russian politics sur-

rounding the Chechnya deal,

which has halted die fighting that

cost tens of thousands of lives but
has yet to be turned into a lasting

peace.

Lebed's high-profile peace mis-

sion not only involves a humiliat-

ing withdrawal of troops from
Chechnya, where die rebels are

already showing signs of taking

over, but also presents a danger

that he will overshadow other top

Russian politicians.

Even Yeltsin, whose decision to

send troops to Chechnya in

December 1994 started the con-
flict, could feel threatened by his

outspoken envoy, who has pre-

sented himself as die peacemaker.

The president, who raised eye-
brows by dropping out of die pub-
lic eye in June, shortly before the

final round of the election in

which he won a second term, has

Britain, Ireland

discuss N. Ireland
DUBLIN (Reuter) - British and
Irish government ministers meet
today to breathe new life into

Northern Ireland peace talks

whose credibility is threatened by
blood feuds among Protestant

“Loyalist” militants.

The two governments are

expected to tell the Loyalists'

political representatives that they

face expulsion from the talks

when they resume in Belfast on
September 9 unless they reaffirm

their commitment to non-violent

politics.

Their departure would be a
major setback for the talks

process, already undermined by
the absence of die IRA’s political

wing, Sinn Fein, because of die

IRA’s continued war against

British rule of the province.

The IRA ended a 17-month truce

in February with bomb attacks

against targets in Britain and
Germany and shows no sign of
reinstating the cease-fire" that

helped launch the talks.

Britain’s Northern Ireland
Secretary, Sir Patrick Mayhew,
and Irish Foreign Minister Dick
Spring are expected to warn the

Loyalists' political representatives
that they will be cast into the cold

Denmark
closes neo-Nazi
radio station

COPENHAGEN (AP) - Danish
officials have revoked the license

of a neo-Nazi radio station in

like Sinn Fein unless they con-
demn the public feud.

The row erupted after the

Combined Loyalist Military

Command (CLMC), the umbrella

group for Protestant extremists

fighting to maintain British rule of
the province, ordered wayward
militant Billy Wright to leave

Northern Ireland.

It said he faced “summary jus-

tice” - which Wright said meant
death - after publicly opposing the

CLMC's strategy of maintaining a
23-mcmth-old truce to keep its

political spokesmen at the peace
talks.

Wright, who has been convicted

for security offenses, defied an
order to leave his native
Portadown by last weekend and
claims to have the support of
broad sections of the Protestant

majority.

The Progressive Unionist Party
(PUP), a Loyalist group close to

outlawed Ulster Volunteer Force
(UVF), has deplored the threat

against Wright, a reputed UVF
commander, but has failed pub-
licly to condemn the warning
against him.

“I do not believe that there is

any room for ambiguity in regard
to violence in the political process.
There is no way that you can be
half a democrat," Irish Prime
Minister John Bruton said.

He said any expulsion of the

PUP or a second Loyalist party,

the Ulster Democratic Party
(UDP), from the talks was a mat-
ter for other participants.

Copenhagen because they aired

texts by Adolf Hitler, a newspaper
said yesteTday.

Last month. Radio Oasis, trans-

mitting from the Danish neo-Nazi
headquarters in the city suburb of
Greve, transmitted excerpts of
Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf, a local
official said.

“We believe the radio has broad-
cast terms of abuse and we there-
fore have withdrawn the license,”
Lars Kilhof, a local broadcasting
official, told the Roskilde Tidehde
daily.

When Danish neo-Nazis were
given permission to go on die air
in February, officials warned the
license would be revoked if the
statical broadcast anything consid-
ered racist

The newspaper said the 13-
member local radio board, which
issues licenses, unanimously
agreed to shut down the radio sta-
tion.

It gave the owners of Radio
Oasis, Denmark’s National
Socialist Movement four weeks
to appeal die decision.
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Saudi Arabia quiet over US raids on Iraq •"

ANALYSIS
BARRY MAY

SAUDI Arabia, .the United States’

chief strategic ally in the Middle
East yesterday withheld public

support for US missile attacks on
Iraq.

Elsewhere in die Arab world die

greeted Lebed’s peace deal with a
deafening silence.

In the meantime Prime Minister
Viktor Chernomyrdin has acted as

go-between, briefing the president

at his residence outside Moscow
and then expressing reservations

cm the deal, indicating it gave too
much away to Chechnya’s rebels.

On TUesday Chernomyrdin at

last gave it a cautious thumbs up.

“The agreements signed by Lebed
cause some concern but on the

whole we consider them right,” he
told a meeting of top North
Caucasus officials.

“We should act within the

framework of these agreements
and keep to their thrust.”

Analysts have speculated (hat

Chernomyrdin, who would auto-

matically step u if Yeltsin became
seriously incapacitated and Lebed,
who has not hidden his presiden-

tial ambitions, are jockeying for

position in Yeltsin's absence.

Yester Yeltsin's chief of staff

Anatoly Chubais stepped into the

ring.

“One cannot say entirely that

Lebed destroyed Russia and
signed a capitulation, but one also

cannot say that he deserves the

Nobel prize,” Interfax news
agency quoted him as saying.

Yeltsin’s aides have been at

pains to stress that die president's

low profile is not a sign of failing

health or a lack of control over
policy.

But Yeltsin’s office said once

again yesterday that he was resting

and unlikely to meet or talk to

anyone by phone.

In the absence of his direct inter-

vention, analysts said Kulikov,

whose troops are still in Chechnya
is getting increasingly restive.

“Kulikov is not a big politician,

he's a general. He wants to follow

the orders of a politician,” Sergei

Markov of the Carnegie
Endowment for International

Peace think-tank said. “Chubais
and Chernomyrdin might try to

use Kulikov." (Reuter)

American raids drew wide criti-

cism and outright condemnation.

Only Kuwait, liberated from
Iraqi occupation by a US-led inter-

national military coalition in the

1991 Gulf War, openly supported

the attacks.

But Saudi Arabia, the main base

for US forces in the Gulf since the

1 990-91 Gulf crisis, maintained an
official silence.

“The Saudis have been
extremely quiet on this,” a

.

Western diplomat in Riyadh said

by telephone. “They may well not

want to respond if they can get

away without making an official

statement”
More than 12 hours after airand

sea-launched US cruise missiles

slammed into Iraqi air defense tar-

gets, Saudi state television report-

ed Tuesday’s attack as the 10th

item in its main evening news bul-

letin without comment
It quoted aCNN television report

that said Saudi Arabia had not

agreed to the idea that the US oper-

ation be launched from its soiL

Any Saudi support for the

United States was likely to be in

private, the Riyadh diplomat said.

“We suspect they do support the

American action as long as it

doesn't involve them in any shape

or form.

“The idea of launching the

attacks from here or involving

coalition assets based here was
just simply too much to be negoti-

ated within the time available,”

the diplomat said.

Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest

oil exporter, wealthiest arms cus-

tomer and the dominant military

power in the Arabian peninsula.
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An Iraqi child looks at damage caused by a cruise missile attack on Baghdad yesterday.

served as the launch pad for the

coalition against Iraq in 1991

when up to half a million

American troops were stationed in

the kingdom.
The US presence caused resent-

ment among some Saudis critical

of the royal family's pro- Western

tilt and growing American influ-

ence in the cradle of Islam.

Two bombs targeted at the US
military killed 24 Americans and
two Indians within the last year.

Saudi Arabia remains highly

sensitive to any publicity about the

American presence in the king-

dom, where families of some of

the 5,000 US armed forces sta-

tioned there were ordered to leave

recently because of threats of

more attacks.

US President Bill Clinton tele-

phoned King Fahd and other Arab

leaders on Sunday to muster back-

ing for a strike against Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein.

Two senior American officials

had earlier visited Riyadh and

other Arab capitals seeking sup-

port for retaliation against

Saddam’s assaults on Kurds in

northern Iraq.

In Jordan, the officials - Joint

Chiefs of Staff Chairman General

John Shalikashvili and State

Department Middle East specialist

Robert Pelletreau - met King
Hussein and were told Jordan

would not allow its territory to be

used for any action against its

eastern neighbor.

Yesterday's attack provoked

condemnation of the United States

in language seldom seen in Gulf

Arab newspapers to describe the

region’s main defender.

Dubai-based Gulf News said

Clinton's action had violated the

territorial integrity of a sovereign

Arab country.

“Arabs must draw a lesson from

what has happened and take warn-

ing against over-dependence on

the US, especially when its leaders'

show no respect for principles,” it

said. (Reuter)

Swedish spy caught
in St. Petersburg

Bulgarian airline crew tricked f—,
hijacker to release passengers $ *

MOSCOW (AP) - Russia expelled a
high-ranking Swedish diplomat for

espionage earlier this year after catch-

ing one of his couriers in St.

Petersburg, Russian media reported

yesterday.

The reports said die Swedish courier

and his Russian contact were detained

by counterintelligence agents on
I^bmary 23.

They were arrested after the Swedish
man paid the Russian $2,000 for a
matryoshka doll with film of23 classi-

fied documents hidden inside the

reports said.

The newspaper Nezavisimaya
Gazeta said the operation took place in

Sl Petersburg military museum and
was filmed by (Federal Security

Service) agents.

It said counterintelligence agents

moved in as soon as the exchange was
made. Neither Iran resisted arrest, it said.

The Interfax news agency said Boris

Kostenko, a spokesman for the Federal

Security Service, the KGB's main succes-

sor agency, had confirmed the incident

Kostenko said Russia later forced

Sweden to recall a diplomat who was
in charge of espionage operations in

Russia and the rest of the former

Soviet Union.

Both Interfax and Nezavisimaya

Gazeta identified the Swedish man
accused of being a' courier as Hans
Peter Nordstrom; 32. They said he was
in Russia on a business visa.

According to the newspaper,
Nordstrom said that a friend asked him
to pick up the doll and he had no idea

what was really going on.

It said he was deported without

charges, because of “traditionally

friendly relations between Russian and
Sweden”
Neither report said what happened to

the Russian contact

The incident came a year after

Sweden accused a Russian trade dele-

gate of military espionage.

Complaining strenuously that Moscow
continued spying on Sweden after the

Cold. War, Sweden expelled the

Russian.

OSLO (AP) - The crew of a

Bulgarian airliner hijacked to

Oslo by a Palestinian who
claimed he had a bomb tricked

the man into releasing all the

passengers, the plane’s captain

said yesterday.

The airliner was hijacked

Tuesday out a: flight from
Beirut, Lebanon, to : Varna,

Bulgaria. All 150 passengers

were released in Varna before

the plane left for Oslo, where
the 22-year-old hijacker sur-

rendered and asked for politi-

cal asylum.
No one was injured, and

police said no weapons or
bombs were found aboard the

plane. The chocolate box that

allegedly held the bomb
turned out to be empty.
While the Soviet-built

Tupolev 354 jetliner was wait-

ing for refueling in Bulgaria,

the quick-thinking crew
attempted a ruse.

“If the passengers remain

on bond, we told him, we
will have to land for refuel-

ing. But that was a He,” cap-

tain Valter Kolev told

reporters. “After about 25
minutes of discussion, he
went along with it."

-The ; hijacker surrendered
less that an - hour- after the

Hemus Air jet landed Tuesday
night at Gaidermoen, a charter

airport north of Oslo. His only

demands were to talk to a
lawyer, and be allowed to seek
asylum.
Uncertainty surrounded the

hijacker’s identity. Bulgarian

officials had identified him as

Nazir Abdullah, but
Norwegian police have not
confirmed the name.
National news media also

used the nantes Nezem
Abdullah and Hazem
Abdullah.
His state appointed attor-

ney, Jan Schjatvet, told the

Norwegian news - agency
NTB that the man feared for

his life, but did not explain

why. He said the hijacker

wrapped an empty chocolate

box in aluminum foil, and

-told the airliner crew ifwas a
s

;

bomhr
-f

- .» ’•

“The man wanted asylum ui

Norway because beImows it's

a peaceful country, not least

because of the peace talks here

between Israel and the PLO,”
Schjatvet said.

Justice Ministry officials

said it was extremely unlikely

that the hijacker would be

granted asylum, and the

national airliner pilots associa-

tion demanded he be deported
immediately.
The hijacker was jailed

pending investigation and pos-

sible trial. If convicted in

Norway, he could face up to

21 years in prison.

Machel says she won’t
marry Mandela

Dole avoids criticizing Clinton
MAPUTO (Reuter) - It's not hard
to understand why Nelson
Mandela fell for Graca Machel.
The widow of Mozambique’s

late president Samora Machel,
who led his country to liberation,

exudes charm and warmth.
Corning up for her 51st birth-

day next month she retains much
of the physical beauty of her
youth.

She is fiercely intellectual and
she is part of the African indepen-

dence struggle, epitomized by the

78-year-old Mandela.
But Graca says she will not

many South Africa’s hero-presi-

dent, despite the warmth of her

feelings.

In an interview this week in

Maputo with a Reuters correspon-

dent who has known her for more
than 20 years; Graca said she
speaks to Mandela by telephone

twice a day.
'

“But I belong to Mozambique. I

will always be the wife of Samora
Machel. I like being called Mrs.

MacbeL It’s the only way I can

keep my husband alive.”

President Machel was killed in a

plane crash over South Africa near

the Mozambican bolder in

October 1986.

Graca described her relations

with Mandela as affectionate.

Asked if that meant amorous she

replied in a whisper “Yes".

Was she in love with Nelson?

“This is very embarrassing,” she

said with a giggle that said, Yes
but I’m not telling.

Long an open secret in govern-

ment circles, the affair was
acknowledged this week by a
presidential spokesman after a

weekend newspaper splashed the

story of their romance.

SALT LAKE CITY (Reuter) -
Republican presidential nominee
Bob Dole has carefully avoided

criticizing President Bill Clinton’s

missile attacks on Iraq and voiced

strong support for the US forces

involved.

Speaking to US war veterans in

the midst of a four-day campaign
trip. Dole saved his venom for

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein -
whom he called a butcher and a
tyrant - and adopted a bipartisan

tone as he spoke about Clinton's

foreign policy.

“In matters like this, all of us
think not as Republicans or
Democrats, but as Americans,”
Dole said. “As Americans, we
wish our troops success and safe-

ty.”

“They are freedom’s heroes and
we support them without hesita-

tion or reservation,” he added.
Dole, who had criticized Clinton

for “weak leadership” on Monday,
said he had. the “privilege” of
speaking to the president about
Iraq (m Tuesday and saved his fire

for the Iraqi leader.

"If there is one clear lesson of
our century it is this: when aggres-
sion is tolerated it multiplies,”
Dole said. “I trust this is the
beginning of decisive action to .

limit the power and arrogance of
Saddam Hussein."
“He (Saddam) has persecuted

his people, he has defied the inter-
national community time and time
again, and tested the resolve of
America. And we must be decisive
in confronting this threat and hum-
bling this tyrant,” Dole added.
“The bottom line is that Saddam

Hussein is an outlaw, he’s a tyrant,

he’s a butcher, and we cannot tol-
erate any further action by him in

that part of the world,” Dole said.

About 6,000 former US service-

men. many of them elderly men
with ribbons and medals pinned to

their chests, gathered at die

American Legion's annual con-

vention to hear Dole speak.

Dole, severely wounded in

World War n, received a warm
reception from die crowd, which

interrupted his speech a'number of

times.

When the US launched its sec-

ond attack yesterday. Dole issued

a statement reiterating his support

of the US troops.

Dole campaign spokesman
NelsonWarfield said Dole assured

Clinton in their five-minute tele-

phone call he would not make any
remarks on Iraq “designed to

offend the president”
Warfield said Dole's earlier crit-

icism of Clinton had been a “his-

!

torical observation” on the perfdr-
1

mance of the administration and
made before the first strike.

NACHUM TIM GIDAL: Jerusalem,

3000 Years. 3000 Jahre. 3000 Ans.

PEACEMAKERS. PEACEMAKING?

Trilingual edition - from die earliest known photograph of

Jerusalem to the modem city of today - from the City of
David, 1000 BCE to the 1996 “birthday" festivities in

Jerusalem, the Capital of Israel - a photographic
historical book containing exceptionally high quality
reproductions.

Written by Prof. Nachum Tim Gidal, writer and
photographer. 31cm. x 26.5 cm. With chronological
table. Hardcover, 260 pp.
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into these people's fives and minds.
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JP Price: NIS 119 + NIS 10 postage In Israel
Door to door delivery (where available)' - NIS 19
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THE NATIONS -

by Benjamin Netanyahu.
Controverts ial, passionate
book - a ekraoly reasoned
work at contemporary
history and current aflahs.
Hardcover. 4fl7 pp.
PubMad by BMm, 1993.
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I
T'S dial time of year again
when pharmacies, department
stores and cosmetic companies

are using every incentive in the
nook to persuade the public to buy
fragrances and beauty products asNew Year gifts.

There are discounts: two-for-
uie-pnce-of-one bargains; tote
rags, cosmetic bags, towels or sur-
prise goodies for certain brand-
name purchases in excess of NIS

It’s all very enticing - but to get
any of these extras, you have to
spend money - sometimes a lot of
money.
To consumers who are brand-

name conscious, it must have
come as a shock to see the famed
Guerlain of Paris fragrances and
cosmetics displayed at Hamashbir
Guerlain has. for decades, been'
amongst the aristocrats of the fra-
grance industry and was very
selective about the outlets in
which its products could be sold.
While it is true that Haraasbbir

has undergone a sufficiently dra-
matic change of image to make it
more worthy of Guerlain, it is
equally true that exclusivity is a
disappearing factor in marketing.
If you want to succeed, you go
where both the demand and the
money are. And since
Hamashbir's multi-payment credit
plan enables low-income earners
to buy luxury goods, Guerlain has
followed the crowd.
A department store also provides

better opportunities for pushing
make-up lines such as its KissKiss
lipstick available in a choice of
five colors and retailing at NIS
108. Also on display are its long-
lasting nail enamels in three
shades each of red, pink, orange,
brown and natural, with a NIS 79
price tag.

Fragrance-wise, one of the most
unusual perfumes on die market is

Thierry Mugler’s Angel in its

: \\2f

For anyone on a tight budget, Christian Dior’s Ifendre Poison
body mist is a good buy.

unique, diamond-cut, blue-tinted
star bottle. The ingredients in the
Angel formula are often used in

cakes - honey, chocolate, caramel
and vanilla. The concept behind
the fragrance was that it should
evoke childhood memories while
simultaneously creating a vibrant,

audacious yet mysterious aura.

The honey-chocolate-caramel

-

vanilla blend helps to exude some-
thing of the aroma associated with
cake mixture, while woody and
fruity notes combine to enhance
its sophistication. It is entirely dif-

ferent to any of its rivals, and it

lasts all day, even in the heat of an
Israeli summer.
Sold only in April outlets in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Ramat Gan
and Beersheba, it retails at NIS
490 for 75 ml, NIS 280 for 50 ml
and NIS 1 98 for 25 ml.

For anyone on a tight budget,
Christian Dior’s Tendre Poison
body mist, which costs only NIS
169 for 100 ml, is a much more
economical buy. AicohoJ-free,
light, airy, slightly sweet, youthful

but nonetheless elegani, it doesn't

have the same staying power as

concentrated perfume, but it does
last for several hours.

Somewhat more expensive, but
not quite as costly as Angel, is

Donna Karan’s DK Perfume
which sells for NIS 379 for 100 ml
and NIS 289 for 50 ml. If this is

still beyond die budget, go forDK
bath and body mist bnunisat az

NIS 229 for 50 ml and NIS 139 for

30 ml. VanOla is the dominant
aroma in the light floral bouquet,
which once it settles, is really

quite delightful.

A very aggressive advertising

campaign is being waged to boost

public awareness of L’Eau d’Issey
pour Homme which is somewhat
more affordable than his fra-

grances for women, but which has
little appeal to the olfactory senses
of this writer. Pungent, with a
strong citrus flavor, a 1 25 ml bot-
tle of eau de toilette spray can be
purchased for NIS 229. The 75 ml
bottle costs NIS 159.
Perfumed creams and lotions

are often more effective and go a
lot further than a perfume vapor-

izer. They get right into the pores
and often last around the clock,

working much more effectively
than a regular deodorant Jean
Paul Gaultier's latest offerings are
a case in point. The series
includes a ISO gram sculpted bar
of perfumed soap for NIS 119,

200 ml containers of body cream
at NIS 249, body lotion at NIS
1S7 and bath and shower gel at

NIS 149.
If you hesitate to buy fragrance

or make-up for someone in case it

doesn’t suit them, something that

those women who wear make-up
can use is a "first aid” kit put
together by international beauti-

cian and make-up artist Ada
Lazerson and fashion designer
Dorm Frankfurt The NIS 169 kit

consists of a black mesh purse
filled with eyebrow tweezers,

make-up sponges, powder and
rouge brush, lip brush, eye-shad-
ow applicators, crayon and pencil

sharpener, eyebrow brush and
head band.
If each of these items is pur-

chased separately in one of the

many bazaar stores dotting the

country, the aggregate cost will

probably come to a lot less. The
difference in price is probably for

die label.

Not all insurance

agents are the same
S

OME months ago, this col-

umn addressed the disadvan-

tages of Direct Insurance.

For many, the absence of an agent

just isn’t worth the lower premi-

ums. But, according to G.K. -
whose car was crashed into from

behind by an ambulance, causing

die vehicle severe damage, and the

driver a bad case of whiplash -
having an agent isn’t always all

it’s cracked up to be.

After receiving one piece of bad
advice after another from her
agent, GJC. is left with more ques-
tions than answers about the sys-

tem of insurance in this country:

How one should go about select-

ing an agent, and what responsi-

bilities agents have towards their

clients. She also wants to know
why insuring a car through one
company can cost NIS 1,000 more
than when insuring the same car

through another company.
Regarding selection: The best

way to select an agent is through
recommendations from people
who have filed claims in die past
Each agency works with one or
more insurance companies. It is

more imporSnt to have an agent
whom you trust than to select a
particular insurance company, and
then look for an agent who works
wjtb dial company. A good, expe-

rienced agent - one familiar with

the ins and outs of complicated
claims - can make the difference

between customer satisfaction or

dissatisfaction, when the need to

file a claim arises. It is in the inter-

est of the insurance companies to

dole out as little money as possi-

ble. The agent can bargain with

them.

Note: An agent who is renowned
for his expertise in the field of life

insurance may be a bad choice if

you are insuring your car. Each
field has its own gray areas, and
requires specific knowledge.

CAVEAT EMPTOR!
RUTHIE BLUM

Regarding prices: the reason for

the discrepancies has to do with
each company's siaiistical analy-

sis of claims on a given car model
in a given year. Rather than per-

forming a “global" analysis

among all of the insurance com-
panies, each looks at the numbers
of thefts and accidents with
which it has dealt. This means
that if company “XM had an
unusually high claim rate on
Peugeot station wagons, for

example, die insurance for that

model - with that company - will

be higher than if purchased
through another company. Here,

an agent can be helpfiil. (The
agent I use, for example, runs a
computer check on each of the

companies be works with, and
selects the cheapest one for a
given model for his clients.)
~ Regarding claims and assess-

ment: If you have an accident

which was not your fault, you can
file a claim with your insurance

company, or file a “third party"

claim against the insurance com-
pany of the “guilty” vehicle. (If

you opt for the former, your insur-

ance company sends an assessor.

If you opt for the latter, you
choose a private assessor, and pay
for it.)

Not wishing to have her premi-

um raised due to an accident

admittedly the fault of the ambu-
lance driver, G.K. chose the latter

option. What she should have
been advised by her agent was that

in cases where the sum to be
forked out for repairs is high (in

this case NIS 16,000). it is better

to opt for tbe former, and then sue

the third party for consequential

damages - which include

increased premium.

Keep in mind that negotiating is

an integral part of insurance
claims. Your agent can and should

negotiate for you, but, you too can
argue your case. If you demand
consequential damages from a
third party, and believe you are

being short-changed (G.K. wanted
to rent a car while hers was in the

garage, but was told to take taxis,

and that she would be reimbursed
for only 80% of tbe cost), you can
take the matter to court.

One more obvious point worth
repeating: Save all receipts for
expenses related lo your accident,

including medical, garage repairs,

assessment (if you hire a private
assessor, which is your right in

any case) transportation (rented
car, taxi and bus fares), and confir-

mation of loss of work days.
Unfortunately, there is no way to

avoid getting hit by another vehi-

cle. Neither can you evade incon-
venience if this happens. However,
a good agent can help to minimize
this inconvenience, and keep you
well informed of your options.
G.K. is going to look for another
agent Ask yourselves whether you
should be doing the same.

Tourists beware! If you take a
taxi, request that the meter be
operated. If the driver fails to turn

it on, make sure to write down the

number of his license (which
should appear on the dashboard or

above one of the front doors).

Otherwise, you may end up
being "taken for a ride", as was
L.B.'s mother, an elderly visitor

from South Africa - who was
charged NIS 50 for a return trip

from the museum, which cost NIS
18 on her way there.

You are invited to offer personal

stories about goods and services in

this country. Write to: Ruthie
Blum, POB 81, 91000 Jerusalem.
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THE latest weapon against

terrorism can see right

through you.

The Passive Millimeter Wave
Imager can X-ray through clothing

to “see" a concealed weapon, plas-

tic explosives or drugs: A police

officer can surreptitiously ,
aim it,*

into a crowd from as fir away as

27'metere.

The new X-ray gun is becoming
a symbol for an unlikely alliance

of civD libertarians and gun own-
ers in Santa Monica, California,

who fear the fight against crime

and terrorism may be waged at the

expense of personal freedoms.

“I’m incredibly concerned,” said

John Henry Hingson, a past presi-

dent of the National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers. “The
entire nation could become a vic-

tim of illegal searches and seizures

and the law is powerless to protect

them from these police abuses.”

But in these nervous times in

America, following the crash of
TWA Flight 800 and bombings at

the Olympics, Oklahoma City and

the World Trade Center, many
Americans are now willing to.

trade some of their privacy and

civil liberties for greater security.

A recent poll by the Los
Angeles Times found that a major-

ity of people - 58 percent - said

they would curtail some civil lib-

erties if it would help thwart ter-

rorism. Thirteen penrent said it

would depend on what rights were
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A model ofsomeone in normal dress and then screened by the Passive Millimeter Wave Imager revealing two concealed pistols.

BARGAIN BASEMENT

at stake. The pell didn't ask people

to single out any rights.

The Clinton administration has

proposed increased wiretapping

and other anti-terrorism steps, and
is doling out research grants for

cutting edge anti-crime technolo-

gy that once may have been

intended for only military use.

Last year, the National

Institute of Justice awarded 52.1

million to three companies to

develop, weapon detectors for

airports, stores and public build-

ings.

Two models are being devel-

oped of the Passive Millimeter

Wave Imager, a creation of

Massachusetts-based Millimetrix

Corp.
The larger one, about toe size of

a shoebox, is mounted on a patrol

car and pointed at the unsuspect-

ing person. The gadget doesn't

send out X-rays: instead, it picks

up electromagnetic waves emitted

by human flesh.

Anything that stands in the way
of those waves - like a gun - or
anything that emits weaker
waves - like a bag of cocaine or

a plastic explosive - will show
up on a little screen in toe patrol

car.

Clothes emit no waves. Neither

do walls, allowing the device to be
used from even outside a room.
A second model is a smaller,

battery-operated version that an

officer can operate by hand, like a

radar gun.

Millimetrix hopes to field lest

die larger model soon at a police

agency.

Hingson argues toe device runs

roughshod over bans against ille-

gal searches and seizures. The
law says police can stop and frisk

a person only when arcofficer has

a "reasonable suspicion" the per-

son is armed or involved in a

crime.

Millimetrix points out that while

the imager can see through cloth-

ing, it still leaves people some pri-

vacy. The device's display screen,

toe company says, “does not

reveal intimate anatomical details

of the person.”

Chip Walker, spokesman for toe

National Rifle Association, noted

that devices like the iniager threat-

en the legal rights of people in 31

states who are allowed to cany
concealed weapons with proper

licenses.

“We certainly support efforts to

disarm criminals, but we need to

be careful that we're not painting

with too broad a brush here,” he

said.

Walker said that as troubling as

terrorism is, people may be play-

ing into terrorists’ hands by giving

up their privacy. “One of the

broader issues is that if we start

giving up certain civil liberties,

that essentially means that the ter-

rorists are starting to accomplish

one of their goals." (AP)
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OFFERS

PRINTER - suitable for spread sheds,

NIS 90. 09-7719615.

GRACO PACK hP PLAY - almost

new. NTS 325. 09-626120.

BEE POLLEN —» natural vitamins, 500

mg . each, 250 tablets, NIS 40. 03-

6296099.
MASSAGE TABLE - non-portable,

excellent condition, NIS 300. 03-

5616683.
. „

DOUBLE bed springmattress
- NIS 50. 09-550170.

BRIDAL BEAD-DRESS & VEIL -

from UK, good condition, excellent

auality. NIS 35a 03-5058257, NS. \

BICYCLE - 18 fck, Hke new, N1SJ7Q.
09-698557.
CLAIROL FOOT SPA - NIS 8Q; table

lamp. NIS 6a 09-7715190. -

2 WALL BRACKET LAMPS - white

glass, NTS 200 foe both. 03-6357718.

%£.G- WASHING MACHINE - NIS

150 O.b.0. 09-7716836.

SIGMUND FREUD'S LIFE &
WORK - 3 vds. by Ernest Jones, 1901-

1 039. NIS 50. 04-8242207. .

•THE FOURTH ESTATE’-by Jeffrey

Archer, bard covet; new, NTS 60. 02-

5333250 (evening*)* \
GAME" -video game, 1 cartridge

containing 23 ganteg. NIS 50, ‘‘pta*”

electric, 56x43 cm, NTS 25. 02-5666873,

NS. '
;

OSTER JUICER - NIS SO; exercise

bike, NIS 100. 02-5627883.

I* GEAR - men's running shoes, new,

low, white,. size 45, NIS 150. 02-

.

651 1935, NS.

IV1ATISSE - framed print. NIS 300. 02-

SjjXSE CONTROL - suitable for

m0St cars, new in box, NIS 350. 02-

6422293.
FOLDING CHAIR - for balcony, wift

olace far legs. NIS 95; ironing board,

SS 40. 02-5665964. NS. '

t
.

PlCTURES^- 2 ooweis from 191

8

& 1926, 50x70 gold frames. NIS 100

uadi; PiCMSO’S WUd Flowers, framed.

NTS 50 O.b-0. 02-6286338. NS.

CD ROM - NBA Live ’951 computer

game, new, NIS 150. 02-5862350, NS.

PC PRINTER - Olympia, NIS 350. 02-

5617257, NS.
NIKE TENNIS SHOES - black, size

10. new. NIS 300. 02-5663516. NS.

WOMEN’S SPORTS SHOES - size

37. black Avia high tops, new, NIS 150

o.b.o. Margalit. 02-6724152, NS.

BABYCAR SEAT - like new, NIS 200;

baby tush chair. NIS 75. 02-585234 1.

SET OF 10 VIDEO ENCYCLOPE-
DIA - in Hebrew for children. NIS 200.

2^FULL4UENGTH ROBES - small

size: (1) jeans, pink color whh apphque,

(2) black-yellow floral. NIS 150 each.

02-6234984, NS.
CARMEL CARPET - good condition,

NIS 300. 02-5356781.

HAMSTER CAGE - 2 floors, round

bottom -and bouse, bottle. 2 foodros,

miming Wheel, NIS 1 10. 02-6562083.

BABY CRIB - while, wheeled,

.adjustable sleeping height, top quality

(Shilav). mcinding mensmre-proof mn-

tress, excellent condition, NIS 350. 02-

6520003.
.

.

SINGLE BED - box spring, meW
&ame,NIS 300. 02-6521187^
PHOTOGRAPHER’S TRIFOlJ - NIS

350.

02-

6247986, NS.

CIGARETTES - Marlboro Light, 4

packs. NTS 75 each. 02-4519262.

‘GO’ AND ‘NATIONAL GEO-
GRAPHIC’ -NIS 150: large suitcase on

wheels, NIS 100.02-6423351-

HIKING BOOTS - canvas, brown,

worn once, size 38. NIS 50; hamster

cage, NIS 40; Speed© bathing soil, worn

once, size 16. N1S30. 02-6794276.

INFANT CLOTHES - 100, new. hand-

knitted. NIS 300. 02-6438021.

VACUUM CLEANER - excellent con-

dition. NIS 200. 02-6766036.

NIKE AIR FLIGHT SNEAKERS -

new. size 42 (8-5). 02-561 1962.

VACUUM CLEANER - Amcor. NIS

170.

02-

5636828, NS.

XjVDEES’ flat leather san-
TVif .q - Gali. never worn, size 41. NIS

.45. 02-5630812.

SOLID MAHOGANY BOOK-

SHELVES - approximately 75 in. high,

60 in. long, deep shelves, excellent con-

dition, NIS 350. 02-5610437, NS.

SOFA BED - excellent condition, with

puD-oatbed underneath and storage, NIS
350. 02-5348112.
COMFORTER - goose down, king

dre
,
comforter, almost new, NIS 250.

02-5631408, NS.
KEROSENE HEATER- very econom-
ical. tike new. NIS 250. 02-5832960. NS.
KENWOOD ELECTRIC COOKPAN
- 5 liter, roasts, fries, casseroles, bakes,

with lid, removable thermostatic control,

used once, meaty kosher, NIS 300. 02-

671478A
NIKE AIR - new. white with black and

red, size 6.5/39 (men’s), NIS 300. 02-

5354832, NS. .. _
ROLLERBLADES- like new, size 40,

NIS 80. 02-5343026.

TABLE - NIS 300. 02-6769754.

RAYBAN SUNGLASSES - new, clas-

sic style, NIS 1 75. 02-5346018

WORLD BOOK YEAR BOOKS -

plus assortment ofdictionaries, grammar

books, health books and cookbooks -

FREE. 02-5711185. NS.

SHOES - men’s new black Rockport.

size 12 N (45). NIS 240. 02-6421981.

LOUDSPEAKERS- large, good coodw

ticn. pair with 3 internal speakers, NIS

200; record player BSR, snitableteM VHLHIS 150. 02-5633784,

NS. _
•SCIENCE’ - over 130 issues, Drc.

1993 to Ang. 1996, NIS 300. 02-

ITraSAMAS TABLETS - 10 mg.,

NIS 250. 02-5636339. NS.

SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAIN-

MENT SYSTEM - with 2 controls and

5-game cassettes. 02-5619128.
>

DOUBLE DESK - for children s room,

bloc fonnica mti ^ 2

excellent condition, NIS 300. ui

ELECTRONIC DICTIONARY -

land-held diary, calculator, alann, tele-

phone book, international times and cur-

rency conversion, all in one, must sell,

NIS 250.02-5610486.

DISHWASHER - NIS 330: set brown
Pyrex (fiShes, NIS 20. 02-5669702.

SUNBEAM TOASTER - new, NIS

100; dinner set, new, NIS I0O; type-

writer. NIS 75. 02-6786052.
GIRLS’ X0-SPEED BIKE - 24 in., 2
years old, NIS 150. 02-5870981. eves.

LITTLETYKES WORKSHOP- with

tools, perfect condition, NIS 250 o.b.o.;

I gallon professional beautician's sham-
poo. NIS 50. 02-6732223.
HITACHI COLOR TV - large, good
condition, NIS 300. 02-5876695.

UMBRELLA STROLLER
American, very lightweight, washable

wan, exceDen(condition, NIS 80. 02-

6784 I 21.

PAIR BED DUST RUFFLES - brown,

pleated, new, NIS ISO. 02-651 1230, NS.

DESK - including drawers and shelves.

180x120x50 chl; pine formica, red edg-

ing. NIS 300. 02-6524823.

TAHTULIM TRAINING PANTS -

XL boys, new in Box, NIS 25. 02-

5636S28, NS.

METZ OVEN - doable electric ovens,

5-gas-bnmer top, kosher, good condi-

tion, NIS 350. 02-5827954.

SINGLE BED - metal frame, NIS 100:

step-down convener, 700 Wi NTS 185.

02-5630928. _ _
'

SEWING MACHINE & TABLE -

good condition, NIS 300. 02-6714913,

NS.
NINTENDO GAME COMPUTER -

new. NIS 200. 02-5671581.

SUCCA BOARDS - NIS 50 ab.o. 02-

5868688. _ _
BABY CARRIAGE - sit or rechne. Pel

Pereggjo model, comfy and sturdy, NIS

200.02-6732221 .

AIR PURIFIERANDIONIZER - new
in box, NIS 1 80; off-white leather foot-

stool NIS 70; beach chair, NIS 50. 02-

5632595. _
PC PRINTER - Olympia, NIS 350. 02-

5617257.

wanted

VIDEO HEBREW COURSE - wi*

English explanation. 03-5236743.

SLIDE PROJECTOR - for 5 x 5 cm.

sBdes. 09-989340.
TABLEAND CHAIRS -No. 1 need of

new Russian olim. Will pick up m Haifa

area. Nechama. 04-8382219.

BOOKS BY EDITH CADIVEC -
Eros, Sinn manes Lebens (Confessions

and Experiences). Q3-5252434.

WENDY HOUSE - 09-583074.

SOFTBALL PLAYERS IN THE
NORTH - Shomrat Cobs need experi-

enced players for Jerusalem Post Fast

Pitch League. Micah, 06-580871.

GAS BEATING STOVE - classical

CD discs, children’s toys and dolls. 09-

828985, CecO.
SCALES UPTO 25 KG - 08-8508432

(mornings).

FOR KITCHENETTE - sink unit,

small fridge, electric hot plate. 09-

7657895.
ISLAND WORLD VIDEO CAS-
SETTES - Shakespeare - Hie Animated

Tales, originals, in original boxes only.

03-5067975.

PUDALOY - Information about this

Russian family name wanted. 09-

544707.
MINI-BAR (SMALL REFRIGERA-
TOR) - for soldier’s room. Erez. 02-

5342235.
PIANO - in good condition. 02-

5332290.

PIANO - for a new Jerusalem Arts

Therapy Center. Donate your unused

instrument to a good cause. 02*6518093,

NS.
USED MAGAZINES - and English

children's books, for new learning cen-

ter. 02-6253919. _
IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER -

for girls' school. 386 or 486. 02-

5248041.

SOMEONE GOING TO PHILA
AREA - before Rash Hashana to take

package to children who will pick it up.

02-6518140, NS.

VCR-NTSC PLAYBACK - on PAL

TV. 02-5817388.

WOODEN SUCCAOR LIFT WOOD
- computer from 486 and up. desk in

good condition. 02-9974105.

386/486 COMPUTER - or laptop;

metal bookcase with shelves; children's

videos (Dr. Doolittle. Willy Wonka, etc.;

02-6513741.
DINING ROOM SET -classic style, 3-

meier or longer table, 8 chairs. 02-

6519225.
SECOND-HAND GUITAR - to learn

on. 02-6534206, NS.
BOOSTER-TYPE CAR SEAR - for 2

years and up. (BO-593377.
OWNER’S MANUAL OF
HEWLETT-PACKARD - HP-41 mod-
ule: Math I & Slat I for copying; unused

model railroading, non-workers also 02-

5860113.
FREEZER - in working condition, rca-.

sonable price. 02-5382140.
EXERCISE BIKE - adjustable, good
condition, NIS 240. 02-5619908. .

2 or 3-SEATER COUCH - small, 70
cm. maximum depth. 02-6510058.

IBM COMPATIBLE 586 - color, or

similar, TV & VCR for American and
Israeli videos, children's organ. 02-

5832960.
SECOND-HAND MANDOLIN - in

good shape. 02-636713.
WHEELCHAIR - in good condition.

02-5661127, NS.
EXCHANGE
TYPEWRITER WANTED - in very

good condition, in exchange for minia-

ture pamtings from India oo Judaica and
others. Yosef, 08-9247891.

MOTOROLA DIGITAL - Persona]

Communicaior cellular phone, American
system, new, including charger and
attachment for car, in exchange for

Israeli system Motorola Pelepbooe, slim

model, with existing line. 02-6519225

(NS).

PERSIAN CAT - spayed female,

white, lovable, 6 years old. 02-

5619298.
KITTENS - housetrained, beautiful,

wide variety of colors, healthy, playful,

loving - free to good homes. 02-

6283521, NS.
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An inevitable meeting

P
ERHAPS now that the meeting between

Prime Minister Binyarain Netanyahu and
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser

Arafat has taken place, Israel and the

Palestinian Authority can concentrate on the

more serious problems facing the two partners

to the Oslo Accords. While the symbolism of a

Likud prime minister meeting and shaking

hands with Arafat cannot be downplayed - as

US peace envoy Dennis Ross put it. the meeting

marked the "crossing of a psychological thresh-

old” for the prime minister - the summit at the

Erez checkpoint was inevitable.

Unfortunately, the marathon negotiations that

led up to this meeting did little for the dignity of

either side. At times, it seemed as if Netanyahu
allowed himself to be maneuvered into a posi-

tion where he was seen to want the meeting, due

to his visit to the United States next week, more
than Arafat himself.

Upon taking office, Netanyahu committed

himself to honoring the agreements made
between the previous .government and die PA.

Indeed, he had little choice. Not only did the

international community, particularly the US,
expect and demand this, but Israel’s own needs

also made it unthinkable that the new govern-

ment would unilaterally abrogate signed agree-

ments.

The dynamic set into action by the Oslo

process has changed the face of Israel and its

relations with its Palestinian neighbors. No
responsible government would consider trying

to turn the clock back, because the bloody con-

sequences of such an act are clear to all.

At the same time, it is also clear to everyone,

except the most naive of self-deluders, that

there is as yet no full peace between Israel and

the Palestinians. The reported threat issued ear-

lier this week by Mahmoud Dahlan, the head of

Palestinian Preventive Security in Gaza, that die

“armed struggle” is still an option, “using

weapons in the hands of the Palestinian

Authority” came as a salutary reminder of the

... peacqptocess 's instability.

rj - The^Eebruary-March suicide bombings, and

the “PA’s unwillingness then to aggressively

combat terror, did more to bring Netanyahu to

power than any deep-seated opposition to the

Oslo process among Israeli voters. The idea of
giving the Palestinians some form of autonomy
was accepted by all the mainstream political

parties well before the Labor government
embarked on its dialogue with the PLO. Before

die 1992 elections for example, the Likud’s

then-defense minister Moshe Arens even sug-

gested to prime minister Yitzhak Shamir that

Israel should withdraw from the Gaza Strip.

This week's developments, however, have

proven to be too much for some members of

Netanyahu's cabinet Science Minister Ze’ev

Begin yesterday issued a sharp condemnation of

the Erez summit, arguing that the meeting had

not received cabinet approval and contradicted

die government’s guidelines, while National

Infrastructure Minister Ariel Sharon denounced

it as a mistake. Further criticism is expected at

today's Likud central committee meeting,

where Netanyahu will face party members
already angered at the lack of election spoils

that has come their way.

Netanyahu will likely ride out this opposition.

But at some point soon, he is going to have to

show both his party and die country in which

direction he is heading. His answers to questions

at the press conference following yesterday's

meeting were long on platitudes and short on

details. The issue of die Hebron redeployment,

which has been in limbo since the suicide bomb-
ings, cannotbe put off indefinitely.As if tomake
this point abundantly clear, at the same time as

Netanyahu and Arafat were meeting at Erez, the

Arab League announced thatArab foreign min-

isters would meet in Cairo next week to discuss

die pace of die Middle East peace process.

During tbe election campaign, die Likud mer-

cilessly attacked former premier Shimon Peres

for his contacts with Arafat and for rushing

ahead with the peace process. When pressed

then as to how he would behave were he to be

elected, Netanyahu answered that be would

handle the process differently. While the prime

minister has acted firmly and decisively on the

issue of Jerusalem - the closing of three, PA
offices in the capital was an. important achieve-

ment - his meeting with Arafat shows thattbe

seeds of Oslo have been firmly planted in this

government, too.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

HEALTHY VALUES
NEEDED

Sir, - In your article of August 16

regarding the Yigal Amir fan club,

you quote Dr. Stuart Chesner’s re-

sponse to it and his analysis (if not

apologia) of it

As a therapist with a family mem-
ber (yeshiva graduate) of the fan

club's persuasion, I take issue with

Dr. Chesner’s attributing this phe-

nomenon to an aberration and teen-

age rebellion, which 1 would suggest

is a misapplication of psychological

principles. It is my considered opin-

ion that these three young ladies

may well be reflecting standards,

overt or tacit, of the extreme Ortho-

dox to which they have been ex-

posed, rather than manifesting rebel-

lion against these standards. We,
here in Israel, seem to be dancing to

diametrically opposed drummers,
the one and only right way versus

democratic pluralism, which con-

flict. heaven forbid, may lead to

anarchy and catastrophe. Among
other rationalizations. Din Rodef
cannot reign supreme and requires

interpretation in a contemporary
sense. Otherwise, the fallout on our
indoctrinated young could be
disastrous.

I would like to suggest to Dr.

Chesoer that just as he "charges
that it's the adult's responsibility to

help adolescents redirect an redefine

their internal thoughts and experi-

ences, letting them find healthier

outlets,” it’s the adults' responsibil-

ity to instill healthy educational and
religious values and lessons in the

first place - before they need redi-

rection. Of course, adolescents are

rebellions, but the forms these rebel-

lions take are very instructive. Em-
bracing a murderer as a teenage idol

demands our deepest concern.

BLANCHE S. PRINCE
Jerusalem.

INTERNS FOR PEACE
Sir, - The Jerusalem Post Money

Magazine article of August
7,“Leader of the pack,” and the

article ofAugust 8, “Firm establish-

es Arab sector consultancy,” do not

credit Interns for Peace as “the first

organization established to promote

interdependence between Arab and

Jewish entrepreneurs.”

In 1976, over 20 years ago, In-

terns for Peace decided to “level the

playing field by encouraging coop-

erative efforts between Jewish and

Arab business people.” This collec-

tive goal was not first “decided” by

one individual in 1988, as TheJeru-

salem Post erroneously states.

In the 1970’s, Barbara Kessner,

from Roslyn, Long Island was the

fust Intern to work on a Women's
Sewing Cooperative in the Israeli

Arab city of Kfar Kara with the help

of Knesset Member, Nuaf Masalha,

Israeli Ambassador to Finland, Ali

Adib Yehyeh, and former Israeli

Consul to Atlanta, Muhammed
Massarwe.

In 1981, Interns for Peace re-

ceived a $50,000 grant from the

Ford Foundation and Edgar Bronf-

man to promote Jewisb-Arab coop-

eration in business and industry. In

1988, Interns for Peace initiated the

Center for Jewish-Arab Economic

Development, which was not “sin-

gle-handedly established," as The

Jerusalem Post erroneously
reported.

RABBI BRUCE M. COHEN,
International Director.

Interns for Peace
Tel Aviv.

RABIN ASSEMBLY
PROJECT

Sir, - The Hibbert Trust is a long-

established charity and is, of course,

not profit-making. It exists to spread

appreciation of the divine in a non-

dogmatic manner and to foster peace

and goodwill It is closely associated

with the Unitarian denomination in

Britain and indeed worldwide.

I am engaged in a project to pro-

vide material via the Internet for

schools in Great Britain to use dur-

ing their morning assembly on No-

vember 4 to commemorate the as-

sassination of Yitzhak Rabin.

I would like to enlist a modest

number of Israeli schools accus-

tomed to using the Internet, and with

e-mail addresses, which would be

willing to be contacted by a similar

number of schools in Britain, via e-

mail, so that pupils at that Israeli

schools might report how they pro-

pose to mark, or have marked, the

anniversary, and British schools

might just send messages of good

will.

Interested schools could contact

me via my e-mail address:

Kate@ainime.co.uk

KATE TAYLOR.
Researcher-Coordinator.

The Hibbert Trust

Wakefield, Great Britain.

ADVOCATES OF
APPEASEMENT

CONGRATULATIONS
Sir, — Congratulations to Michal

Yudelman for consistently excellent

news reporting: incisive, accurate,

clear. And special thanks for the

humor she manages to include in her
insightful weekly column.

MURIEL MOULTON
Kiryal Tivon.

TV REVIEWS
Sir, - 1 disagree with D. Mayer's

criticism oF Penny Starr’s TV re-

views (Letters, August 20). Penny
Starr's comments are, in my opin-
ion, mostly correct and above all

witty, livelv and zestful.

HAZEL WOLFF
el Aviv

ISRAEL'S ROOTS
Sir, - The Slate of Israel is with-

out any doubt a Jewish state. This
means values as well as lifestyle

may not be defined by an abstract
liberalist attitude, but by the words
and the spirit of the Torah and the
Talmud.
The Shabbat has to be respected

as the day of both rest and religious
service even by non-observant Jews.
Therefore, I can’t understand that
there is such 3 turmoil because of
the closure of just one street - Re-
hov Bar-Dan. From the point of
view ofprinciple, no public traffic at
all should be allowed all across
Israel

This doesn’t mean changing Isra-
el into an Iran -style theocracy; how-
ever, it must be stated clearly where
our roots are. As Jews, we do take
our values from the best source:
God’s own commandments. Those
who are against a religious-based
Israeli society should either be silent
- or leave the country.

^ HARRY NIEBUHR
Celle. Germany.

Sir, - In your leader “Dangerous
hysteria” (August 23), you correctly

slate the irresponsible scare-mon-

gering by the opposition in its reac-

tion to Assad’s sabre-rattling Uri

Avnery (“An invitation to terror,”

in the same issue) agrees with As-
sad’s contemptuous dismissal ofour
government's fair and reasonable

offer to negotiate without
preconditions.

Then he goes on to spread fear

and despondency by predicting a
new intifada, more terrorist bombs
and mass uprisings unless we submit
to all Palestinian demands. Mr. Ne-
tanyahu, unlike his predecessor, has
made it abundantly clear that the
peace talks have to be based on
security and reciprocity in order to
succeed. The recent election has
proved that 55 percent of Israeli

Jews agreed with him.
Unwise speeches and articles by

the advocates of appeasement are

not serving our best interests. Their
blind hatred of the Likud govern-
ment and their political megaloma-
nia clearly shows who can be fooled

all the time.

BILL OAKFIELD
Netanya.
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‘Like being in hell’

WE agreed that we would
call him Mustafa. He is

a decorator and works at

the Jerusalem home of a writer of
this column. Last week he sud-

denly announced: T’ve applied

for Israeli citizenship.”

This was a surprise, as he had
been jubilant when Yasser Arafat

signed the Oslo accords in

Washington three years ago. He said

Then: “We will have a Palestinian

stateand you aJewish stare. We will

be like brothers living in peace."

Now he spoke in a voice full of

bitterness. ‘Living under Arafat’s

secret police is like being in hell I

would rather live under the Jews.

My people are fearful every day
and night of their lives, for the most
terrible things are happening to us.

“Jibril Rajoub's thugs are kid-

napping young girls in areas

under Arafat's control, in

Ramallah and other cities, even in

Jerusalem, raping them and then

killing diem to prevent them from
talking. Human life is cheaper

than dirt from the gutter
”

“That sounds like rumor,” we
.told him. “We deal only in facts."

“I’ll tell you facts ifyou hide my
identity," he answered.

“On August 19 Rajoub’s heroes

in their feather jackets walked into

a neighbor's bouse in the Arab
Quarter of the Old City of
Jerusalem, near the Damascus
Gate.

“In my neighbors' bouse was a

giri, 18 or 19 years old, a relative

from Gaza who had come to stay

with them around the beginning

the month. My neighbor, who is a

cousin of my wife, told her that

the giri had quarreled with her

parents. They had wanted her to

marry a rich old man, a builder in

Gaza. She hated him and ran

away. She threatened to kill her-

self if she was sent home.
“Rajoub’s thugs marched right

into the house. They grabbed the

girl and hit her on the head and
around the face when she

screamed. They threatened her

with their guns if she didn't shut

up. They dragged her off and
drove away with her in their car.”

“Mustafa” went on: “There are

several hundred of Rajoub's men
operating quite openly in

Jerusalem. They take what they

want from shops - radios, food,

cigarettes - and sometimes grab

money from the till.

“The shopkeepers dare not

protest If they go to the Israeli

police they know they will be dead
within 24 hours. If they try to pro-

tect themselves Rajoub's officers

take them to Ramallah or Jericho.

“Everybody knows about the tor-

ture chambers there. Those who
have survived say it is better to die

than end up in the hands of
Rajoub’s ‘interrogators.’ So shop-

keepers now say thank you to his

men and keep their mouths closed.”

URI DAN
DENNIS EJSENBERG

Mustafa said he only heard

about the incident a week later.

“I asked a lawyer friend who
handles such matters. He knows
of about a dozen girls who have
been taken away by Rajoub's men
and never been seen again. With a

lot of money you can bribe them
to bring the girls back sometimes.

But not in this case.

“Tbe lawyer told me that the

girl’s family had paid Rajoub's

officers NTS 6.000 to return her to

Gaza. They drove through the

Israeli barriers with her in the car.

AH four had raped her on the way.

‘The gal's brother paid Rajoub's

men. You ask what happened to

her? Her brothers called her a pros-

Hatred of Arafat’s

secret police has

led hundreds of

Palestinians to

apply for Israeli

citizenship

titute for running away and killed

her. They threw her body into a
ditch. It wasacase of fenrily honor."

WE WERE told by an Israeli

security official “There is nothing

we can do. We have reported

many cases like this to (he govern-

ment, particularly when they hap-

pen in Jerusalem. But when Israeli

Arabs are involved we can’t go
and look for them in Palestinian

areas. We’ve been blind there,

ever since we were forced to stop
' using Palestinian informers.

“So we try to get information

from Arafat’s security people. They
tell us nothing; they are laughing

behind our backs. It’s humiliating.

“Recently a TV team went to

Ramallah to do a program about
life in “independent Palestine."

Tbe cameramen wanted to take

pictures of the police station

because they were impressed by
the fine cars parked outside.

There were Volvos, Mitsubishi,
BMWs and so on - all expensive
vehicles, all fairly new. They
refused to give us permission.

The vehicles were all stolen.

Some even had their original
Israeli license plates." A second
security source we talked to

backed up this account
A major problem is that many of

Arafat’s police and security men
have only the vaguest connection
to the Palestinians. They were
brought in with Arafat from Tunis,
where they had it easy. There they

were called “naval police" because

they sat on the beach all day.

They hate their present work.

They are badly paid and the locals

ignore them.
Security sources told us about

three incidents during the past

month that ended in murder.

Recently two of Arafat’s police-

men saw a youth leave a dis-

cotheque in Ramallah at midnight

and get into his BMW. He turned

on his radio fall blast Iz was play-

ing the latest rave music. They
told him to turn it down. He
refused. They dragged him out of

the car. His body was found next

morning in a nearby lane.

In Nablus a local intifada hero

annoyed the “naval police." He
was found slashed to pieces. He
was taken to an Israeli hospital to

give the impression that it was the

Jews who did him in.

In the village of Bidou people

complained about rival families

screaming, shouting and fighting

each other in the middleofthe night
Finally the Palestinian police

arrivedand sealed tire matterimme-
diately.They turned their guns onto

one member of each family, shot

them dead, and that was that—.

One of tbe most notorious cen-

ters is where Rajoub has stationed

members ofArafat’s Force 17 uniL

Every Palestinian is well aware of
a cellar inAbu Dis on the outskirts

of Jerusalem where kidnapped
men and women are taken before
being “transferred" quite openly to

either Ramallah or Jericho.

Israeli security men who raided

die village recently found blood-
stained wooden clubs. Residents
Cold them that tbe local people
take a roundabout way instead of
passing by the building contain-

ing Arafat's men.
We were told by a senior intelli-

gence officer “Resentment and
even hatred is building up against

Arafat because of the way he treats

his own people. There are hun-
dreds of others like yoar decorator

who have applied or wish to apply
for Israeli citizenship. They are
doing it secretly, fearing revenge.

“The government is fully

briefed about what is going on,

particularly in the Jerusalem area.

It is frustrating for us. Nothing
whatsoever is being done. It's not
only shameful, it’s dangerous so
close to major Israeli centers.”

Wasn’t it the prophet Hosea who
warned: “He who sows the wind
will reap the whirlwind." The Oslo
accords were the wind brought
into play so thoughtlessly three

years ago. Now the whirlwind of
barbaric cruelty, rape, torture and
death by club and bullet presses on
all sides of the Jewish state.

The writers are authors of The
Mossad: Secrets of the Israeli

Secret Service and other books on
the Middle East.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT POSTSCRIPT

ft’was back-to-school thisweek for kiddies all overthe world, but not
all of than were terribly happy about it First-grader Kathleen Shea,
6, ofBourne, Mass^ looks like site’s in for a kmg long year.

SOMETHING REVOLUTION-
ARY iu environmental protec-
tion is afoot in Culemborg, Neth-
erlands. Six sheep have been
recruited as traffic wardens to

slow the rush-hour commuter
traffic that speeds through town
to and from Utrecht, where many
local people work.
The idea of using sheep as

speed bumps is the brainchild of
Henk-Jan Kievir, 33, the city's

sometimes pixieish but always
pragmatic head of maintenance.
He says the plan is moving ahead
slowly to prove to local doubler,
that everything is “sheepshape.”

Kievit reasoned that speeding
cars endangered children and
that sheep had “about as much
traffic sense as a 6-year-old boy
or girl.” So, he concluded, with
ali due respect for the sheep, why
not put them, rather than chil-

dren, in harm’s way?

Kievit hopes that speeders will

heed road signs that will signal

the sheep's presence. “Mayb
one might say. “Caution: Iow-fl\

tng sheep, he iaici

Bravo,
|r

0-r... kV
Di!

NAOMI FISH

LAST week Diana Spencer

zot divorced from Charles

Windsor. Or, as you might

say, the prince and princess got

their get.

For years I’d felt somewhat

cynical about the British Royal

Family and not very interested in

their doings, but hearing about

the divorce reminded me of the

controversial Princess Di inter-

view broadcast about nine

months ago fo a worldwide audi-

ence.

I had tuned in out of mild

curiosity, certain I’d turn off after

five minutes. But I ended up riv-

eted by the powerful message

coming from a strong woman
who seemed worth listening to.

This was a women who, from

her own description, began public

life as a naive, pretty, immature

youngster. She had suffered

painful emotional problems and

undergone a process of develop-

ment and maturation to become a

psychologically rich and experi-

enced individual able to view

herself and her environment with

honesty, sensitivity, insight and

compassion.

In Israel, as in many places,

there is still a strong social stig-

ma attached to emotional prob-

lems and mental health treat-

ment. In the interview, Diana - at

die time separated - made public

her own journey of emotional

development. More important,

she gave her mass audience this

simple but resounding message:

Emotional problems can be over-

come. One can grow as a result of

She may never be

queen, but she is

a woman in

command of herself,

an inspiration

them without losing one’s self-

DIANA, in non-technical lan-

guage we could all understand,

explained the causes and expres-

sion of these psychological prob-

lems. She talked about the post-

natal depression she had suffered

after the birth of her first son,

William.

She described the tremendous
pressures she had been under -
the highly-demanding public role

she was thrust into at the age of
1 9, the media that invaded her life

and never left her alone - and her
desire to build a relationship with
her high-profile husband.
Becoming a mother is the

biggest change in a women’s life.

Diana showed us that post-natal

depression is a new mother's way
of asking for a hug, for support,

understanding and help.

Instead of getting that help,
however, Diana - and the public -
were told that she was “unstable,"

a term that only added to her
shame and distress.

In the interview- Diana shared
with us the loneliness she felt

when, on lop of everything she
was going through, she discov-
ered that her marriage was
“crowded up" with another
women, Camilla Parker-Bowles.

,
She dealt with her frustration and
dreadful loneliness by eating
large quantities of a favorite food
which she then threw up in self-

disgust.

Diana made us understand —
and because of who she is take

notice — that psychological symp-
toms shown by a person in dis-

tress occur for comprehensible
reasons. They are an attempt to

deal with that distress.

Diana showed us that such a
miserable situation can change.
She talked to us from the televi-

sion screen, clearly helped by
therapy, and free from most of her
symptoms. She had lived through
them and had emerged a stronger

person. She sat facing the inter-

viewer assessing her strengths

and confidently contemplating *

successful future in which she

was sure she could make an

impact.
With her divorce Diana aisy

have lost her status as future

queen of England. However, her

obvious strength of character

and proven ability to weatbej

severe emotional problems, au®

respecL

Diana had “been there." She’d

suffered from depression and
bulimia. Now she was “back ^
here,’* able to look at her prob-

lems with a large degree of open-

ness and self-acceptance.

In Israel several therapeutic

programs exist to help women
suffering from both bulimia and
post-natal depression. But both

disorders are associated with

great feelings of shame and
attempts to conceal the symp-
toms. This often means a lot of

misery and suffering before treat-

ment can be begun.

Wr- r.trm

talk about them openly, h?ve

made her a model and inspir®' I

tion to Israelis and hundreds®”
thousands of people the wor*d

The writer is a psychothcrap,sL
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T EAR Ruthie,

| .1 / J^>* nephew
,J about 2

1,2 y€ars old, and
my daughter is a

S * -
vm" younger.

Whenever they piny" together,
my nephew goes out ofhis way to
hit. kick, and trip up my daugh-
ter. Also, when she is playing
with a toy, he always takes it
away from her. If she picks up
something eUt. he wilt waiu to
play with that at that particular
moment. Whenever his parents
are around, they put a temporary
stop to it. But is there anv long-
term solution '

New Parent
Somewhere in Israel

Dear Welcome to the Club.
The really long-term solution for

this problem is the passage of
time. Your nephew is at an age
famous for its ability to ium adults
into whimpering wimps, under the
best of-circumstances.

DEAR RUTHIE

RUTHIE BLUM

The fact that his parents put a
stop to his bad behavior is a good
sign. Many parents tend to shrug
off their children's anti-social pat-
terns, or blame other children for
them. Here, at least, your daughter
has some “back-up."
In the more immediate future,

you can attempt to have the two
cousins together only when a rep-
resentative parent is present on
both sides. This may be a prob-
lem if mutual babysitting has
been an arrangement.
Threatening your nephew with
fewer “play" dales may not be
effective, as his aggression
towards his baby cousin may be
caused - or at least heightened —
by a plain old case of rivalry. If
so, minimizing contact mav be
just what the “terrible" rwo-year-
old has been contriving.

Dear Ruthie.

After working 12 hours a dayfor
eight years to put my wife through
a professional school, she
informed me that she was leaving

me for a man who had “better
prospects" than / had.

Of course, if I had spent those
eight years working to further my
own career, rather than hers, my
prospects would have been much
better. My question: Arc all

women exploiting hitches, nr only
those I have had the misfortune to
have met

?

It might interest other men in a
similar position, that my lawyer is

suingfor compensation for all the

money 1 spent on this cruel invest-

ment.

Sucked Dry-
Somewhere in Israel

Dear SD.
If all of the women you've had

the “misfortune" to meet are
"exploiting bitches," you'd do
well to examine what it is about
certain women which attracts you
to them in the first place.

It is also possible that the

arrangement you had with your
wife - whereby you worked long
hours to put her through school -
was not based, originally, on
exploitation, but on mutual love

and respect Obviously, this went
sour along the way.

Now you have the option to turn

this "cruel investment" into a cru-

cial learning experience about
yourself for future relations with
other women. (And, if your taw
suit bears fruit, you’ll even have
some extra cash.)

Letters should be addressed
to: ’Dear Ruthie,’ POB SI,
91000 Jerusalem. For E-mail:
uli(ors@jposLco.il

NEARLY 30 years have
passed since Prof.
Christiaan Barnard took

the heart of 25-year-old road-
accident victim Denise Darvall
and placed it in the chest of 53-

year-old Louis Washkansky. He
was hailed as a cross between
Frankenstein and God for his
apparent power over this most
mystical of human organs.
"The heart is associated with

life, with death, with loving, even
with ihe soul," says Barnard, now
73. “It really fascinated the world
that you could take the heart out
of somebody who was dead and
put it in another person who
could live.”

Washkansky only lived for 18
days before succumbing to pneu-
monia, but the breakthrough had
been made. The second transplant

was more successful, and subse-
quent operations were to increase

people's lifespans by years. One
man survived 23 years.

In die immediate aftermath of
that first transplant, hysteria

gripped both the medical and lay

world: here, it seemed, was some-
one who had found a way to abol-

ish death. Barnard says that peo-
ple still regard him with awe.
“Even today, when I stop at fill-

ing stations in South Africa, the

attendant hangs his chest to indi-

cate his hear* and treats me 43 if I

were God " he says.

The fact that he is
.
also very

clearly human, delighted the

press, and the •’beartbreaker"

puns fell thick and fast as he start-

ed going out with a string of

famous women, including actress

Gina Lollobrigida.

He is visiting London from
Cape Town fora few days to pro-

mote his latest novel. The Donor,
a bizarre medical thriller explor-

ing what can happen if transplant

surgery falls into evil hands.

There is something eerily

familiar about the hero. Dr.

Barnes: “His profile - film-star

good looks, a charismatic public

speaker, unmarried at 38, at the

forefront of cardiac research, in

demand by the glitterati and a

seemingly endless supply of what

an American reporter called

'classy broads'- made him a con-

stant taiget [for the tabloids]."

Apart from the “unmarried at

38” bit (Barnard was 45 and mar-

ried when he performed the first

heart transplant), the glove fits -

at least in Barnard’s own estima-

tion of himself. Barnard has

never underestimated his own
physical appearance.

“I say this with all humility, but

the fact that I was a nice-looking

guy helped," he says. “If the first

transplant had been done by a

short fat man with bald head and

thick glasses, ii wouldn’t have

had the same impact.''

He has churned out a string of

novels since he stopped practic-

ing as. a surgeon, and wishes he

had thought of capitalizing on his

name sooner.

“Hell, why not! The problem is

that doctors, are looked upon as

superhuman being's," he says.

But we are riv different from

lawyers or any. other profession.

We do not deserve a special

aspect, nor should we have to

behave in a special way.

"There is all this crap about die

medical profession doctors

can't do this and can't do that -

and a* the time I refused all

offers. I didn't make money .out

of my fame and my popularity

antil I retired, and by then a tot of

it had disappeared.”

SiilL he capitalized in other

ways, revelling in the sudden

glory: “It was like somebody who

has been starving all his life and

suddenly the table is full; You

can’t blame a man ifhe starts gat-

ing.”

His wife, Louwtjie, to whom he

had been married for 21 years,

became increasingly unhappy and

they divorced .several years after'

die first transplant.

He is currently married to-

Karin, 40 years bis junior, with

whom he has a seven-year-old

soil. Amur.. He says the age dif-

ference did not disturb-him until

recently. Now he is getting a lijtzle

fed up with people commenting

on his beautiful "daughter." He is

furious Thai hi ha.? bcisr tc shev

A man after his own heart
Prof. Christiaan Barnard is

world famous for the transplants
that healed others. But at
the age of 73 he seems

more interested in himself,
writes Helena de Ber Todano

from London

A more youthful Barnard, in 1972, lives life to the fullest.

(Mike Goldberg)

his years.

"I worry that I’m starting to

look old and walk old and appear

old. I like to be proud of myself -

to stand in front of a mirror and

be proud of what I see. That’s

why I like young people - youth

is normality.

“Age is abnormality and I bate

abnormality. Age is a disease - I

have fought against disease and

abnormality all my life."

This pursuit of youthfulness

landed him in trouble 'a few
years ago. He was working on a

substance to prevent the genetic

deterioration of cells and thus

postpone the effects of aging.

One sharp-witted company
added it to a cream, put it into

little tubes and sold it at 150

pounds a rube under Barnard's

name. But customers com-
plained that it did little more

than moisturize the skin.

Barnard says he was attracted

to the medical profession for

financial reasons. The son of a

Dutch Reformed minister who

earned just 10 pounds a week, he

was one of several siblings bora

into conditions bordering on

poverty in Cape Province, South

Africa- His elder brother died of

heart disease as a child.

“My father used to talk^about

his financial problems," he

recalls. “It made a great impres-

sion on me and I decided that I

would become a doctor and pay
all his debts. But I never did - he

died three weeks before I did the

first open-heart operation in

South Africa."

Of his two children from his

first marriage, only Deirdre

remains. Andre, who became a

doctor too, committed suicide in

1984.

“I blamed myself to some
extent,” he said. “My daughter

was my idol and I never took

enough notice of my son. He had
a miserable life and I think he

had a Complex about his sexual

abilities. Of course, it was terri-

ble, but 1 did think that if life was
not worth living any more,

maybe he was better off our of

it”
Deirdre, who teaches handi-

capped children in Cape Town, is

still close to her father, although

she says that the whole family

had trouble coping with the sud-

den attention.

“There were no psychiatrists to

help in those days, and the pres-

sure split us apart,” she says. “I

sometimes felt that I had lost a

father to the world."

In 1970, Barnard remarried

Barbara Zoellner, a 1 9-year-old

heiress, and had two sons with

her. He says that she left him
because he was aging.

“I was happy to divorce her

until another man moved in,” he

says. “Then I was destroyed, it

was a terrible blow to my ego,
because I had always thought (hat

I was tiie big lover-boy and that

nobody could take my place."
He remains close to Barbara,

however, and his two sons had a
stable upbringing. The elder is

now a businessman; the younger
“a playboy living with Miss
Switzerland.”

His vanity does not extend to

his medical achievements. He
describes the innovation of heart

transplants as little more than a

technical breakthrough.

“I always say that the stupid

doctors become surgeons - all we
have to do is cut things out, put
things in and sew things up," he
says.

(

Nevertheless, Barnard has
always been an exceptionally
innovative surgeon. In 1960 he
attrapted international attention

by transplanting a second head
onto a dog. But it was heart

surgery, a field still in its infancy
when Barnard started his career,

that really drew him. The fact that

he worked in South Africa was a

considerable advantage.

j“We didn't have the legal

restraints that exist in America,"
be says. “I didn't even ask the

hospital authorities if I could do
that first transplant - I just told

'them after I had done it. Can you
imagine that happening anywhere
else in the world?"

;
Prof. Brian Pentecost, medical

I
director of the British Heart
Foundation, says that Barnard's

greatest contribution to the trans-

plant field was his courage.
"He had the spirit of a true pio-

neer,” he says. “He was the first

man with the courage to actually

go ahead."

After the transplants, Barnard
pioneered the technique of giving

patients “piggy-back" second
hearts to assist their own and also

became the first surgeon to trans-

plant an animal heart (a baboon's)

into a human. He believes that

increasing the use of animal
organs in human beings is the

best way forward for transplant

science.

An advocate of euthanasia, he

insists that doctors should only
intervene if they can improve the

quality of a patient’s life.

“The goal of medicine is not to

prolong life. In many instances

doctors feel death is the enemy
and they continue treatment way
beyond the point where it is of

any value to the patient," he

says.

Though his arthritis ended his

career as a surgeon, he is not bit-

ter. He does not miss it at all. he

says. Since then be has devoted

himself to writing; his novels
have been more successful than

his autobiography. The Second

Life ,
which chronicled his wom-

anizing rather than his medical

wizardry.

"It made the book unpopular -

it was published in South Africa

but no one in Britain or America
wanted it Yet if I hadn’t men-
tioned the affairs, people would
have said I was lying. I just want-

ed to show people that I was a

very ordinary human being.”

Chi a personal level, he has cer-

tainly proved his feet are of clay.

But in the medical world, he will

always be remembered under the

title given to him by his first

transplant patient: The Man with

the Golden Hands.
(The Sunday Telegraph)
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Islamic paraphernalia

hits US store shelves
Looking for a tape of

Islamic rap music? Or
maybe toothpaste and soap

declared “halal permitted for use
by Moslems because they contain

no animal fat?

How about a video of Islamic

cartoons, an Islamic road map to

help you locate mosques through-
out the US, an alarm clock to

wake you with a tinny “Allahu

AkbaT?
It’s all available with much more

Islamic paraphernalia - and a lot

of Moslem pride - at a four-day

convention which has finished in

Columbus, Ohio, where thousands
ofMoslems gathered from ail over
the US and Canada. They took the

opportunity not only to shop but to
show their enthusiasm for their

religion, discuss problems com-
mon to Moslem Americans and
demonstrate that they’re there to

stay.

“We are American Moslems,”
said Jawaad Rahman, an organiz-

er: “This is home and we plan, to

make a constructive contribution

. and bring Islam to [the US].” .

,

'

.

“When you come here and you
see everybody else in ihe same
boat, it gives you a great source of
pride and recharges your batteries

and lets you realize that you’re not

on your own,” Rahman, a devel-

opment assistant for the organiz-

ing Islamic Society of North
America, sard.

,

The society’s 33rd convention in

the US, which took place Friday

through Sunday, gives a snapshot
of a Moslem community on tire

continent that Islamic leaders

number at about six million.

Immigrants who came originally

for higher education founded the

society. Many stayed, either for

opportunities available in the US

or because of fear of persecution

at home.
As they developed, the conven-

tions grew from meager gather-

ings of a few hundred to those of
recent years, drawing more than

10,000 Moslems a year.

One attraction of the conven-
tion is its bazaar, where vendors
sell Islamic products that make
the Moslem community less

dependent on US markets for

food, literature and other Islamic

goods.

The bazaar evokes the souks of

the Middle East and Asia. The
aiarm clocks' chants of “Allahu

Akbar” mingle with recitations

from die Koran coming from CD-
ROMs. War cries emanate from an

animated video, The Boy and the

King, which relates a Koranic
stop' about a boy's triumph over
an infidel tyrant.

The thick smell of alcohol-free,

oil-based musk perfume and spicy

chicken fill the air as hawkers
.coax onlookers to buy their new
products.

Abdul-Aztz Junejo is promoting
the first magazine catering to

Moslem women. Sisters!. Unlike

its American sister publications,

this magazine features no provoca-

tively dressed women on the cover,

underwear advertisements or frank

discussions about sex.

"American magazines are too

superficial,” sniffed Junejo, of
Seattle. “They talk about irrele-

vant subjects that are too trivial.”

Pointing to his magazine, which
displays on its cover a drawing of

a woman wearing scarves and
bolding bouquets of flowers.

Junejo indicated the topics in the

first issue of Sisters!: What should

be in a Moslem marriage contract,

feeing cancer with faith, growing

garden roses.

“These are issues that give
women self-esteem, build their

character and make them full-

fledged, productive members of
this society," said Junejo.

At another stall. Khaled
Shammur sold Islamic T-shirts.

One set featured names of famous
Moslem mathematicians, philoso-

phers and historians. Another
showed a Moslem village with

domed roofs, mosques and a

Koranic verse on top: “O you who
believe! Seek help in patience and
prayer.”

“When you’re in this country,

you don’t want to wear T-shirts

that say Coca-Cola and AT&T all

the time,” said Shamnmt, of
Columbus. “We want to offer

something modern with Islamic

tones."

He said the T-shirts, Islamic

mousepads featuring the Islamic

village design and mugs inscribed

with verses from the Koran have
been big sellers.

Amar el-Akkad, and Waleed
;
Sonbol stood behind, a table fes-

tooned with red and blue balloons

to promote Bob Dole’s presiden-

tial candidacy through their own
party, the Republican Moslems of

Minnesota.
“The Republicans are very tradi-

tional and conservative.” said el-

Akkad, whose party is affiliated

with tiie Republican Party of
Minnesota.

Kais a-Kalby sat behind stacks

of his book, Prophet Muhammad,
the Last Messenger in the Bible,

admiring the crowds.

’Tell me, who is prettier; scarved

women or women who show their

hair?” he asked wife a smile. “A
woman is like a jewel: You don’t

expose to thieves." (AP)

ANCIENT SEALS - A GIFT FOR TODAY
The silver-plated replicas by ARYE AMYR - elegant, handmade pieces to

display and enjoy - let you hold history in your hands. Born in Vienna,

trained in Israel, Arye Amyr presents works inspired by archaeological finds

and ancient Judaica:

SILVER SHEKEL
of Israel, Issued 66-70

C.E., decorated with 3

pomegranates and the

inscription

JERUSALEM THE
HOLY.'

SILVER DINAR,
minted during Bar Kochba
war 135 C.E., with the

inscription 'FREEDOM
FOR JERUSALEM".

ANCIENT SEAL
discovered at Meglddo,

decorated with UON OF
JUDAH, issued during

8th century B.C.E.

:

'V; ' V

MATTTTYAHU
ANT1GONUS
coin, showing the

MENORA for the first

time in history. Dated

40 B.C.E.

? v .
v- r •„

The earliest Hebrew coin

struck In JUDEA,
Inscribed *YHD* (Yehuda)

in Aramaic. First half of the

4th century B.C.E.

Each coin is mounted on a beautiful dark stained wood base, 10x10 cm. Each coin has

Certificate of Origin attached, signed by the artist

Total height approx. 30 mm., weight approx 400 g. All pieces are delivered in a silver-

colored gift box.

Suggested retail price: N1S 299.

JP introductory price: NIS 21 9, inch door-to-door delivery, where available.

The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-5241282, Fax 02-5241212

Please send me:

SHEKEL DINAR UON SEAL QMENORA JUDEAN COIN

Enclosed is my check payable toThe Jerusalem Post for NIS 219 per item, or credit card details:

Visa Isracard Diners

CC No. Exp

CRy

TeL (day).

Signature

MARS]
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Board delays

appointment of

new El A1 head
Jerusalem Post Staff

THE appointment of former IAF
Brig.-Gen. Yoel Feldschu as the

next general manager of El A1 was
delaved by the airline’s board of

directors yesterday.

Board members said they did not

know Feldschu - who since last

year has been general manager of

Champion Motors', importers of
Volkswagen. Audi, and Seat - and
wanted a chance to speak with him
before approving his appointment

Accordingly, they invited him to

the September 16 board meeting
and said his appointment would be
approved at that time.

Feldschu will replace Raphael
Hariev.

His appointment was opposed by
El A1 Board Chairman Joseph
Chiechanover, who wanted Eibit

CEO Emmanuel Gill.

However, he was the choice of
Transportation Minister Yitzhak
Levy and Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu.

A-G okays breach
of deadline in

Africa-Israel deal
EVELYN GORDON

BANK Leu mi may exceed the deadline for selling off its holdings in

Africa-Israel. Attorney-General Michael Ben-Yair ruled yesterday.

By law, all banks must reduce their stakes in non-banking companies

to less than 25 percent by December 3 1

.

However, Leumi wants to split the Migdai Insurance Company off
from Africa-Israel and sell it separately. This will be a lengthy process
and might not be completed by that date. Finance Minister Dan Meridor
therefore asked Ben-Yair if he would approve giving the bank extra

time.

Ben-Yair noted that both Meridor and Supervisor of Banks Ze’ev
Abeles wholeheartedly approve the split, which is expected to signifi-

cantly increase the bank's revenues from the sale.

Furthermore, most of the process, including the signing of die sale

agreement, will have have been completed by the deadline, he said.

Therefore, assuming that the bank acts in good faith to complete the

process as soon as possible, it is okay for it to miss the deadline, he con-

cluded.

“The proposed course accords with die purpose of die law and realizes

its aims, while significandy increasing die. economic benefit that will

accrue to the state and the Israeli economy," he explained.

IMF: Egyptian
inflation still high

CAIRO (Reuter) - An executive of July, the highest level since 9.7%
director of the International at the end ofAugust last year.

Monetary Fund said yesterday that Asked to explain die upward
Egyptian inflation was still high, trend, ShaaJan said the last stages of
but he doubted it would be easy for inflation reduction were the hard-

the government to bring it down esL “Inflation gets to be sticky in

much further. this range and economists don’t

Abdel ShakourShaalan, who rep- know why this happens," he said,

resents Egypt and otherArab coun- “Indonesia stuck at 10% when it

tries on the IMF board, also said the has a budget surplus."

Egyptian government should cry in . Ismail Hassan, governor of the

the long term to cut spending as a Central Bank of Egypt, told the

proportion of gross domestic prod- conference that M2 money supply

uct (GDP). "Inflation is still in my grew 10.5% in die 1995/6 financial

view quite high, but it has come year, which ended on June 30, coin-

down,” he told an investment con- pared with 11.1% in the previous

ference in Cairo. year.

Egyptian inflation has been rising The government’s budget deficit

throughout this year, despite tight was 13% ofGDP in 1995/6, lower
controls on money supply and a than In most advanced industrial-

govemment deficit at 13 percent of ized economies, and the target for

GDP in the financial year 1995/6. this year is one percent, ministers

It hit 83% in fee year to the end said.

Ports and Railways Authority

The Ports and Railways Authority - Israel (P.RA)
wishes to obtain quotations, in accordance with the
International Agreement on Government Procurement
Procedure GATT, for the supply of the following

equipment

Up to 20 Units of Second Hand Ballast Bogle •

Hopper Wagons for the Transport of Ballast,
Sand and other Material of Gravel Characteristics.

Plus an option for up to additional 20 units In the
next two years.

2. Requested delivery date: As soon as possible. .

As specified in the tender documentation (available,

free of charge, upon application by fax).

4. The P.RA reserves the right to proceed with or
discontinue negotiations with any or all of the selected
bidders. Further, the P.RA is not obligated to
purchase the lowest priced equipment which might be
offered by any bidder.

5. Tender documents including technical specification
are available upon payment of NIS 585, including
VAT, not refundable. All documents and proposals
should be submitted in English.

6. The last date to submit the proposals is no later than
Nov. 10 1996 at 15.00 hours.

7. The address for the purchase of Tender
Documentation and for submitting the proposals is;

Ports and Railways Authority - Israel

Purchasing Division

74, Petach Tikva Rd.
11th Floor, Room 1103
Tel Aviv 61 201, Israel

Fax. 972-3-5616027

Maman shares up 60%
amid takeover rumors

SHARES of Maman Cargo
Terminals and Holdings yesterday

completed a 60-percent leap over

two weeks at the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange, amid minors of a brew-
ing takeover effort ofthe company.
Maman

, fee country's air-cargo

monopoly, has annual sales in

excess of $50 million and 460
employees.
During the last few days Poalim

Capital Markets, a member of the

Bank Hapoalim Group, has tried to

interest investors in fee purchase

of a large package of shares in

Maman, with fee intention ofaccu-

mulating all institutional investors'

shares in Maman and then tender

those out as a package for a com-
mission, a capital-market source

said.

Poalim has not yet managed to

GALIT LIPK1S BECK

attract one investment consortium,

nor has it managed to purchase

shares from the institutional

investors, added tire source.

Capital-market sources expect El

Al, Securitas, businessman Ted
Arison, and Knaftm-Arkia, a
member of tire Koor Group, to all

take part in the tender, assuming

Poalim accumulates enough stock

to go ahead with it.

Brokers said the accelerated

demand for Maman shares is con-

nected to forecasts that a proxy
fight is about to develop in tire

company, which is jointly con-

trolled by Securitas and El AL,

through its subsidiary TesheL The
two companies have a 26-percent

stake each in Maman.
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Visitors to the World PC Expo ’96 crowd around the Taipei-based Tatung Co. booth at Makuhari
Messe in Makuhari, east ofTbkyo yesterday.A total of451 computer makers, including 72 foreign
companies, displayed the latest models in toe largest personal computer show in Asia. - (Reuter)

British government approves
Lloyd’s recovery plan

LONDON (Reuter) - Lloyd’s of
London celebrated the successful

outcome of its £3.2 billion recov-

ery plan yesterday as chairman
David Rowland and Trade
Minister Anthony Nelson rang the

Lutine bell, the market's tradition-

al way of signaling news -good
and bad.

The ceremony in the insurance

market's modernistic building in

London’s financial district fol-

lowed government approval of the

recovery plan, which will allow its

long-suffering investors to put

Reading between

the lines...

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.^

behind them their liabilities.

Rowland and Nelson together

rang tire bell, named after an 1 8th-

century French frigate from which
it was salvaged, an unprecedented
three times.

Hundreds of underwriters and
brokers, many of them Names, as
investors in Lloyd's are known,
hung over balconies in tire build-

ing to watch, along with corpora-
tion employees.
Rowland told the crowd that

final agreement on the rescue
plan, under which Lloyd's will

reinsure billions of pounds in past

liabilities into a new company,
Equitas, was completed just

before midnight on Tuesday.
The Lutine bell traditionally is

rung once for bad news -such as
tire loss of a ship at sea -and twice
for good news.
Rowland said the first ring yes-

terday was for sorrow, to mark and
remember an episode in Lloyd’s
history that has caused pain and
suffering for many people.

The second strike was for joy,

and the unprecedented third ring

signaled that tire market was now
moving into a new phase.

“I hope that no chairman will

have to ring the bell three times
again.

“The third strike is always to

remind us what actually happened
and never to forget it

“We came close to disaster and
we should never let it happen
again,” he said.

The plan won resounding sup-
port last week as 91 percent of
Names voted to accept a £3.2b.
settlement offer from Lloyd’s.

Government approval was the
final hurdle to securing the mar-
ket’s future.

Under the recovery plan,

Lloyd’s ends years of uncertainty

over the scale of massive losses

suffered by some investors as a
result of unlimited liability to past
claims, including those relating to

US environmental and asbestosis

insurance.

JOINJOB TELEBANK
DIAL 03-51291 11 FftOM 8AMTO 11 PM.

foflOD)TARGET 0710
Mutual Ftmd for

Foreign Residents

Date: 3.9.96

Purchase Price: 150.06

Redemption Price: 147.84

leumipia itoto* §

D&B warns customers
of Salon Tokyo

Jerusalem Post Staff

e PRIME
Mutual Fund for

Foreign Residents

Purchase Price:

Redemption Price:

leumipia imumA

3.9.96

110.42

108.98

THE Dun & Bradstreet business-

rating company has warned its

customers against establishing

connections with appliance dis-

tributor Salon Tokyo.
In a letter sent to its customers

at the end of last week D&B said
Salmi Tokyo’s account at Bank
Leumi has been limited for a year,

since tire end ofAugust
D&B predicted Salon Tokyo’s

financial difficulties already eight
months ago when it changed its

risk rating ofconnections with tire

company from “normal” to high
risk (rating 4).

An announcement of the change
in fee rating was sent to customers
at the end of January 1996.
“There is a problem of financing
activities in Salon Tokyo,” the
announcement said.

Salon Tokyo is a private compa-
ny owned by the Levian family.

Recently, one of the brothers,

Moshe Levian, left the company
after being convicted of giving

bribes to the Income Tax
Authority.

The company is engaged in

import and marketing of house-

hold electrical appliances. Since

1991, the company has served as
General Electric’s representative

in Israel.

Aharon Levian, general manag-
er of the company, could not be
reached for comment.
According to tire D&B report,

published by the company’s busi-

ness analysis department. Salon
Tokyo's suppliers have reported
both late payments and checks
that bounce.

Other sources consulted with
during the preparation of the
report said Salon Tokyo suffers

from cash-flow problems and one
of its suppliers’ refusal of credit
D&B also informed its cus-

tomers of an NIS 1 million lawsuit

against Salon Tokyo, which was
filed by tire Zeller Ebalagon firm
in April 1996.

In the suit, Zeller Ebalagon
claims it lent credit to Salon
Tokyo, which accumulated to

NIS990,000 in March 1996. The
defendant made a commitment to

pay off the debt in 18 payments,
but did not fulfill them, according
to fee suit

Securitas’ and El Al’sjoint con-

trol is in accordance with a voting

agreement which is due to expire

September 15..

.

Market players believe an

. investor who manages to purchase

20% of tire company, and reach an
agreement with either of its major-

ity holders, would be able to con-

trol, or turn into a partner in fee

company.
Maman’s remaining shares are

held by institutional investors from
tire Bank Hapoalim and Bank
Leumi groups, which together

hold 25.9% of the company's
shares.

Bank Hapoalim’s provident

funds control 11.7% of fee shares,

the hank’s mutual funds 8.7% and
Bank Leumi ’s provident funds

5.45%.

Hapoalim says economy’s growth rate ^ve^ in JuigThe

rcrmnmv's growth pace recovered in July after suffering from a

£!£!!» of the year. Bank Hapoalim said mils

rase 2.2 perammJu.y.rSs of

goods grew 3.4% in dollar terms and revenue from ^ue AddedTax

went un 4.8% in fee June-July period compared wife fee Apnl-May,

the bank raid. There was also a growth in fee construction sector;,

where the volume of cement marketing returned to fee same levels

maintained their previous: nam^s foractKt tot

fee inflation rate for the next
fit’

The bank expects fee Consumer Price Index for August to be 06%,

reflecting thTrise in public transport costs and “

cost of clothing and shoes. GalaW* Beck

Telrad Holdings to buy share In parent company Koor: Telrad

Holdings, an investment company, announced its intention to pur-

chase sSares in Koor Industries, its parent company.The putxfeasepf

the shares will mark fee first time a subsidiary company has bought

its parent company’s shares.

Telrad has decided to purchase Koor shares on fee secondary mar-

ket, which it intends to hold for at least three months, fee company

said in an announcement to fee Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

At the start of fee week Telrad made its first purchase. The com-

pany, via Koor Investment House, purchased Koor shares at a total

worth of NIS2 million. . ...

Telrad was established about two years ago to facilitate invest-

ments, participate in some of Telrad 's businesses and facilitate rais-

ing funds in the public and private capital markets for some of

Tetrad's business.
.

The company currently controls Koor Multimedia (60% share).

Teleglob (50%), Telrad Telecommunication and Electric Industries

(100%), Koor Communication and Security Systems (100%),

Gvanhn (33%), Anigma (26%), Algorithmic Research (19%). iCM.

Fuse Engineering (100%) and Orisol (10%).
Coiit Lipids Beck

T.ahiti» has better rating than Hapoalim, says Lehman Bros.: US
investment hant i j»hman Brothers has maintained a higher rating for

Rank Leumi than forBank Hapoalim, on the assumption that die for-

mer is pursuing a more focused operating strategy, which appears to

be paying off in terms of profitability.

Tfinnan Brothers has retained its 3-Neutral rating for Hapoalim

and its 2-Outperfarm rating for Leumi based on fee banks’ perfor-

mance for tiie first half of the year and expectations for the second

half. Commenting on Hapoalim, Lehman Brothers said it has poor

operating trends but a strong investment portfolio. “At this point we
do not believe the stock is particularly attractive, although longer-

term recovery potential suggests that for investors wife patience the

company could hold some promise,” said Lehman in its report

Lehman Brothers said Leumi's operating performance represent a
good performance in a tough environment. It added that Leumi's
recent purchase of a further 10% of Africa Israel to help push

through its plan for the spin-off of Migdai was costly. “The opera-

tion certainly has a cost and a risk to the bank, which while justifi-

able in fee context of likely capital gains, it would have been better

to avoid,” said Lehman Brothers. Gatit Upfds Beck

French economy shrinks in second quarter: France's economy
shrank 0.4 percent in the second quarter from the first quarter, high-
lighting the government’s difficulties in cutting the budget deficit

ahead of European monetary union, data released on Wednesday
showed.

National statistics institute INSEE. which revised down first quar-
ter growth to 1.1 percent from 1.2%, said the fall was partly due to
a drop in consumer spending and to fee fact there were a smaller
number of working days in the period.

Reuter

Hilton to sign deal
for hotel in Eilat

HAIM SHAPIRO

HILTON International is to sign a
management agreement on Sunday
wife real estate developer Yitzhak
Teshuva for what is to be the Eilat

Queen of Sheba Hilton Hotel,
bringing to at least six fee number
of Hilton hotels planned for Israel

by the year 2000.
“I can tell you that we are negoti-

ating for additional hotels,” said
Hflton Israel public relations direc-
tor Motto Verses.

The 600-room Hilton Tel Aviv,
which is currently the only hotel of
fee chain in the country, is undergo-
ing a $35 million renovation pro-
ject

Most of fee rooms have been
refurbished, and die work is begin-
ning on die public areas and restau-

rants, Verses said.

In December, the 260-room
Beersbeba Hilton is due to open.
The hotel, also constructed by

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (29.7.96)
3 *PtGJ<S 18 MONTHS

t sterling (£10
u.a dona- «^o,ooo> *750 Tbts
2°und storting (£00.000) 3.875 4.000 ItGermanimarttfeM 200.000) 1.750 1.875S^W(Sf= 200.QQ0) 14)00 1125 ifYtai (10 mfflon yen) — 7.s

(Rates varyHghw or kiwvrthan Indicated aceortNng to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (4.9.96)

CHECKS AND
transfers BANKNOTES f

Sell Buy Sell
Currency basket
U.S.dofar
German mark
Pound storting
Ranch franc

iS£3rn,ii’o>

Swiss franc
Swedish krona
Norwegian krona
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian doflar

Australian dotar
S. African rand
Belgian franc ho)
Austrian sdiffflng (10)
itafian Ora (100GQ
Jordanian dinar
Egyptian pound

2.0590
4.3400
0.8900
3.9633
5.0812
2.4836

&S687
3.1702
21351
4.9654
0.6231
2.9105
1.9048
2.6237
0.4773
0.4839
0.5527
0-7040
23138
25119
0.7067
1.0364
3.0335
20923
4.6400
0.9600
4.0273
6.1429
2.5237

Irish pud 5.0612 &1429 4JJ7 *
Spanish peseta (100) 2.4836 2.5237 244 256 2

*7!wm rates vary according to bank. “Bank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI

4.4215
05520
3.9970
5.1013

25050

' 'V

Thursday, September 5, 1996

Teshuva, is expected to fill the
niche for visiting businessmen and
academics in what is seen as a
rapidly growing Negev economy.
Next spring, the Jerusalem Hilton

on King David Street with almost
400 rooms is due to open. This
hotel is to be strictly upmarket, wife
large public rooms and several
exclusive restaurants, Verses said.

By the end of 1998, the 300-room
Hilton Resort Hotel at the Dead Sea
is to be opened, while the Eilat
facility is scheduled to begin opera-
tions in 1999. Verses would not say
what other sites were being sought
He did note, however, that the

rapid expansion in Israel was part of
the chain's policy to concentrate on
the Eastern Mediterranean. Hilton
has four hotels in Sinai - two in
Sharm e-Sheikh, one at Taba and
one in Nueiba. It is also building
hotels in Beirut and Amman.
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Koor leads

shares higher
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

/ 185.70 \^ 4-1.68%

TWo-Sided Index

STOCKS rose yesterday, led by

Koor Industries Lid., Bank Ha-

poalim and Bezeq.

At the same time “people are

looking at smaller stocks, seeing

more value,*’ said Ron Weisberg,

broker at Israel Brokerage and
Investments in Tel Aviv.

Maman Cargo jumped 10 per-

cent, the daily limit, as press re-

ports said investors are struggling

for die control of the airport-ser-

vice company.

Investors are “expecting take-

overs” following a number of of-

fers for companies at one-tbijd or

more over their market values,

Weisberg said. Smaller stocks

“are pulling the rest of the

maxkeL”

/ 195.91 \
+1.90%

Maof index

The Two-Sided Index rose

1.66% to 1S5.7, while the Maof

index climbed 1.9% to 195.91.

Koor, Israel's largest company
with three dozen businesses, was

the most active issue, adding
1.5% on NIS 10 million worth of

shares traded.

Bank Hapoalim, which will

post a $24 million capital gain on

the sell of half its holding in Poa-

lira Investments, rose 3%
Bezeq was up 2%.
Shares rose for the sixth time in

the past seven trading sessions,

even in the face of the govern-
ment's report that the budget def-

icit for the first eight months ex-

ceeded its plan for all of 1996.

(Bloomberg)

Euromarkets shrug off

Iraqi crisis, Wall St.

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - European
financial markets digested news

of a second US strike against Iraq

yesterday, with most stocks not

holding all the day’s gains, gold

weaker, and the dollar a little

mixed.

Wall Street opened weak and

stayed down all through the after-

noon, but most European stocks

managed to keep ahead.

British shares closed firmer but

near the day’s lows.

The FTSE Index had been
buoyed by New York's reversal

from slump to 30-point gain on

Tuesday, and took the Dow’s
opening falls calmly, trading

around 20 points ahead, not far

from their best 25-point gain.

It closed up 16.8 points at

3,872.7, as FTSE gainers out-

weighed -declineis by three-and-

a-half times.

“The Iraqi situation persists

but it was last night’s turnaround

on Wall Street which impacted

upon ns today,” said one head of

UK equity sales.

An agreed £264 million bid by

food distributor Booker for food

wholesaler Nurdin & Peacock
also helped sentiment, sending

the blue chip FTSE up 25 points

at one stage.

Traders said the London mar-

ket was somewhat subdued be-

cause of a monetary meeting be-

tween Governor of the Bank of

England Eddie George and Fi-

nance Minister Kenneth Clarke.

German shares closed slightly

lower in post-bourse electronic

trade, with the market eyeing a

weaker Wall Street for direction.

Frankfurt's 30-share DAX Index

was 21.16 up at 2,532.37.

French stocks finished higher

in a technical rebound, helped by

strong results at blue-chip energy

group Total, brokers said.

The blue-chip CAC-40 Index

dosed up 13 points, only the sec-

ond rise in the past eight sessions.

Traders said the bourse ap-

pears to be under pressure, with

investors are likely to be cautious

ahead of the US August non farm

payrolls due out on Friday.

In currencies, the dollar closed

little changed against the mark
but lost ground against the yen as

concerns about rising oQ prices in

the wake of the US military inter-

*ve%tion in Iraq faded, traders

said.

Even though tensions contin-

ued in Iraq after the second US
air strike on Iraqi air defenses,

the dollar faded to gain fresh sup-

port from the situation. Many
players expect no major dollar

move higher unless the situation

escalates.

Dull trading was exacerbated

by the market’s wait-and-see

mode ahead of US jobs data

tomorrow.

. After that the focus will be on

the next meeting of the Federal

Open Market Committee in late

September.

Stocks edge higher
WALL

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks
edged higher yesterday, strug-

gling against a weak bond market

as trading turned cautious before

Friday’s key report on employ-

ment levels and wage inflation

during August
On Wall Street the Dow Jones

industrial average rose 8.51

points to close at 5,656.90.

Most broad-market indexes

turned higher late in the session,

which was rather uneventful
aside from an agreement by Sta-

ples to acquire office supply rival

Office Depot for $3.5 billion in

stock.

Stocks were pressured

throughout the session by a weak
bond market which surrendered

Tuesday’s gains on an agreeable

economic reading. As bond
prices felt the yield on the 30-

year Treasury - a key determi-

nant of corporate and consumer

borrowing costs - rose to 7.099b.

Without any new economic

data to steer trading, the focus

shifted to the monthly employ-

ment report, which has jolted the

market several tones since early

March with revelations of unex-

pectedly strong growth is payroll

and wage levels.

Tomorrow’s report could be

the determining factor in whether

the Federal Reserve will raise in-

terest rales this month to keep

inflation steady by ' slowing the

economy.

A substantial increase in em-

ployment costs - which constitute

two-thirds of a product's price -

could quicken the pace of
inflation.

Two weeks ago, the central

bank left its lending rates un-

changed amid indications that

economic growth was slowing on

its own.
Rapid inflation makes a fixed-

income investment such as bond

less worthwhile, forcing down
prices to improve the yield.

Higher bond and Fed interest

rates can hurt stocks by boosting

corporate borrowing costs and

slowing consumer spending.

Advancing issues outnum-
bered decliners by a 13-to-9 mar-

gin on the New York Stock Ex-

change. vr.H 1.380 up, 948 down

and 855 uii-.huagcd.

NYSE volume totaled 351.26

million shares, vs. 333.50 million

in the previous session.
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Mac. TA breezes by Panionios

Thursday, September 5, 1996 The Jerusalem Post
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MACCABI Tel Aviv won flu's season's third
major basketball tournament when it romped
over Greece’s Panionios 91-67 in the finals of
the Tel Aviv Basketball Tournament. Maccabi
is unbeaten this year, having won all its games
in two previous warm-up tournaments in Italy

and Argentina.

The Israeli team played much better than on
Tuesday night, when it beat Aris Saloniki 82-76.

The yellowshirts had some trouble in the first

halfwhen they were unable to check Panionios’s
American guard Keith Gatling, who notched 20
points before the interval Ac least on offense,

Maccabi 's Buck Johnson and Randy Waite
matched Gatling and kept plugging away to give
the Israelis a 43-39 lead at the break.

After the interval, the Maccabi defense
straightened out and there was only one team in

the game. Coach Zvi Sherf made good use of
his deep bench, changing players until he
found the right combination. White (19) and
Johnson (17) were the top scorers. Doron
Sheffer (9) played a noticeably improved
game, showing some of the offensive form
which made him a household name at the

University of Connecticut for the past three

JOEL GORDIN

years.

The viators' top scorer was Gatling with 25.

Mitchell Wiggens made 15. Maccabi captain

Nadav Henefeld was awarded - on behalf of

his team - the first prize of $7,000. Maccabi

last won the Tel Aviv tournament in 1 994. This

weekend, Maccabi will take part in the annual

Bendel Tournament at Zemach. near the

Kinneret, together with Hapoel Galil Elyon,

Aris and Panionios.

Aris Saloniki 68
Bayer Leverkusen 65

Aris won the battle for third place in the tour-

nament, edging Leverkusen by a mere three

points. The German champions never looked

like they had a chance, despite a spirited last-

ditch fight.

They played without their two Americans

Kevin Pritchard and Tony Dawson who flew

home Tuesday because of the “war situation"

in Iraq. Aris, for its part, took the court without

star center Michael Shackleford who was hurt

Tuesday night.

The game was scrappy with many losses of

possession by both teams. With the score tied

11-all, Shackleford made an appearance and

scored 10 quick first-half points and snatched

as many rebounds.

Aris coach Sulis Markupolis gave guard

Mario Boni playing time and the Italian and

Shackleford pushed their team's lead to 41-28

at the interval.

It looked as if Leverkusen was in for another

thrashing. However, after the break the Greeks

ran out of steam and only managed to hold a

slim lead.

The Germans put on a spurt towards the end,

making a valiant attempt to close the gap.

Israeli point guard Gilad Katz, trying out for

the German team, was active in the counterat-

tack and his three-pointer in the final seconds

nearly turned the tables.

Katz, who reportedly has managed to land a

contract with Leverkusen, scored six points.

Among his teammates, Denis Vecurer scored

15, Ricardo Esposito 13, Tim Nis 13 and

plucky 1 7-year-old Goran Kobachiv 12.

For the winners, the towering Shackleford -

injury and all - made 16 points and took 17

rebounds. Jose Ortiz sank 15.

Reds ’ Burba, Shaw combine to one-hit Braves
Graf grabs semifinal spot

CINCINNATI (Reuter) - Dave
Burba and Jeff Shaw combined-on
a one-hitter - a leadoff homer by
Marquis Grissom - as the

Cincinnati Reds beat the powerful
Atlanta Braves 5-1, who have lost

a season-high four in a row.

Burba (9-13) surrendered
Grissom’s 2 1 st homer and not
much else over six innings. He
walked four and struck out seven

before leaving for Shaw, who set

down nine in a row for his fourth

save.

“The last time I faced them, they

hit three home runs off me,”
Burba said of the Braves. “It wasa
slap in the face. Last time I only

made one pitch that should have
TUESDAY’S NL RESULTS:
Chicago 11, Florida 3
Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 1
Montreal 9, San Francisco 2
Philadelphia S, San Diego 2
Los Angeles 7, New York 6
St Louis 12, Houston 3

been hit out I don’t know how I

compare it. I’m just happy I did

it”

Barry Larkin snapped a 1-1 tie

with his 26th homer, a two-run

shot off Mike Bielecki (4-3). who
replaced Greg Maddux in the rota-

tion. Maddux missed his sched-

uled start with a hamstring injury,

but the four-time Cy Young Award
winner should rerum this week-

end.

Larkin, who has 35 steals, needs

just four homers to become the

first shortstop in major-league his-

tory with 30 homers and 30 steals

in the same season.

Despite the loss, tire Braves still

have the best record in the majors;

84-54.

Expos 9, Giants 2

David Segui hit a pair of two-

run homers and Pedro Martinez

(12-9) struck out 11 as host

Montreal won its fourth straight

Segui hit a two-run homer off

Mark Gardner (10-6) in the fifth

for a 5-0 lead, and his two-run

shot in the eighth off Rich
DeLucia made it 9-2. It was the

first multihomer game of Segui’s

career.

FP. Santangelo also homered for

Montreal, which handed die

Giants its fourth straight loss.

NATIONAL LEAGUE AMERICAN LEAGUE

Martinez allowed two runs on
nine hits in 7 2-3 innings.

Phillies 8, Padres 2
Michael. Mimbs (2-7) came off

the disabled list to win his second
game this season and Scott Rolen
homered and drove in four runs.

Mimbs, activated earlier in the

day after being on the DL since

August 1 1 with a sore left shoul-

der, gave up one hit in five

innings. Ken Ryan pitched two
innings for his seventh save.

Joey Hamilton (13-8) gave up
five runs and 10 hits in 6 1-3

innings.

Cubs 11, Marlins 3
Ryne Sandberg homered and

drove in three runs, and Jamie
Navarro (14-9) won his seventh

NEW YORK (AP) - Steffi Graf overcame a surpris-

ingly tough Judith Wiesner to post a 7-5, 6-3 victory

yesterday and grab a spot in the US Open women's
semifinal s.

She will play the winner of a quarter-final match

scheduled later yesterday between seventh-seeded

Jana Novotna and No. 16 Martina Hingis.

The other women’s semifinal was decided Tuesday
when No. 2 Monica Seles and No. 4 Conchita

Martinez each won in straight sets.

Graf, top-seeded and the defending champion in

this hardcourt Grand Slam tournament, was pushed to

the limit by Wiesner, who always plays Graf lough

but as yet to beat the world's No. 1 ranked player.

Wiesner, a right-hander from Austria ranked 24th in

the world, made Graf work for every point and every

game. There were only three love games in the

match, and Wiesner served one of those in a match

that lasted just six minutes short of 1 1-2 hours.

It was Wiesner who jumped on top, breaking Graf at

15 in the fifth game when the German pounded a fore-

hand into the net. When she held at 30, Wiesner led 4-2.

Graf, however, hasn’t had 20 Grand Slam tourna-

ment titles just handed to her. She held at 15, broke

Wiesner at 30, then held at 30 to take a 5-4 lead. In

the sixth game, Wiesner saved one set point, but not

the second as Graf closed out the hard-fought, 42-

minute, first-set battle.

The best was yet to come.

Graf served to begin the second set and quickly

took a 40-30 lead, the last point coming when she

boomed a service winner down the middle.

Tuesday night's Pete Sampras-Mark Philippoussis

clash was billed as the big battle of the US Open, it

turned into the big bore.

Philippoussis slammed 17 aces. Sampras cracked 11.

So what.

In a match almost devoid of drama, the top-seeded

Sampras battered his way into die quarter-finals with

a methodical 6-3, 6-3, 6-4 victory over the young ace-

slinger from Down Under.

Stefan Edberg, meanwhile, surged into the quarter-

finals with a fist-pumping 6-7 (7-2), 7-6 (7-2), 6-4,6-

4 victory over Britain’s Tim Henman.

TUESDAY'S AL RESULTS:
Kansas City S, Toronto 2
Milwaukee 8, Cleveland 2
Chicago 6, Detroit 4
Texas 9, Minnesota 7
California IQ, Baltimore 2
Seattle 11, Boston 9
Oakland 10, New York 9

East Division
W L Pet GB

casa un
W

nswi
L Pet GB straight decision, allowing three

Atlanta 84 54 .609 New York 77 61 558 — runs and eight hits in five innings.
Montreal 75 62 .547 B'k Baltimore 73 65 529 4
Florida 67 72 .462 t7'k Boston 71 68 511 6\h
New York 61 78 .439 23'h Toronto 63 76 .453 14> WILD CARD RACE
Phladetohia 56 83 .403 2872 Detroit 50 89 560 27Vz NATIONAL LEAGUE

Central Division Central DMsron W L PcL GB
SL Louis 74 65 .532 _ Cleveland 81 57 587 — Los Angeles 76 62 551 —
Houston 74 66 529 Vi Chicago 75 65 536 .7 San Diego 77 63 550 —

Chicago 69 68 504 4 Minnesota 69 70 .496 12Vz Montreal 75 62 547
Cincinnati 69 69 500 472 Milwaukee 68 72 .486 14 Houston 74 66 529 3
Pittsburgh 57 60 .416 16 Kansas City 65 75 >164 17 AMERICAN LEAGUE

West Division West Division W L PCL GB
LosAngeles 76 62 551 _ Texas 78 60 565 — Chicago 75 65 536 —
San Diego 77 63 550 _ Seattle 72 66 522 ,6 Baltimore 73 65 529 1

Colorado 71 68 511 5V2 Oakland 67 74 .475 I2V2 Seattle 72 66 522 2
San'Francisco 58 78 .426 17 . CaTtomia 64 75 .460 14’ft Boston 71 68 511 3V2

Mizrahi hit with six-game suspension
SAHAR Mizrahi of Hapoel Taibe was suspended for

six games by the Israel Football Association's disci-

plinary committee yesterday.

The talented but temperamental midfielder, who
transferred from Bnei Yehuda, was accused of
unsportsmanlike conduct, after he accused referee

Haim Lipkovitch of anti-Arab bias.

Due to a misunderstanding regarding the time of

Israeli volleyballers

lose to Finland
Final today between Poland and Italy

~ : Leather chait -

US maintains perfect record

in Hockey World Cup
Skate Israel ’96

set for Succot

ISRAEL lost its first match in the final round of the European Youth

Volleyball Championships yesterday and is now left to play the Ukraine

in the contest for 1 1th and 12th spots of the tournament.

Finland beat Israel 3-0 while die Ukraine was beaten 3-0 by Belarus.

The final today will be a fight between Poland and Italy after the for-

mer beat Holland 3-0 and Italy knocked out Russia 3-1.

Greece and Yugoslavia wifi meet to decide the 5th and 6th places.

Greece beat Belgium 3-1 and Yugoslavia dismissed France 31-1.

The final will be played at Ra’anana’s Sports Hall at 7pm.

SCOREBOARD
ENGLISH SOCCER - Division One (Tuesday’s result): Manchester Chy 2,

Charlton 1.

FOOTBALLLEAGUE CUP (Tuesday’s first round, second kg results): Barnet

2, Exeter 0 (Barnet advances 6-0); Barnsley 2, Rochdale 0 (Barnley advances 3-

2); Blackpool 2, Scunthorpe 0 (Blackpool advances 3-2); Bournemouth 0,

Ipswich 3 (Ipswkh advances 5-1); Bradford 1, Sheffield United 2 (Sheffield

advances 5-1 r, Bristol City 1, Torquay 0 (Bristol Coy advances 4-3); Burnley 2,

Mansfield 0 (Burnley advances 5-0); Bury 1, Notts County 0 (Bury advances 2-

1); Cambridge United I, Hereford 1 (Hereford advances 4-1); Chester 1, Carlisle

3 (Carlisle advances 4-1); Chesterfield t, Stockport 2 (Stockport advances 4-2);

Crewe 1, Port Yale 5 (Port Vale advances 6-1); Fulham 1, Southend 2 (Fulham
advances 3-2); GBIingham 2, Swansea 0 (Gilljangham advances 3-0); Grimsby 0,
Oldham 1 (Oldham advances 5-4 on penalties alter 1-1 aggregate); Lincoln 3,

Hartlepool 2 (Lincoln advances 5-4); Northampton 2, Cardiff 0 (NorthamptonHartlepool 2 (Lincoln advances 5-4); Northampton 2, Cardiff 0 (Northampton
advances 2-1); Peterborough 2, Millwall 0 (Peterborough advances 2-1);

Plymouth 0, Brentford 0 (Brentford advances 1-0); Preston 4, Wigan 4 (Pleston
advances 7-6); Rotherham 0 Darlington 1 (Darlington advance 2-0);

Scarborough 3, Hull 2 (Scarborough advances 5-4); TVamnere L, Shrewsbury 1

flYanmere advances 3-1); Watford 2, Walsall 0 (Watford advances 2-1); West
Bromwich Albion 1, Colchester 3 (Colchester advances 5-4); Wrexham 1,

Huddersfield 2 (Huddersfield advances 5-1); Wycombe 2, Reading 0 (Wycombe
advances 3-1); York 2, Doncaster 0 (York advances 3-1).

-NEW.‘YORK:Reuter) -Keith-
Tkachuk of the Phoenix Coyotes
scored three goals and added an
assist as the US routed Slovakia 9-

3 Tuesday for a perfect 3-0 record

in the opening round of ice hock-

ey's World Cup.
The Americans bad already

clinched first {dace in the North
American pool and now have a

bye until Sunday when they play

the winner of tomrrow's Russia-

Frnland game. Slovakia was play-

ing for pride, having already been
eliminated, and finished with a 0-

3 record.

The US used backup goalie Guy
Hebert of the Anaheim Mighty
Ducks, resting the New York
Rangers' Mike RichteT, and still

won easily, getting three goals in

each period.

Slovakia scored first, the

Washington Capitals’ Peter

Bondra hitting on a power play at

2:15 of the first period when he
slammed home a 20-footer from
the circle.

The US came back with five

unanswered goals, three of them
in the first period. Tkachuk took a

a pass out from the St. Louis

Blues' Brett Hull and beat
Slovakia’s young goalie Roman

-Mega from in dose at 5:50: .

Doug Weight of the Edmonton
Oilers took a lead pass from the

Philadelphia Flyers' Jack Leclair

and tappol in a five-footer at 7:13
and Leclair scored himself at

13:34, cashing the rebound of a

shot by the Chicago Blackhawks'
TonyAmonte with Mega farout of
his goaL

In the second period Leclair

passed to Tkachuk on a rush and
he scored with a 30-footer at

10:16. The Toronto Maple Leafs’

Matthieu Schneider completed a

two-on-one rush at 12:37 to make
it 5-1.

Before the end of the second
period Tkachuk completed his

three-goal hat trick at 18:20 after

Slovakia managed a goal at 16:09
when Slavomir Llavsky beat

Hebert with a high, arching 10-

.
foot rebound.

-

> ; % . . : -

The three-goals-to-one ratio

held in the final period with Mike
Modano of Dallas getting two US
goals and Joel Otto of fee Flyers

fee third goal. Lubomir Rybovic

scored for Slovakia to make fee

final 9-3 count
Dan Wilson, the US coach said:

“The play was very fast and it was
a skill game. We have more depth

than they do, and we cashed our
chances. They did not"
"We are coming together at the

right time,” said Hull. "Either

Finland or Russia is a tough oppo-
nent, but we are playing wife great

determination.''

Today, Germany (1-2) meets
Canada (2-1) in a single-elimina-

tion contest at Montreal. Finland
(2-1) meets Russia (1-2) at Ottawa
tomorrow.

LOCAL SCENE
HEATHER CHAIT

SKATE Israel ‘96 will be held in

Metulla, Israel's winter sports cen-

ter, during fee Succot holiday.

Top skaters from abroad will test

the local talent in the figure skat-

ing competition in singles and
pairs events. Among the local fig-

ures will be Misha Shmerkin and
Kfir Natan in the singles class

wife Galit Chait and Sergei
Sachnovesky pairing up together.

Metulla local council head,
Yossi Goldberg, stressed fee
importance of Skate Israel '96 as

preparation for next year’s world
championships in Switzerland and
then the 1998 Winter Olympics in

EUROPEAN DIVISION
Team
y-Sweden
x-Finiand

x-Germany
Czech Republic
AMERICAN DIVSION
Team
y-United Slates
x-Canada
x-Russa
Slovakia
x-advanced to second round

W D L GF GA PIS
3 0 0 14 3 6
2 0 1 17 11 4
1 0 2 11 15 2
0 0 2 4 17 0

w D L GF GA Pts
3 0 0 19 8 6
2 0 1 IT TO 4
1 0 2 12 14 2
0 0 3 9 19 0

y-advanced to semifinals

From frozen to liquid waters and
to waterskier Guy Mandel from
Savyon who won the gold medal
at the European Cup Competition
held in Germany. Mandel, 20, was
ranked first overall in fee

European Cup circuit events held
this year.

Washington day
Bringing a little extra dash to

this year's Eisenberg Tournament
next month in Ramat Hasharon
will be Malivai Washington, this

year's finalist at Wimbledon, who
is currently ranked 12th in the

world. Washington has not only
proved his athletic ability, he also

has the esteem of being chosen by
People Magazine as one of the

"Top 50 Most Beautiful "People in

the World." Other committed
names for fee tournament from
October 14 to 20 are Alberto Costa

(15), Felix Mantilla (16) and
Heman Gumy (39).

Taekwando champions
While taekwando has not really

become a catch-phrase here yet,

Israel's national team has made
headlines overseas. Tamar Golan
(62 kilograms) won the youth gold
medal at the Copenhagen Open
Championships last month in
Denmark, the largest event held
this summer wife over 200 entries.

Golan also won fee best entrant

title and Noa Shmida (453 kg) and
Yuval Levy (76 kg) both won sil-

ver medals. The Israeli team was
awarded “fee most moral team”
title.

CLASSIFIEDS Report:
Indurain

•declaim

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rales
include VAT
Single Weekday - NIS 117 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175.50 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 17.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
£minimum),aach additional word - NIS

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351.00
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
for TO words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 70.20.
Rates are valid until 31.10.98.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sq.m. basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. TSRABUILD" Tel 02-

HERZUYA PTTUAH, FOR rant, 4 bed-
room cottage with swimming pool, long
lease, immediate entry. To MORAN REAL

PURCHASE/SALES may retire
Jerusalem

SALES FOR SALE
GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRASUILD. T*i 02-566-6571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th Root, view o( Knesset, stor-
age, parking, 3495,000. ISRABUILD, TeL

COTTAGE STYLE APARTMENT, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living room./dining,
kitchen, roof garden, 2 minutes walk from
Arcadia HoteL Tel. 03-605-0486, 09-
555537

Tel Aviv

GEF1LTE FISH - DO-IT-YOURSELF
with Deglicatasse's fresh, no skin, no
bones ground mixture. Tel. 02-61 1488
(day). Tettax 02-567-0908.

BBSSE
General

WHERE TO STAY BUS. PREMISES
THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms. ‘

bathroom. T.V/Tel. quality furnished.
02-252-757. Fax 03-251-297.

TO LET, 3 STORY buSdii
Tel Aviv, for anv mimosa.
DEKEL,

ng, Hayarkon,
TIVUCH HA-

DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT

* SEEKING
» LIFETIME
fe*'- (PARTNER?;

Tel Aviv Jerusalem

DEADLINES offices:
Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before purification; for Friday and Sunday:
6 pm on Thursday.
Tel Aviv end Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication: for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS GENERAL

and 12 noon

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS I SUITES,
Gan Ha'lr, near sea, tourists / business-
men, short/long term. TeL 03-698-9092,
050-358972.

INCOMING TOUR OPERATOR, ex
narianro nan»a« TeL 02-6000937 .

SITUATIONS VACANT

ijlk- I u CONTACT

RUTH
(09-625553 / 828983, 04-8303118)
l . 03-5652209: 02-294492 '

- J
=3 =*

‘ - DlYOfiCSJ - WDOWE0 f
‘SECULAR, TRADITIONAL or REUOOUS 3

Ij^CTETESEffinCEIg CQNCBWED PARENTS

DWELLINGS RENTALS
Tel Avfv

General

WHERE TO STAY

RAMAT - AVIV GIMMEL. 5, luxurious,
long term.Azorei Chen, 4, sea view. YAEL
REALTOR(MALDAN) . Tel. 03 - 842 -

6253.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. , Short and
tong term rentals. Bed and breakfast.
Ru Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL
02-611745. Fax: 02-618541.

SALES

FORGET THE REST!! We ere the
best!} The biggest and oldest agency in
Israel For the highest quality Sve-fn tots
phone Au Pair International 03-6190423.

MATR1MONIALS
ATTRACTIVE RUSSIAN WOMEN inter-
ested in gentlemen for marriageflriend-

NORTH AFEKA, LUXURIOUS, villa,
250 mJ 500m., beautiful garden,
$1,500,000, Tel. 03642-8012.

Jerusalem DWELLINGS

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a hean far the Au Pahs. Cal
HiknaTfiL 03-9659937.

ship, throughout country. "Contact Inter-
nattonai". Tot 03-5245801 , 03-9627624.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

SALES
Sharon Area

RENTALS

OFFICE STAFF

FINNISH and DANISH speakers
jagggHgh ssiaiyi Cal Michael , TeL

UNRESTRICTED
ARIE PALOGE QUALITY CARS:

i. 050-240977,

MADRID (Reuter) - Five times
Tour de France champion Miguel
Indurain may retire this year
according to sources close to his
Banesto team, the sports daily As
reported yesterday.

Indurain, 32, whose contract
expires in December, failed to

record a sixth successive win in
the Tour this year but won gold in
the Atlanta Olympics time trial.

“Miguel Indurain is determined
to give up cycling this winter,” As
said. “According to sources close
to the Banesto team, Indurain has
already shared his decision with
close friends.

“Although they are trying to
convince him against it, the
announcement could be made
public in a few days.”
A Banesto spokesman said it

was too soon to comment on
Indurain *s future but his manager
Francis Lafaigue said he would
not compete for another season
just for fee money.
“Miguel is a honest man. His

engine is as powerful as ever and
he is only 32 years old,” Laforgue
told the French Sud-Ouest newspa-
per. “But if he feels be can no
longer be his former self, he won’t
do one more season just for the

money."

Last month Indurain said he was
not keen to race in the three-week

Tour starting in Valencia Saturday.

TO THE FORE - Steffi Graf slams the ball back to Austria’s Judith Wiesner during yest?I

^^
US Open women’s quarter-final match.

{ReuMr>
'

j

*f~ i V Z

fee hearing, he was not present, and as a result was

given the sentence in abstentia.

Taibe Chairman Hag Yihiye said that the team

would request a rehearing, wife stay of sentence until

it took place.

He said that he was certain feat after hearing

Mizrahi's version, the sentence would be less severe.

Jonathan Ariel

f

THE CONCISE OXFORD
DICTIONARY

I

Ninth Edition
j

REGULAR EDmON or
THUMB INDEX EDITION ,

15% more coverage
• Information an recent changes in

,

• Revised and expanded word histories
• New pronunciations

•Guide
• Appendix including proof-reading marks

Hardcover, 1674 pp.,

JP Price NIS 115
+ NIS 9 anKfog n brad wwwib\iwiiii|

An ideal gift

for all

occasions
Solid silver

“Bottle Necklace”

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post,
FOB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please sendme THE CONCISEOXFORD
DICTIONARY - Ninth Edition.

Regular Edition Thumb Index Edition,

t enclose a check for N15 1 24,
or see my credit card details:

Visa ISC/MCD Diners AmEx
CC No. Exp.

Name.

Address

City Cade
ID No

.

Tel./Fax. (day) ;

Signature j

_ ordera to

HSKi
Toll Free orders

177-022-3585

or send your check to:

Atlas Ltd.
51 Tcforinov Street

Tel Aviv 66048
TW. 636888407 Ftoc. 0M8821W

A Special Offer for

readers of

THEJERUSALEM
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC

Helen Kaye

MEXICAN-BORN tenor Emanuel
Israeli pianiwS“glrRacfel Spewing, presents a program of

°Peras by Mozartand Puccini. Trained as a baritone
Baraga switched to a tenor voice and
repertoire in 1991. Sperling, ad2fi
?^SU

K
dlS

P
OVercd She bad a voiced!

at^fftSh ’ir°
w a volce srudem

~ JAZZ
Helen Kaye

SWITCHED-ON cellist Ivan Hussev
has played for the likes ofMick JagSr
Maxi Pnest, Etti Ankri and dEZ

wL^Sf t
5-
an 50 alb»ms since

987. Hes the first guest in Dance

,

w
.

eek,y music series atSiaanne Della! in Tel Aviv that will

I!?
tuy a name headliner who will

introduce guests of his/her own.
Hussey, who’s off to London to cut a

-z-nl’JI*
bost f® J®22 sucb as Eran

^ilberbeig, Udi Turgeman ami Sarit
Winograd. Tonight from 8. Free.

POP
Helen Kaye

FANTASTIC singer-songwriter Marianne
Faithfull is in town. She’ll be singing Twentieth
Century Blues, the songs of Kurt Weill and
Bertolt BrechL Faithfull started her superstar
career at 17 in 1 966 with the hit single “As Tears
Go By.” A confessional singer, Faithfull's music
is very personal yet very communicative. Tonight
at Sherover Hall in the Jerusalem Theater at 8:30
and on Saturday night at the Mann Auditorium in
Tel Aviv at 9.

FRINGE

Helen Kaye

KLIPA, an eclectic, 15-vignette dance theater
piece by the talented Dmitri Tulpanov and his

group, is one of the 16 shows in the Tel Aviv
Fringe Center weekend marathon, to celebrate its

second anniversary. The shows start Friday night

Cellist Ivan Hussey Is the first guest at the Suzanne
Dellal's music series ‘Dance Mouse,’ tonight.

in both Tzavta and ZOA House at 9, with, respec-
tively, Where's Rutfri? and The Last Chance. Info:
Tzavta (03; 695-0156/7. ZOA (03) 695-9341
(Hebrew)

TELEVISION

Michael Ajzenstadt

DEBUSSY’S improbable love story, Pelleas et
Melisandc, reaches the small screen in Peter
Stein’s powerful production from the Welsh
National Opera, with Karl-Ernst Herrmann’s
evocative and, at times, rather minimal i Stic sets.

This tragic love story, replete with its own two
balcony scenes, is a magical yet vety tragic oper-
atic masterpiece which is, unfortunately, only
rarely performed. Here it is given a first rate
musico-dramatic presentation in which the two
hapless lovers are portrayed by the radiant Alison
Hagley and the youthfitl Neill Archer, with a
first-rate supporting cast, all conducted by the
exceptional baton of Pierre Boulez. Tonight (10)
and tomorrow (6) on the Discovery Channel.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
by water are

5 The pirate company’s
grabbing' right music (7)

9 BiQ needs long hair as a
thes»an(7)

10 Call no more to make
demands (7)

11 Meant to negotiate about
3*ime accommodation (9)

12 Money, that is returns, the

French woman’s made (5)

13 Some loathe takings letter

(5)

15 Where the footwear
manufacturergoes without

a break (2,3,4)

17 Let off as a resnlt of

underworld instruction (9)

19 “X" ages (5)

22 Comparatively under-
hand, that riles badly (5)

23 Good grounds to set a Emit
on the beer intake (9)

25 A service book—could be

the third (7)

26 Necessitates salient

changes (7)

27 Storage for wardrobe-
mmtress (7)

28 The control exercised

inside (7)

DOWN
1 Reticent person, a hard
worker yet noisy (7)

2 Give offence, though not in

a bad mood (7)

3 It may contain prison

uprising that’s pointless

<5)
. t

4 Wanner, like the man id

great shape (3-6)

5 A number relax at top (5)

6 Don't forget about hoard!
(9)

7 A guy one thanks for this

being a rapid grower (7)

8 Standing up to hold forth

about a politician (7)

14 She daren’t upset fens (9)

16 Dealing with those having
some complaint? (9)

17 Record ring road
cototentiim (7)

18 Cheat having small
success led to reform (7)

20 Member of Biblical tribe

that doctor got something
to eat (7)

21 Moves on one offamily (7)

23 A dictator made to

measure! (5)

24 Takingwrongroute ismost
unusual (5)

SOLUTIONS

a s m ej

Esrcngsos sacisaaganaag3 nzjaQQsaaoa
a 3 a u 3 3
aaazjOQQQ asa

a a a s 0ansBaa
aa u a 3 a an
3Q3CJE33aaBS C333
a a Q a n 0
asBraii isanaanaa

s a a a
QBasnsQafflsgnoa
Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSSi 1 Consent, S Bates, 8

limit, 9 Sawyers, 10 Castoauuy. IB

See, IS Stray*,M Parrot, ITArm, 18

Astounded, 20 LoUmrd, 31 Issue, 23

Sodwa, 34 SofamL
DOWN: 1 Colic, 3 Nfan.3 Kntropy, 4

Tnsona. S Reedy, 8 Treasured, 7

Suspeet. 11 Scrambled, IS Stable*

15Amuim 16Bades, ISAlarm, IS

Dread^S Sir.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Indicator (7)

5 Stacey (5)

8 Revise (5)

9 Reflects (7)

lOThnght (7)

11 Viper (5)

12 Standing (6)

14 Middle (6)

17Pbetxy(5)

19 Take "out (7)

22 Fallback (7)

23 Less (5)

24 Big cats (5)

25 Remainder (7)

DOWN
1 Fold (5)

2Apalhy(7)

9 English royal
house (5)

4 Cure (6)

5£zcosed(7)

6 Egg-shaped (5)

7 Hold back (7)

1%A few (7)

13 Futile 17)

15 Instructed (7)

16 Counsellor (6)

IS Proportion (5)

20 Books (5)

21 Discrimination (5)

WHAT’S ON 11

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News fn Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00A Glimpse at History 8:30 Family
Relations 8:00 Looking at Arithmetic
9:25 Learning to Read 9:45 Programs
lor Young Children 10:15 Around the
Globe 10:30 Literature

H:OOMathematics 11:10 French
11:30 Life Sciences 1230 Arts 13:00
Onodin Line 14:00 Surprise Train
14:25 Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:45
Gaya, Gal and GU1 15:00 Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Tom and Jerry 15:50 The
Adventures of Dodo 16:00
Heartbreak High 16:45 Yaldudas
16:59 A New Evening 17:34
Masterminds 17:50 Yakjudas 18:00
The Adventures of Dock: 18:15 News
in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Meeting -current affairs 19:00
News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:31 Partners 20:00 Mabat News
20:45 Summer with Men! Pe’or 22:00
The Beatles Anthology - six-part
series on the story of the world's most
successful popular musical act 23:00
As Time Goes By 23:30 News 00:00
Stories ol the Good Land

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Make a Wish 13:30 Super
Duper 14:00 Echo Point 14:30 lick
Tack 15:00 Ciipop 16:00 The Bold
and the Beautiful 17:00 News maga-
zine with Rafi Reshat 17:30 Open
Cards 18:00 Santa Barbara 19:00
Baywatch 20:00 News 20:30 Candid
Camera with Yigal Shilon 21:40 Dan
Shllon Live 23:15 Exposure - Weekly
program on different aspects of Israeli
society presented by Micha Limor
00:00 News 00:05 Ticket for Two
00:30 Fields of Fire 1:30 From the
Concert Hall 2:00 the Anarchist
3:00On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV (Unconfirmed)

15:05 Double Dragon 15:35 NBA
Basketball 16:35 Take Your Pick
(game show) 17:00 French programs
19:30 News Headlines 19:35 Here’s
Lucy(comedy) 20:00 Taratata (music)

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged
at N1S28L08 per line, including W\T.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

dally Sunj-Thur., 11 • a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration BJdg. Buses
4a, 9, 23. 26. 28. For info, call

882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
installations. Chagall Windows. Tel.

02-416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton Rdand-Rosanberg Collection.
- 24 masterpieces by modern artists.

Fauvism - WBd Beasts. Josef Beuys -

Drawings and Objects. Prints - new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Summer
Exhibition for Children: Celebration
of Colour - games and workshop, t

Am You - Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-S
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri.,10

a.m.-2 p.m. Sat 10-3 p.m.
Meyerhoff Art Education Center,
TaL 6919156-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Shoresh Pham, <

624-6484; Balsam, Salah a-Din,

2315; Shuaiat, Shuafat Road, 581-0108;
DvAJdawa, HerocTs Gate. 628-2058
Tel Aviv: Superpharm. 40 Einstein, Ramat
Aviv, 641-3730; Kupat HoHm Maccabi, 7
Ha-Shta, 548-5558. TUI 3 ajn. Friday:

Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 ton Gvirot.

546-2040. TUI midnight Superpharm
Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730;
London Ministore Superpharm. 4 Shaul
Hametech, 6960115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Hadar, 12
Hahamn, Hod Hasharon, 401435.
Netanya: Poral, 76 Petah Tlcva. 340967.
Krayof area: Hannan. 4 Simtat ModOn,
Kiryai MotzJtin, 870-7770/3.

Haha: Hagtoorim, 28 Hagtoorim, 823-

60%.
Herzfiya: Clal Pharm. Belt Merkazbn, 6
Masktt (cnr. Sderot Hagalim), Herzflya

Pftuah, 558472. 558407. Open 0 a.m. to

mWnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Ha'ir

Mah, 570468- Open 9 a.m. to 10 p-m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Hofim (internal. ENT);
Shaare Zedek (surgery, orthopedics,

obstetrics); Hadassah Effi Kerem (pedi-

Mrics, ophthaJmotogy).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Avtv

Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laniada

POLICE 100
RRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
in emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911

ingBsti) to most parts ol the county. In(English)

addition:
AshdocT 8551333
Ashketon 6551332
Beershaba” 6274767
Beft Sfaemash 6583133
Dan Redon' 5793333
QaT 6332444
Hatta' 8512233
Jerusalem' 5231 33
Kamkar 9885444

KJW Sava* 902222
Natnrlya* 9912333
Netanya* 604444
PstahTkua* 9311111
FteriowJp 94S1333
reshon* 9642333
Rnfnri

Tfll Aviv* 5460111
-nberto* 792444

MoHelnwnave Care Urtt^ilCU) serviced the

area, arouid Uib dock.

Medical help for tourists (in EngBsh)

177-022-6110 „ . „ t

The National Poison Conott
L
Center at

BaiYtoam Hospital 04-852^2C6. 24houra

a day, tor Wormahon in case ol poisoning.

Eran - Emotional

Jerusalem 561-0303. W MJ 546-1111

(chOdren/youth 696-1113}. Haifa 887-

^^&eba 6494333, Netanya

626110, Karmiel 988-8770, Kfar Sava

j^^lnwfor^ygti wananJB-

Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 houre),

^4819, 544-9191 (men). Jffusatem

625-5558, HaHa 8534)533. Eilat 633-

1077.
Hafossah Medical Organteatlon7 Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

624-7670).

21:10 Star Trek - The Next
Generation 22:00 News in English

22:25 Feature FHm 2Ar00 Family
Matters — comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 TV Shop 14.-00 The 700 Chib
14:55’ The Picture Show Man - The
struggles behind the Australian fim
making industry in the 1920s. Starring

Rod Tayllor, John Mellion and
Morris.16:05 Urban Peasants 16:!

Dennis the Menace 16:55 Mask
17:20 Diptodo 17:45 Aurora -

Documentary 18:40 The A-Team
19:30 World News Tonight (Arabic}

20:00 CNN 20:30 Evening Shade
20:55 Allen Quartermaln and the
Lost City of Gold - An arrogant
swashbuckler travels to Africa to Dnd
his lost brother. Starring Richard
Chamberlain and Sharon
SloneJ22:35 The 700 Club 23:05
Larry Kina Live 00:00 TV Shop 2:00
Quantum Strapping 3:00 TV Shop

CABLE
fTV 3 (33)

16:00 News 16:15 The Harem
17:1 5The world of arts 18:00 Amores
19:00 News in Arabic 19:30 Today -
news in Russian 20:00 Mabat news
20:45 Telekessef 21:15 Hedda
Gabler (1975 ) - A megtomanic
woman ruins the lives of an those with
whom she comes Into contact.
Starring Glenda Jackson. (104 mins.)
22:50 International, crime 2&20
Video Clips

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Butterfly island 16:00 Stories
from Life 17:00 Before Induction
17:35 Explore 18:00 Destines I8:3p
Art workshop 19:00 Faces of Culture
19:30 Point of View 20:00 A New
Evening, with Russian subtitles 20:30
Family Album 21:00 Star Trek: The
Next Generation 21:45 Pop Songs
22:00 Seventy Faces 22&0 Points
Victory - documentary about the
Negev

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rp>) 9:00 One LHe to

Live (rpt) 0:45 The Young and the
Restless (ipt) 10:30 Days of Our
Lives (rpt) 11:20 Peria Negra (rpt)

12:10 Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dales
(rpt) 13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05
Sweet Justice 14:55 Sisters 15:50
Days of Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors
17:10 Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live
18:45 The Young and the Restless
19:30 Local broadcast 20:00 Peria
Negra 20:50 Baywatch Nights 21:40
Renegade 22:30 The New
Untouchables -- suspense 23:20
Frasier 23:45 Melrose Place 00:30
Models Inc. 1:20 Hill Street Blues
2:10 Return to Eden 3:00 Medicine
Bail — drama 3:45 ENG - drama

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:00 Pirate Prince (1985) - a pirate

chief falls in love with an escaped
slave girl and fights to free all slaves

(rpt) 13:10 Over the Moon (1937) - a
country glri inherits a fortune and
spends it an without gaining the heart

of the doctor she was trying to
impress (rpt) 14:30 Mad About Ads
15:00 Time Bandits (1981) - six

dwarls who have stolen the map of

holes in time take an 11-year old boy
on a mad trip through history, with the •

Devil at their heels (rpt) 17:00 The
Entertainers (1991) - an aging
vaudeville artist and Ms chimpanzee
get their last chance Jo perfbnfFatLas
Vegas and meet faces from the past
(rpt) 18:25 What’s New at the Movies
18:35 Ruby and Rata (1090) - Ruby

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE The Starnntar 5, *
Priscffla 7:15 *The House Where
Cockroaches Uve 10 a Ripe Old Age 930
Broken Arrow 12 mkinke G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mall (Malha) « 788448 The
Eraser 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 * Heaven'S
Prisoners 4:30, 7:15, 10 * To Die
ForaCrying Freeman 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Babysitters 4:45, 7:15. 9A5 * Cutthroat
(stand 430, 7:T5 * (fission Impossibfe
4*5, 7:15, 9:46 * Babe (EmSsh daknuel
7:15 * Babe {Hebrew dSbme) 4:30
JERUSALEM THEATER 20Marcus St
tr 617167 Cold Comfort Farm 7. 930 *
The Brothers McMuOen 7, 9:30 RAV
CHEN 1-7® 792799 Credit Card
Reservations® 794477 Rav-Mecher
Bufldkig, 19 Woman SL, TaJptot Striptease

5. 730, 9-j45 * Independence Daw 4:15, 7.
9:45 * Fom RoomsfiTMngs lb Do In

Denver 5, 730, 9:45 * The Rock 430,
7:15, 9:45 Phenomenon 5. 730, 9:45

The Hunchback at Notre Dame (EnoSsh
dialogue) 7:30 SEMADAR ® 618168
TTafcwpoMnq 10 * Cokt Comfort Farm 8
* Antonia's Une 6 MEVASSERET
ZION aG. GILThe Rock 4:45, 7:15. 9:45

+ II Postbio 7:15, 9:45 Legend of the

WBd *45
TEL AVIV
DiZENGOFF ® 5172923 The Brothers
McMuOen 11 am, 1, 3, 5. 7.45, 10 *
Lowing Las Vegas 11 im, 3. 7:45
White Squad 17T ID DFtiV^ IN The
Btodcage 10 * Sex Fim 12 midnight GAN
HATH * 5279215 71 ton Giebiroi St
PrtsdBa 230, 5, 730, 9:45 Phenomenon
230. 5, 730. 9:45 GORDON Bd, Drink
Man, Woman 530. 7:45, 10 G.G. HOD
1-4 * 5228226 Hod Passage. 101
Dfzengoff SL Mtesion lmpossfota«To Die
For 730, 10 Babysitters 5. 730, 10 *

WBtT
10 LEV 1-4 « 5288288 Trainspotting

12:15, 2:15, 5, 745, 10 * AntcrUtfs Line 2.

5, 7:45, 10 * The Secret of Roan Inish 12
noon * Cokt Comfort F«m 12, 2, 5, 7:45,

10 G.G. PE^R Mission SinposstoMThe
Eraser 5, 730, 10 * To Die Ftor 730, 10 *
Babe (Hebrew tfiafcwue) 5 * Hanoi's
Prisoners 430, 715L 10 RAV-CHEN®
•opemin Dizengoll Center Independence
Day 13a 4:15, 7. 9:45 * The Rock 43a
7:15, 9A5 -k The Hunchback or Notre

Dane (Hebrew dialogue) 5 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dane (EngBsh tfia-

r*Nowtogue) 1130 am, 23a 73a 9:45 * P*

andthen 11 am, 23a 5, 73a 045

posttnotaihings To Do In DenvertaStar

Man•Four Roam 5, 730, 9:45 G.G.
TAYELET 1-3 v 5177952 2 Yana Hanavi

SL Sense and Sei^bKy 7:15. 10 * The
73a 10 G.G. TEL

AVIV *5281181 65 Pinsher St The Eraser

• Crying Freeman# Msston Imppssfcte

5. 73a 10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM FW 6,

10 * Nety el M. Arnaud 4.

8

CWEMA CAF6 AMAMI = 8325755 FSrt

9:15 H Postlno 9:15 ATZMON 1-5 *
8673003 The Eraser• Crying Freeman •
The Birdcage 430, 7. 9:15 * Sense and
Sensfctty 4:15. 6^^6 * Anjflrirao

Quilt 430, 7, 9:15 CINEMA CAFE
MORIAH»8242477Tteiwpp^930 *
Cold Comfort Ram 730 GLOBcCTTY -

ORI MissionJmpossWefiTo Die fttr 7:15,

9:45 * Babe (Hebrew d&oguam*ggnd
01 the WHd 4:45 * Heaven's Prisoners

430, 7:15, 10The Eraser 4:45, 7:15, 045
Om.Yir 8381668 Thifras To Doh Denver

7. 9:15 PANORflSft 1-3 6382020

Mission bnpossfoie 430, 7, 930 *
Priscflia 930 * The Brothers McMullen

430. 7, 930 RAV-GAT 1-2 » 8674311
- - - 930 *

r»

W5Tft45^"ilSor Robins ^Sis, 7, 936 *
The Hunchback of Noire Dame (EngBsh

dtatoaue) 7;15 The Hunchback of ftotre

Dane (Hebrew dialogue) 5 * The Ftock

43a 7, 930 * Stolen Hearts 430, 7, 930
TWngsTo Do In Denver 4tf5j7. 92D

*

Phenomenon • FbtttRooms43a 7. 9:15

is tola's landlady; Rata is the single

mother of an eight-year old boy. They
gradually cSscover how much they
have to common (rot) 20:20 Raining
Slones (1993) - in a bleak post-
Thatcher England, an unemployed
worker .gets into debt buying his
daughter a new dress lor First

Communion (rpt) 22:00 The Innocent
(1994) - An inspector investigating a
series of,murderous robberies tiles lo
communicate with an autistic boy who
witnessed one of them, but has diffi-

culty understanding the boy's draw-
ings. With Kelsey Grammar and Dean
Stockwell. Directed by Mimi Leder (87
mins.) 23:35 The Program (1993) - a
football coach at a top university is

ruthlessly detemvned to make his

team champions (rpt) 1:30 Belle
Epoque (1992, Spanish) - a young
deserter from the Spanish army is

hidden by an aging artist and

Gabrielis 9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30
The Bold and the Beautiful 11:00
Oprah Winfrey 12:00 Remington
Steele 13:00 Burt Woff's Menus
13:30 El TV 14:00 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles 14:30 Blade Beauty
15:00 Lost In Space 16:00 Home and
Away 16:30 Charles in Charge 17:00
M*A*S-h 17:30 21 Jump Street 18:30
The X-Files 19:30 The Bold and the
Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara 21:00
The Twilight Zone 21:30 Beverly Hills

90210 22:30 The Fall Guy 23:30 0
TV 00:00 Oprah Winfrey 1:00-
Hooperman 1:30 Home and Away
2:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion
16:30 TelAviv Basketball Tournament
- highlights 19:30 New American
Soccer League 20:30 Volleyball:
European Yoth Championships final -

roof of a Manhattan penthouse (rpt) 00:00 FutboT
ipanish L
Americas

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 9:05 Simba the King of
the Jungle 9:30 VR Troopers 9-^5
Little University - Inventors 10:25
Welcome Freshmen 10:55 Saved by
the Bell 11:15 Rocko’s Modem Life

11:30 Lucifer 12:00 Chiquitltas 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:20 Professor Iris

14:05 Robinson Sueroe 14:35 The
MUky Way 15:00 VR Troopers 15:25
Little University Special 16:00 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 16:25 Real
Monsters 16^5 Rodeo's Modem Lila

17:05 Bay of Animals 17:30
Chiquititas 18:15 Little Dracula 18:40
Make-Believe Closet 19:00 Bllnky BUI
19:30 Three's Company 20:00
Married with Children 20:25
Roseanna 20:50 The Ren and SM
Show 21:05 Bra Brother Jake 21:3
Whose Une Is Inis Anyway?

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Morte de un Mathematico
NapoDtane (1992, Italian) - The last

six days of the fife of an Italian scien-
tist. the grandson ot Bakunin, during
which he reflects on his life, his drink-
ing problem and Communism.
Directed by Mario Martona (101
mins.) 23:45 L’Edipse (1962, Kalian)
- Philosophical drama about a
Roman gin who breaks up with a
complex nteileduaJ and finds herself
courted by an ambitious young bro-
ker. With Monica Vltii and Alain
Delon. Directed by Michelangelo
Antonioni (118 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Cousteau
(rpt) 13:05 The Secret of Inner Joy
(rpt) 14:30 Open University 16:30
Cousteau (rpt) 17:35 The Secret of
Inner.

21 :

Weather
MeBsande - 00:40 J.S. Bach - Suite
Anglafse no. 2

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00
NBC News with Tom Brokaw 7:30 ITN
World News 8:00 Today 11:00
European Money Wheel 15:30 Wall
Street Morning Reports 17:00 US
Money Wheel 18:30 FT Business
Tonignt 19:00 ITN News 19:30
Adventures 20:30 The Selina Scott
Show 21:30 Dateline 22:30 ITN News
23:00 Baseball 00:00 The Tonight
Show with Jty Leno 1:00 Late Night
with Conan O’Brien 2:00 Later with

Greg Kinnear

STAR PLUS -

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and the
Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30
Burt Wolf’s Menus 8:00 El TV 8.*30

CINEMA
The Rock 4:15, 7,930
AFULA
RAV CHEN « 6424047 Mission
ImpoesIbletaStar Man 7, 930
Independence Day 7, 6:45

ARAD
STAR * 9950904 Independence Day 7,

ft46 Mission hnposs&ie 7:15. 9:45 *
frying Freeman 730, 9:45

ASHDOD
G.G. GIL s 8847202 The
EraserSTr^nspotting 730. 10 Swan
Prmcesstatt Takas Two 5 The
BockMtoavon'3 Prisoners 43a 7:15. 10

Independence Day 430, 7:15. 10 G.G.
ORI 1-3" 711223 The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew cSaiogue) 5
Mission Impass&fetaSftfotease 5, 73a
10 Crykw Freeman 730, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL ft 729977 The BasMfiCrying
FreomanUfiasfcxi Impossible 5, 730, 10
To Die FOr 730, 10 Babysitters 5

Heaven's Prisoners 43a 7:15, 10 RAV
CHEN V 711223 Stolen
HcertsteStriptaase 5. 73a 9:45 The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Hebrew c§a-

logue)5 * Independence Day 4:15,7, 9:45
The Rock 430, 7:15, 9:45 The

Hunchback of Notts Dame (EngBsh dia-

logue) 73a 9:45

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN v 5531077 Mission
toBX»s8*MKSttipteaBe 5, 730, 945
Independence Day 4. 7. 9:45 77» Rock
430, 7:15, 9:45 The Eraser 5, 730. 9:45
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (EngBsh

dialogue) 73a 9X5 Stolen Hearts 9:45

It takes TWo 5. 730 * The Eraser 5,

73a 9:45 The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (Hebrew cBalogue) 6
BEERSHEBA
G.GL GIL 6440771 The BraserfiMsslon

slbte 5, 730, 10 Heaven’s
s 430. 7:15, 10 Crying

Freeman 5, 736, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4
» 235278 independence Day 4. 7, 9:45
The Rock 43a 7:15, 9:45 * Tl*ws To Do
In DenverteStrtptease 5, 73a 9-^45

HADERA

(Hebrew OaloguoWIbe Hunchback of

Notre Dame 5 The Eraser 7:45 The
Rock 10

HERZUYA
DANIEL HOTEL To Die For a 10
SIARft 589068 Striptease 73a 10 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (EogSsh dia-

logue) 7:15, 10 * Crying Rreeman 7-A6, 10

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 » 887277 The Rock 7, 930
Independence Day 7, B-.45* The Eraser

7,930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Independence Day

43a 7:15, 10 Babe (HebrewOtiMie

)

5
* Mission Imposstole 73a 10 Swan
m>cess5^fflr^iia^ea73a l0*The
Rock 10 The Hmehback of Notre Dame
(English Oalogue) 730 * The Hunchback
of Nobs Dame (Hebrew dafcwun) 430
Heaven's Prisoners 430, 7:1^ 10 The
Eraser 73a 10 Babysitters 5
WRYAT BIALIK
G.G. K1RYON 1-9 « 770166 The
BraserteCrylng rraoman 4:45, 7, 930
Mission Impos^Ue 7, 9:30 Little

Princess 4:45 * CutthroatWand • Babe

Hsteian's
Prisoners • The Birdcage •
Trainspotting • To Die Far 7, 930 * Ths
Rock 4:45, f, 930 cold Comfort Farm
4*5.'7. 030 Primal Fear 7. 930
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL * 6905080 Independence Day
43a 7:15, 10 Fargo 43a 7, 930
Heaven's Prisoners 43a 7515. 10

LOD
STAR * 5491979 Independence

Rock 7:15, 10 * The Eraser

,
9:45 UtOe Princess 11 slio, 5

HBOHALHATARBUT The Rock 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL v 561832 frying Rreeman •

EUROSPORT

9:30 Mountain Bikes: French
Championships (rpt) 10:00 Extreme
Games 11:00 Motor Sports Magazine
12:00 Soccer World Cup heats -
round-up (rpt) 14:00 Motorcycles
Magazine 14:30 Recreational Sports
Magazine 15:00 Extreme Games
16:00 Golf: PGA Tournament,
Switzerland - live 18:00 Tractor
Pulling 19:00 Soccer: World Cup
heats - round-up (rpt) 21:00 Extreme
Games 22:00 Pro Wrestling 23:00
Heavyweight Boxing 00:00 Formula 1
Magazine 00:30 Motorcycles
Magazine 1:00 Sailing Magazine 1:30
The Strongest Man in the World

PRIME SPORTS
6:00 International Sports Magazine
7:00 Cricket: Singer series. India vs
Australia - live 19:00 Tennis: US
Open at Flushing Meadow, men's
quarter-finals -< live 1:00 PGA Golf
2:30 Tennis: US Open at Rushing
Meadow - live

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 White Heat
10:05 50 Years ol Heathrow (rpt)

11:30 Airport (rpt) 12:30 Jeremy
Clarkson's Motorworld (rat) 15:05
Horizon (rpt) 16:15 World Business
Report 16:30 Asia-Pacific Newshour
17:30 Raymond’s Blanc Mange (rpt)

18:05 White Heat (rpt) 19:30 The Sky
at Night (rot) 20:00 World News
22:05 Correspondent 23:30
Tomorrow’s World 00:00 World News
and Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 7:30
Inside Politics 6:30 Moneyline (rpt)

9:30 Worid Sport 10:30 Showbiz
Today 11:30 CNN Newsroom 12:30
Worid Report 13:00 Business Day
14:00 Asian News 14:30 Worid Sport
15:00 Asian News 15:30 Business
Asia 16:00 Larry King Live 17:30
Worid Sport (rot) 18:30 work! Report
19:30 Q&A 21:00 Worid Business
Today 21:30 CNN Wbrid News 22:00
Larry King (rpt) 23:00 European
News 00:00 World Business Today
00:30 Worid Sport 1:00 Worid News

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 6:30 CBS News
7:30 ABC World News 11:30 Beyond
2000 12:30 ABC Nightline 13:00
World News and Business 15:30..CBS

• News - This Morning 17:30 Beyond
- ’ 20ft0 19:00 Live at Rve-20:30 Tonight

.-rWith Adam Boulton 21:30 Sportsline
’ 22:30 Reuters News Report 1:30
CBS Evening News 2:30 ABC Worid
News

Mission Imposstole • The
EraserteBabysitters 4:30, 7, 030

idence Day 430, 7:15, 10 The
1 430, 7:15. 10 * Heaven’s Prisoners

43a 7:15, 10
NESSZ30NA
aa GIL 1-4 ft 404729 The Baser 73a
10 To Die For 7:15, 1 0 To Die For 7:15,

10 Babe (Hebrew rSatoguey*Legends ol

the WHd • Babysitters • Swan Princess
5The Efosar 71T5, TO

NETANYA
G.G.GIL 1-5 ft 628452 To Die For 5, 73a
10 The EraserteMisslon
impasstoMCrykig Freeman 5, 730, 10
Heaven's Prisoners 5. 7:15. to RAV
CHEN Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 *
The Rock 9:45 Striptease 5. 730. 9:45
Phenomenon 5, 7:15, 9:45 The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (Hebrew efia-

5 Swan Princess (Hebrew dia-

TUces TWoteMuppets Treastae
Hunchback of Notre Dame

(EngBsh dialogue) 730
OR AKTVA
RAV CHEN The RocMrthe Eraser 7,

930 Independence Day 7, 9^5
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Mission ImposstoieteThe
ErascrfiTo Die For 5, 730, 10 Heaven's
Prisoners 43a 7:15. 10

PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HEGHAL Independence Day 4:15,

7. 10 StriptaaseTo Die For 5, 7:30, 10
G.G. RAM 1-3 » 9340818 The Rock 430,
7:15, 10 The ExaserftHVUsslon
Impossible 5. 730. 10

RA’ANANA
CfN-MOFET NellyetM.Arnaud 830
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121 The Rock 430,
7:15, 9:45 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (EngBsh dialogue) 730 * Things To
Do hi Denver 9:45 The Hunchback ot

Notre Dame /Hebrew d&ague) 5 RAY-
OASIS 1-3 ft 6730667 Mission

Eraser 5. 730, 9:45
Day 4, 7, 9:45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Sense and Sensfothty 7, 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 ft 362864 The Brothers
McMuOen 7:45, 9:45 Dotty Perez 7:45.

10 Trainspotting io American Quilt

730 RAV MOR * 9493595 Things To Do
hi Denver • The Eraser • Phenomenon
5, 730, 9:45 Independence Day 4. 7,
9:45 The Rock 430, 7:15. 9:45

Striptease 5, 73a 9*5* The Hmehback
ot Notre Dame (HebreweUabgue) 5

RISHONLEZJON
GAL 1-6 ft 9619669 Primal

FsarteAmerican QuittfiThe Birdcage
•Executive DeetsiOrt 830 GIL IfiKkn
Imposstole 5, 73a 10 The Eraser 5.

73010* Babe (Hebrew d&ogue) 5

Heaven's Prisoners 7rta 10 A nme to

10 HAZAHAV Mission

730 10 * Legends of the

WBd 5 * The RocMkSttiptease 5, 730, 10
Heaven's Prisoners 430, 7:15, 10*To

Die For 10 Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 5,

730 The Hunchback ol Notre Dame
730, 10 The

of Noire Dane (Hebrew cfe-

5 The Baser 5, 730, io RAV
® 9670503 Independence Day-4, 7,

045 * TWngsTo Do In Denver 9H5 *The
Hunchback of Noire Dana (EjrafehdSa-

5. 730^45 *

7:15,

1 730 k
Rock 430, 7:15. 9:45 * The

Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew <sa-

loguia5 RON Las MlseraUes• Heat 830
STAto9619985 CralngFfooman730, 10

Nelly et M. Arnaud 730, TO *
Independence Day 7, 10 Swan Princess

(Hebrewdialogue) 11;30 am,5
YEHUD
RAV CHBi independence Day 4, 7, 9:45

Striptease 73a 9*5 * It Takas TWo 5

The Rock 430, 7ii5> 9:45 ThkigsToDo
in Denver 045*TheHunchback of Notre

Crane (EngBsh dialogue) 730 The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

logue) 5

Phona reservations: Tel Aviv 5252944
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878

AB times are pjn, unkbs otherwise indP

creed.
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High Court holds firm
on Bar-Ilan injunction
Miller: I’ll go to the Zameret Committee

THE High Court of Justice yester-

day refused to revoke an injunc-

tion forbidding the closure of
Jerusalem’s Rehov Bar-IJan on
ShabbaL

It was ruling on a request by
Jerusalem city councilman Haim
Miller (United Torah Judaism) and
nine area synagogues.

Miller's attorney, Yitzhak

Miron, argued that the original

purpose of the injunction was to

maintain the status quo while a

public commission considered the

issue, in hopes it could achieve a
broad social consensus.

However, Miron said, the nega-

tive reactions to the composition

of the Zameret Committee from
both secular and religious activists

make it clear it will not succeed in

reaching any consensus, so there

is no longer any point to the

injunction.

If the court would not revoke the

injunction entirely, he continued,

it should at least suspend it for the

upcoming holiday season, as the

local synagogues attract an espe-

EVELYN GORDON

daily high number of worshipers

at this time, including many from

outside the neighborhood.
However, Miller's request was

opposed not only by the three

original petitioners - secular

activists who object to any closure

of the road — but also by the state

and by the city of Jerusalem, both

of which favor a partial closure in

principle. Government attorney

Osnat Mandel and city attorney

Asa Eliav both explained that tire

court had originally said it would
reconsider tire injunction only if

circumstances changed - ana so

far; they have not. The Zameret
Committee should at least be
allowed to begin its work before

considering any change in the

injunction, they argued.

Justices Aharon Barak, Theodor
Ott, and Dorit Beinish agreed with

this position.

‘'There has been no change in

circumstances since the injunction

was issued,” they wrote in their

decision.

Furthermore, they said, there is

“no basis” for Miller’s contention

that both secular and religious are

already disillusioned with the

Zameret Committee. The angry

statements quoted in tire press,

said Orr, are as likely to be pres-

sure tactics as real expressions of

disappointment
After the hearing. Miller said he

would ask the Zameret Committee
itself to request a suspension of

the injunction during the holiday

period, since the court indicated

that it might give more weight to a

request from the committee.

“There is no doubt tiiat for a

Jew, the High Holy Days are a

change [in circumstances],” he
said.

Miller also rejected charges by

city councilman Oman Yekutieli

(Meretz) that his request was hyp-

ocritical, since he does not

acknowledge the court’s authority.

“The fact that I came here shows

that 1 do accept the High Court’s

authority,” he said.

Four held for planning

bombing in Jaffa
FOUR men were remanded by the

Tel Aviv Magistrate’s Court yes-

terday for allegedly plotting to

bomb property m Jaffa which they

claim was stolen from the Wakf
and is located on Moslem holy

sites.

Iman a-A’id, 27, of Kalkilya,

was remanded until September 13.

Sami Abu Kaud, 21, Ahmed Abu
Kaud, 22, and Yosef Gidai, 20, all

of Jaffa, were remanded until

September 8.

A fifth, A’adal Abu Kaud, 48, of

Jaffa, was released on NTS 7,000

bail.

A publication ban on the case

was lifted yesterday, after police

and the GSS finished their investi-

gation and concluded that they

conspired to damage property, but

did not intend to harm anyone.

Police said their motives were

“religious and nationalistic.”
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Around two weeks ago, acting

on tips, police searched a Jaffa

garage and found 10 firebombs,

allegedly to be used in attacks on
property. On August 30, police

arrested and questioned the men.

Police also arrested three men
from Gaza employed at the

garage, who have since been

released.

The investigation revealed that

the men planned to bomb facto-

ries, stores and other places in

Jaffa which they believe are situat-

ed on Moslem holy sites.

Two weeks ago. police warned

the manager of a branch of Keter

Plastics, situated on Jaffa's busy

Sderot Yerushalayim. that they

had beard of plots to damage the

store.

Manager Ofer Halfon said that a

“massive disaster could have

occurred” if Firebombs were
hurled at his store.

“Mostly Israeli Arabs could

have been hurt, and not Jews,"

Halfon said. “And anyway, we are

not situated on the site of a

mosque. The mosque is still

owned by the Wakf."
Jaffa's Wakf leader, Joseph

Raihan, condemned all violent

activities.

“There are legal methods which
may be used to protest against

what may be deemed as irregular-

ities,” he said. “People can
demonstrate if they feel certain

activities are illegal or unjust and
there is no need to resort to vio-

lence.”

Raihan said he urged all

Moslems to use “only legal

means.”

Itim contributed to this report.

THOUSANDS of haredim partici-

pated in yesterday’s funeral of
Rabbi Mosbe Aiye Freund, 94, a

Jerusalem leader of the Satmar

Hassidim and head of the rabbini-

cal court of the Eda Haredit
The funeral cortege made its way

on foot from the Satmar Yeshiva in

the Geula section to the Ml of

HAIM SHAPIRO

Olives. Among die mourners were
hassidim who had flown in special-

ly from New York, including two
sons of the Satmar rebbe.
Freund, who was bom in

Hungary, was the head of the

Satmar Yeshiva in Jerusalem for

NEWS IN BRIEF

many years. He participated in

many protests initiated by the Eda
Haredit, including those on Rehov
Bar-Ilan a few weeks ago.

Freund lost his first wife and

eight children in the Holocaust
He remarried twice after coining

to Israel and is survived by his

third wife.

Drug raid nets 19 in Haifa
Dozens of policemen, aided by sniffer dogs, raided

the homes of suspected drug dealers in Haifa, die

bayside suburbs and parts of the Galilee early

yesterday morning, following weeks of work by an

undercover agent.

Police said 19 suspects had been arrested and
quantities of drugs had been seized during die

operation. David Rudge

MKs leam about Internet, e-mail
A group of Knesset members yesterday completed a

three-day personal computer course. Hie 25 MKs
also learned about the Internet and e-mail in the

course, which was taught at Touro College’s

International School of Management Knesset

speaker Dan Tichon initiated the course to help MKs ,

work more efficiently and maintain contact with
1

their constituency via e-maiL Jerusalem Post Staff

Parents of 1993 ‘friendly-fire’ victim demand investigation
AVTNOAM and Ruth Mor-Haim, whose
son Dvir was killed in Lebanon in a

“friendly-fire” incident in 1993, peti-

tioned the High Court of Justice yesterday

to demand an investigation of the circum-

stances which led to Dvir's death.

Dvir and three other soldiers were killed

when two IDF forces accidentally fired on

each other. At the time, the array promised

a thorough investigation, and it did set up

an investigatory committee, which even-

tually issued a report. However, the Mor-
Haims charged that this committee did

only a cursory job, and therefore did not

fulfill the army's legal obligation to inves-

tigate every fatal accident

“The investigatory committee's conclu-

sions do not relate to many aspects that

EVELYN GORDON

were relevant to the occurrence of the dis-

aster,” wrote Col. (res.) Moshe Givati.

whom the Mor-Haims had asked for a
professional assessment of the report

One of the most disturbing aspects of

the committee’s work, the petition said, is

that it issued two reports - one official and

one secret - and parts of the secret report

contradicted what was in the official

report

The Mor-Haims stressed that their

petition was not aimed at prompting
criminal proceedings. However, they

said, it is very important that the tragedy

be thoroughly investigated, so that the

army can leam from its mistakes and

avoid a repetition.

The Mor-Haims also asked that the

army be forced to give them all the mate-

rial, including testimony, collected by the

official investigatory team. They have

been negotiating with the army on this

issue for more than three years now, the

petition said, but have still not received a

definitive answer.

Court to rule on dismissal

of religious principal

for alleged affair
BATSHEVA TSUR

THE Tel Aviv Labor Court is due to rule today on the dismissal of a

woman school principal in the stale religious system, on the grounds that

her behavior was “immoral.”

The principal, who runs an elementary school in the Sharon region,

was fired from her position during the last week ofAugust after her hus-

band, from whom she is in the process of getting divorced, reported to

the state-religious schools council and the Education Ministry that she

had had an extramarital affair.

The husband brought a recording to the ministry in which the princi-

pal purportedly had a conversation revealing her affair. He then report-

edly asked that she be dismissed from her post because of this. The prin-

cipal turned to Na’amat’s legal division for help and the issue was taken

to the labor court

Na 'anal petitioned against the ministry and the council on her behalf,

noting that the principal had not even been asked for her side of the story

when the decision to dismiss her was made.
The court issued a temporary Injunction, just before the school year

began, reinstating her in her position, Na’amat chairman Ofra Friedman
said yesterday.

Friedman said the pupils' parents are backing the principal and had
threatened to keep the children at home if she were not reinstated.

The principal was not available for comment
Na’amat took up the matter since the organization believes there is no

connection between a person’s personal affairs and professional life,

Friedman said. This is clearly discrimination against a woman, as simi-
lar action is not taken against male educators because of their private

lives, she said.

Religious Affairs Ministry opposes
moving Chief Rabbinate
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Sakhnin school
strike continues

Efforts made to defuse

hospital nurses strike
DAVID RUDGE

THE strike at an elementary
school in Sakhnin in the Galilee,

which has kept 560 children at

home since the start of the school

year, is continuing, despite

promises by the Education

Ministry to fund the construction

of a new building.

Sakhnin Mayor Mohammed
Ghanayim said the school’s par-

ents committee wanted written

confirmation of the ministry’s

intentions.

The committee, in conjunction

with the municipality, called the

strike to press for die replacement

of die existing school building - a
prefabricated hutcomposed in part

of asbestos.

Ghanayim said asbestos is a can-
cer-causing substance and that the

existing building constitutes a
health hazard to tbe pupils and
their teachers.

Education Ministry officials

spoke with Ghanayim earlier this

week and promised that funds
would be made available in the

1997 budget for the construction

of a new building.

“If this is the case, then the par-

ents are demanding that they have
this in writing, so that the munic-
ipality can issue a tender for the

work to start m January next year,

so the new school can be ready
for September 1997,” said

Ghanayim.
“The problem is that the min-

istry is not prepared to put this in

writing, and there is concern that

the work might not get under
way until the end of 1997, if

then, which would mean another

two years of hardship for the

children.

“I still hope to receive some sort

of written confirmation from the

ministry that win convince the

parents and at least give them
hope that next year tbe situation

will be different Until that is

received, however, the parents
committee is adamant tiiat the
strike will continue,” Ghanayim
added.

HEALTH Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
and Finance Minister Dan Meridor
will meet this morning to discuss a
strike by public hospital nurses

scheduled to begin on Sunday.
The union of hospital nurses met

in emergency session yesterday

and decided to strike on Sunday
against all hospitals owned by the

government, Kupat Holim Oalit,

and voluntary organizations. They
accuse the Health Ministry of fail-

ing to meet its obligations involv-

ing staffing levels that “would
allow nurses to provide patients

with the necessary treatment"
Union bead Dana Cohen said

that she and her colleagues have
long been warning about the short-

age erf nurses and the deteriorating

condition of hospital departments,

especially internal medicine
departments, which neat mostly
elderly, chronically ill patients.

In an urgent letter she sent to

hospital managements, she said
that tiie strike would cause the

shutdown of all outpatient clinics,

day hospitals, diagnostic insti-

tutes, and other ambulatory ser-

vices. Operating rooms will work
on a reduced duty roster. Nurses in

wards, emergency rooms, and
intensive care units will observe a
reduced night schedule.

The following departments will

function, but on a reduced sched-
ule: fertility units, obstetrics,

neonatal, oncology, and dialysis.

Cohen blamed the Health
Ministry for “failing to understand
that observing proper staffing lev-

els for nurses is of primary impor-
tance.” She reminded Hanegbi
that in the 1 980s, nurses went out
on a prolonged strike (including a
hunger strike by union leaders)

over this same issue. Judy Siegel
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Winning cards
In yesterday’s daily Chance

drawing, the winning cards were

the queen of spades, the jack of

hearts, the king of diamonds, and

the eight of clubs.

Prisoner
fails in

escape
attempt
RAINE MARCUS

AN escape attempt from
Beersheba’s Ohali Kedar Prison

failed yesterday, when the pris-

oner, Haniel Korea, fell from an
electronic fence into a pack of

patrol dogs.

Korea is serving a 4 1/2-year

sentence for opening fire inside

St Anthony’s Church in Jaffa in ^
May 1995. He caused damage to

,

*

the church but did not hurt any-
’

one. He told police his motives
were ideological.

He was being held in a wing ^
for religiously observant pris- £ "f
oners; the doors inside the 1' ^
wing are not locked, lb escape,
he first had to climb over a .

:v
fence, and then scale another i'

electronically protected fence
before reaching the outside f\ *

. .. ..

wall. 4

Korea succeeded in daubing
over the unprotected fence, but
when he reached the electronic

fence, he activated the alarm ’

system. Korea climbed over the
fence, and fell into a pack of
dogs. The officer in charge of the fV?
dogs kept them at bay and cap-
lured Korea.
Korea was put in solitary con-

.

linemen t. Prisons Service
j

t ,

spokesman Moshe Mahd said he jk .
*'«

will not be returned to his previ- .

ous wing, but will be kept in
secure cell, where chances .iff

escape are minimal. 4 *
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Foot pains ? After 50m. 100m. 200m. walk?

No more !!

Clinic For Diabetic Foot Problems

THE chief rabbis' plans to leave
their offices in Jerusalem’s Hechal
Shlomo may be halted, if the two
deputy religious affairs ministers
have anything to say about it
The deputy ministers. Rabbi

Ap'eh Gamliel of Shas and Ylgal
Bibi of the National Religious
Party, issued a joint statement yes-
terday calling on the Chief
Rabbinate to reconsider its deci-
sion to leave Hechal Shlomo for a
government office building.

The building, erected in the
1950s with funds donated for the
purpose by the late Sir Isaac
Wolfson, is administered by a non-
profit association. The Chief
Rabbinate had complained that the
rent is too high and that there is

not enough working space.
However, the deputy ministers

said yesterday that even if the rent

is high, die stature of the chief rab-
bis would be lowered if they sat in
an ordinary office budding. They
said that it was important to build a
new building for the chief rabbis,
similar to that of the Supreme
Court, but that until then, die rabbis
should not leave Hechal Shlomo.
"Budgetary concerns are impor-

tant, but so is the honor of the rab-
bis. We should not lower them to
the level of government clerks,”
Religious Affairs Ministry
spokesman Yair Wolf said.
Chief Rabbinate spokesman

Daniel Aviv said that the chiefrab-
bis were surprised by tbe min-
istry’s announcement. If the
deputy ministers were concerned
with the issue, he said, they should
have first discussed it with the rab-
bis and the director-general of the
Chief Rabbinate.

A Memory and a Dream
This beautiftdy sculptured charm is a
stunning replica of the Second Holy
Temple in Jerusalem. Finished in 24k
gold electroplated over diamond cut

bronze, this unique medaffion is an
artistic and historically significant

tribute to the Jewish People. With an
18” gold-layered chaan, this pendant
is a perfect gift for any occasion.

Actualsea 2.5x25cm {1x1 In.)

JP Price: NB 99
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promised to advance tbe peace process, you promised to honor interrational
But in fact there is no leadership, there are no decision, no“

Therefore, we will not be silent
7™ no peace..

Saturday Night, September 7, 1996, at 7 p m

TORCHLIGHT MARCH
from Mcnora Square in Jerusalem to the Prime Minister’s Residence

I ^

|

For details, call: Haifa: 04-8342550: Sharon: 09-7678457: Coastal Plain-

08-9361707: Sooth: 07-6285560: Tel Aviv: 03-5663291, 5665090; Jerusalem;

02-5660648. Transportation Coonfinaion Tfirvjfl, Beeper 03-6106666, No. 22827.

ConmbtmaQs may be sent to P.O.B. 29828, Tel Aviv §1297

The ioitfaes will be In after 7:30

PEACE
NOW


